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Winters:
68/80 may
get funding
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
and
Although
Murray
Calloway County will receive
about $2.7 million in state funding the next two years for water
and sewer projects, construction
on U.S. 68/Ky. 80 from Murray
to Coldwater will likely remain
unfinished unless there is a
surge in the state economy.
First District Sen. Ken
Winters said Wednesday that the
project was at the top of his todo list while wrangling with the
state budget the past few months
and he regrets that the approximate $17 million dollars in
funding needed to finish the
roadway was left in limbo.
However, he pointed out,
there remains some chance the
project and other important road
construction efforts may get a
second wind.
"We still have some things
we're working on with that, but
it will he a few days before I
will know for sure how that is
going to happen." he said. "The
governor approached us about
the money that was already
appropriated for that in the past
and how much of that was still
available. So we'll he pursuing
that for a few days to see what
we come up with.Winters, R-Murray, said he
doesn't expect to he called back
for a special session: however
the approved budget requires
that should the economy change
significantly -- for better or
worse -- it could happen.
"If there is a resurgence in
our economy, there is a chance.
If we reach a certain point that
goes beyond our triggering
devices we have in the budget.
then I wouldn't be surprised at
all that we're called back.- he
said. Of course. I'd rather do
that than the alternative which
would be called back to do further cuts because of a declining

cash-flow problem.
Winters said it won't take
much of a positive surge.
"It won't take much for those
triggers to kick in on salaries
and capital projects and things
like that," he said.
Winters said he was not sure
exactly what happened during
some of the long, grueling hours
the legislature worked during
the two-day "veto session- on
several proposals such as ethics
reform and budget items vetoed
by Gov. Steve Beshear.
"I truly don't know what
prompted the House vote on
(road construction projects), but
it didn't make it out and neither
did the pension plan.- he said.
"That conference committee on
the pension plan worked nearly
all night Monday night and
came up to a resolution and the
Senate saw fit to approve it and
the House did not."
According to an Associated
Press report this morning, the
session was very disappointing
for many lawmakers for various
reasons.
"I've been here 24 years."
Rep. Larry Clark, 13-Lottiavdle,
the House Speaker Pro Thin,
said. "It was the worst ending
I've ever seen. I'm embarrassed
to be part of leadership: embarrassed that it happened that
When the wrangling ended
early Wednesday morning,
many important pieces of legislation remained unresolved
including the proposed overhaul
of the state pension system and
$2.(X) million in proposed road
construction projects. Kentucky
lawmakers also failed to
approve changes to the state's
campaign finance law.
Beshear called the session
"disappointing" with his proposals to increase the state's tax
See Page 2A

LAC photo
Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsyille, left, talks to Seri Ken
Winters, R-Murray. dunng the General Assembly in Frankfort.
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WILD HOGS: Members of Hester College grooved to some toug14, biker tunes duting yesterday's Al-Campus Sing on the
Inept of Lovett Auditorium Pictured, the group even got son guitar help froffi its heagetiog mascot during a randllkin of
'Wild Thing.- Winners and additional phOtott from All-Campus Sing are on page 2A inside today's Lodger.

Argument, alcohol factors in shooting
Staff Report
PARIS LANDING, Tenn. --- A Murray
man was killed Tuesday night by a shot to
the face during an argument with • Henry
County, Tenn., man at a home barbecue.
According to information from the
Henry County Sheriff's Department, James
T. Hill. 37, of Paschall Road, was found
dead on the living room at 52G Kirks
Trading Post Rd., around 10 p.m.
Sheriff's deputies were called to the
scene of the shooting where they found
Larry Biggs, 63, of the same address, standing outside on the front porch.

"I shot Inni in the head and the gun is his room. But before Hill could reach Biggs,
inside on the counter,- Biggs allegedly told the report stated, Biggs raised the weapon
and fired one shot that hit Hill in the face.
the deputies.
Biggs has been charged with secondAccording to the report. Hill became
aggressive during an evening of grilling and degree murder and was held without bond.
drinking alcohol Al apotnt later in the He was scheduled to appear in court today
evening. Hill was reportedly pushing every- (Thursday).
one around and Biggs approached him and
-There was an unfortunate set of circumtold him to keep his hands off others. stances that lead to this tragic event,- said
including Biggs' daughter.
Henry County Sheriff Monte Belew in a
Hill and Biggs' daughter were reportedly statement.
dating, police said.
An autopsy has been scheduled on Hill's
Hill then turned his aggression toward body. An investigation into the incident conBiggs. who had retrieved a handgun from tinues.

Heart Walk efforts get 'Start!' Wednesday
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
Community and busir-ss
leaders gathered Wednesday for
a 2008 Calloway County
Leadership Breakfast to begin
planning for this year's Start!
Heart Walk and to hear about the
need for companies to create
workplace "walking routes"
that, when used, will result in
healthier, happier lives for
employees.
The fun-filled, non-competitive 1-3 mile walk around
Murray State University is
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 18.
A goal of $75.000 has been set
for the event.
The
American
Heart
Association's Heart Walk focuses on the recruitment of corporate sponsors and teams, as well
as individuals who will participate an the event, it was reported.
Di-s. Randy and Ronda Dunn.
MSU president and first lady,
are co-chairs of the 2008 Heart
Walk. They also hosted the
breakfast
"We encourage everyone to
set a goal, foster teams and help
build support within your organizations,- Randy Dunn told the
crowd "We appreciate the community leadership role each of
you hold.'
Dunn explained to the audi
ence that both he and his wife
also have their "own stories"
about family members affected.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 limes
Sarah Jones, right. talks with Drs. Randy and Ronda Dunn dunng Wednesday's 2008
Calloway County Leadership Breakfast for the Start! Heart Walk.
He continued by saying that
Dunn also commented that citing 6o Red For Women.
60 percent of CEOs cite health- walking could "jump start the Start!, Search Your Heart and
care as one of the top issues whole notion of being heart others.
faced by their companies. He healthy. Walking is sustainable
"People are less active as a
also noted that productivity over Mlle.result of transportation and techlosses were approximately $225
Among the guest speakers at nology.- commented Holman,
billion annually, and CFOs cited the breakfast were Dr. Tiche the keynote speaker "Kentucky
preventative healthcare as one Allen, Dr. Bill Holman and ranks among the highest states
of the top areas of concern in the Sarah Jones.
in national obesity rates."
next 12 months.
"I am here to support an
He said increased obesity
"Exercise is a huge issue. organization that does tremen- over the past 20 years has
Walking may be the answer to dous good.- Allen said. "We caused increases in disease and
many problems," he said "The need to decrease the number of risk factors that include such
dropout rate in walking is very heart-related deaths and there issues as hypertension, Type 2
low. It is healthy and it con- are several programs that
tributes to heart health.address these issues,- she said,
MI See Page 2A
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Scenes from Sin

•68/80 ...
From Front
on cigarettes by 70 cents and a
proposed constitutional amendment to allow voters to decide
by referendum whether to legalize casino gambling defeated.
Beshear said lawmakers should
have taken steps to raise more
revenue to offset funding cuts.
However Winters said he
was excited that some of the
bills he pushed to provide more
funding for educational programs during the session were
successful.
"I had several, but one of my
principal ones was Senate Bill 2
which was the one on the math
and science advance placement
courses and so forth," he said.
"The fact that the pension revi-

sion did not
happen, Senate
Bill 2 made the
I ong-term
future (of eduof
cation)
Kentucky one
of the more
important
things that we
Winter.
did this time. It
was coming down to the waning
hours before we got that
approved, but I was really
pleased."
Winters said he was looking
forward to getting back home to
Murray.
"It has been quite a busy time
these last two days. As they
always are, they're trying
times.- he said.

•Heart Walk ...
From Front
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diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
stroke, gallbladder disease,
sleep apnea, respiratory problems and some cancers.
"So what's the solution," he
asked' "Let's start here to motivate and encourage everyone to
take up walking and other
healthy habits. Walking has the
lowest dropout rate of any physical activity, and it is one of the
most positive changes that an
individual can make" toward
improving their health.
He said walking can help to
reduce the risk of cardiovascular
disease, lower blood pressure,
reduce cholesterol, reduce body
fat, enhance mental well being,
increase bone density and
reduce asks of some cancers.
Jones, of Vintage Rose
Emporium, shared a personal
story about her late brother. She
told how he had experienced a
ruptured aorta when he was only
42 years old.
"I want to stress to everyone
how important prevention and
early diagnosis can be. Let's all
take the time and sacrifice to
keep others well," she said.
It was noted that funds from
the Calloway County Heart
Walk enable the AHA to -con-

tinue its fight against heart disease and stroke in the community through research, public and
professional education and
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For more information visit:
voww.amerkanhean.orgistart or
www.heartwalk.kintera.org/callowaycountyky.
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advocacy."
Among the three methods of
supporting the Heart Walk are
corporate sponsorship, company
teams and in-kind sponsorships.
According to Sarah Keith,
regional Heart Walk manager
for the AHA, the breakfast was
designed to promote a cultire of
physical activity in the workplace. "Corporate Amenca can
decrease healthcare costs,
increase
productivity
and
improve quality of life and
longevity among the Amencan
workforce," she reported.
"When company leaders
make health a priority and show
their commitment, employees
follow," according to AHA
material, adding that when
employees are healthier and
more productive, "the company
saves on healthcare costs and
fewer Americans are disabled or
die from heart disease and
stroke."
This year's Heart Walk
Executive Committee consists
of
Keith
Bailey,
Betty
Brockway, Anita Crass, Mike
Faihst, Carolyn Greenfield.
Steve Hoskins, Joshua Jacobs,
Sarah Jones, Sarah Mastera.
Jeannie Mathis, Chanda Scott,
Linda Scott, Keith Travis and

Ky.
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Church of Christ
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Steve Diggs will preach
Sunday morning, April 20th.
Afterwards, Session #1
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Ky. injection challengers may wait
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By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') Two inmates whose ,ase before
the U.S. Supreme court stopped
executions around the country
for seven months likely won't
be the first in Kentucky to face
lethal injection now that the
high court has upheld the
method.
The Kentucky Supreme
Court has said it wants to hear
three issues related to cop-killer
Ralph Baze's case, while
Thomas Clyde Bowling has a
pending federal case contesting
how Kentucky determines
whether someone is mentally
retarded and ineligible for execution.
Kentucky Public Advocate
Ernie Lewis. whose office is
defending Baze and Bowling.
says those legal issues will postpone the executions of Baze and
Bowling for at least several
months. Meanwhile the ruling
could clear the way for the executions of two confessed childkillers who have waived all hut
their mandatory appeals.
The U.S. Supreme Court. in a
7-2 vote on Wednesday, turned
away a challenge by Haze and
Bowling.
"The people who carry out
our protocol are professional,
are trained and are ready to do it
in such a manner that is professional, that is humane as possible under the circumstances and
certainly does not create a substantial risk of ... unnecessary
pain to those being executed,"
said
J. Michael Brown,
Kentucky Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet Secretary.
Baze was sentenced to death
for the slayings of two eastern
Kentucky lawmen in 1992,
while Bowling is awaiting execution for the slaying of Edward
and Tina Earley outside the couple's Lexington dry-cleaning
business in 1990.
The high court took the case
as Raze faced a pending execution date last fall for the shooting deaths of Powell County
Sheriff Steve Bennett and
Deputy Arthur Briscoe. And, the
Kentucky Supreme Court took
up three issues related to Baze's
case at about the same time, but
a hearing on those issues was
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tinder the watchful eye of corrections officer Lt. Tern Heaslet, left, Paris Powell, right, a convicted killer on Oklahoma's death row, speaks during an interview at the Oklahoma State
Penitentiary in McAlester, Okla. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the most common method of
lethal injections executions Wednesday, clearing the way for states to resume executions that
have been on hold for nearly 7 months In an interview with The Associated Press just one day
before the ruling, Powell said there was hope among inmates that the Kentucky case could
lead to an extended moratorium on the death penalty.
lion method.
that regard because it's an to stop them from trying 10
"My attorneys will continue extremely serious matter as we plead his case in the future.
to litigate as long as there are all know." Beshear said
If Chapman's efforts are successful, he will have no pending
issues unresolved." said Lewis, Wednesday.
the state's top public defender.
The Rev. Pat Delahanty, head appeals to stop his execution.
Windsor, 45, pleaded guilty
"We still have some options."
of the Kentucky Coalition to
Reacting to Wednesday's rul- Abolish the Death Penalty, said and asked to be executed for
ing. Kentucky Attorney General the Supreme Court ruling wasn't beating and stabbing his wife.
Betty Jean Windsor and 8-year
Jack Conway said his office is in a surprise.
"We never expected it to do old son, Corey Windsor, in
the process of reviewing the status of all 38 Death Row inmates more than maybe slow down 2003. The Kentucky Supreme
in Kentucky. Conway said Bare, executions in Kentucky or else- Court has not yet ruled on the
Bowling and Victor Taylor, where." Delahanty said. "We're validity of his plea and sentence.
Other death row inmates are
awaiting execution for killing going to be facing some executwo Louisville high school stu- tions soon."
challenging their convictions
Two of Kentucky's Death through appeals or DNA testing
dents. are "beginning to get near
the very end of the appellate Row inmates, Marco Allen of old evidence. Some, such as
process."
Chapman and Shawn Windsor, death row inmate Gregory
He said he will pursue death have waived their appeals after Wilson, are challenging the way
warrants when appeals are pleading guilty and receiving Kentucky conducts executions.
exhausted, but did not set a time death sentences.
The U.S. Supreme Court's
frame.
Chapman, 36, killed 6-year- ruling may have an impact on
"I will say that it will be the old Cody Sharon and 7-year-old that litigation, said William
policy of my office to try to Chelbi Sharon during a 2002 Sharp, an attorney representing
expedite this process as much as attack on their family in Gallatin Wilson in the challenge. Sharp
possible,- Conway said.
County. The Kentucky Supreme said he expects the state to Lite
Gov. Steve Beshear said Court upheld the guilty plea and the ruling in an attempt to dis"under appropriate circum- death sentence, but have not yet miss the ongoing lawsuits.
Fayette
County
stances" he will sign death war- ruled on a petition for a rehearrants.
ing tiled by his coun-appointed Commonwealth Attorney
"tin obviously going to attorneys, whom he hes tried to Larson said the ruling
review every detail of every dismiss. Chapman has sued the shut down any future Aida
case that conies before me in Department of Public Advocacy lenges.

KentuckylnBrief
Lawmakers go home after
adopting key safety measures
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — Children will be barred from operating thrill rides at amusement parks and street carnivals in
Kentucky in the wake of a legislative session that ended
Wednesday.
The General Assembly approved legislation that requires people
hired to operate the rides - whether Ferris wheels or roller coasters
to he at least 18 yeals old. The move came less than a year
after a grisly accident that severed the feet of a girl at Six FlagsKentucky Kingdom in Louisville. A I 6-year-old was operating the
ride at the time.
While hundreds of other initiatives fell to the wayside dunng the
legislative session that began in January, lawmakers salvaged some
key safety measures, including one signed into law by Gov. Steve
Beshear on Wednesday that requires children under 7 to ride in
automobile booster seats.
"There's a lot of good things that came out of this session,"
Beshear told reporters on Wednesday morning after signing legislation aimed at opening up private land to public recreational uses
like horseback riding and hiking, a major initiative for the
Democratic administration.
Beshear also signed a bill into law Tuesday banning what he
described as "potentially deadly" devices that vaporize alcoholic
beverages so that people can inhale the intoxicating fumes. The
devices, which look like asthma inhalers. had already been banned
in more than 20 other states, including Tennessee, home to Jack
Daniel's whiskey. and California, the nation's leading wine producer.
The laws take effect in July

Governor seeks legal opinion in
higher ed appointment
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API -- Gov. Steve Beshear has asked for an
attorney general's opinion about the Council on Postsecondary
Education's appointment of Brad Cowgill as its president.
The council hired Cowgill earlier this week. Cowgill served as
budget director under former Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Cowgill has been the council's interim president since
September. The council decided on Monday that he should hold the
job permanently.
Beshear sent a letter to Attorney General Jack Conway on
Wednesday asking him to issue an opinion on whether the appointment was appropriate without having hired a firm to conduct a
nationwide search, lie cited state law that calls for such a search

Gap in hindraising totals huge
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API -- A huge fundraising gap between
haves and have-not', has evolved among Kentucky's congressional
candidates leading up to next month's primary.
As expected. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell was the
pacesetter in amassing campaign cash. The four-term Republican
incumbent raised $1.3 million in the first three months of the year,
lifting his total to $12.2 million for the campaign.
McConnell had $7.7 million on hand when the quarter ended.
"We're thrilled with where we are." McConnell campaign
spokesman Justin Brasell said Wednesday.
By contrast. McConnell's challenger in the May 20 pnmary.
Daniel Essek, reported collecting $1,025 and finishing the quarter
with $I 70 in his campaign account.
Essek, a Whitley County truck driver whose out-of-state routes
'8titit otT the campaign trail for long stretches of time, said he
appointed with his fundraising, and acknowledgetpe could
be 90$11e help.

Photo provided

YARD WORK: Maley's Landscaping work on landsenping at the Murray-Calloway County
United Way Give-A-Way Dream House this week.
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Lights on Parents!
On March 29. 2008, environmental groups declared "Earth
Hour.- a worldwide campaign highlighting the threat of global warming by urging households and businesses to turn oft
their lights at 8pm. The general reasoning is that we
"should try harder to save energy before we go out looking
for more." Yet, since 1971. over I 500 buIlt in barrels of oil
have been added to our worldwide reset ves. Peter O'Dell of
Rotterdam's Erasmus University points out that "One can
argue for a world which has been running into oil rather
than running out of it.- By that logic, rather than to purchase more food for our kitchens, we simply eat less.
During Earth Hour (which I spent with my lights on. by
the way) several U.S. cities acquiesced by engaging in symbolic hour-long blackouts and dinuning of monuments,
including the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. Sympathy is justified for Bay area commuters who suddenly found
themselves navigating a darkened 4.000 foot-long suspension
bndge at night. But more appropriate colleen) might be
directed to the children of America - the impressionable and
innocent, living in the most prosperous. resourceful (and yes,
oil rich) country in the world, who were willing to sit in
pitch blackness in order to "save the planet."
One can only imagine what Earth Hour was like for them
as they dutifully waited it out in the dark while graphic
images danced in their heads of why they were doing this
in the first place. You know the images: floods washing
them into oblivion, intense hurricanes, uncontrollable fires...
Yeesh!
As parents we strive to raise secure children to send into
the world with a positive outlook on their future. But how
likely is that when they're constantly, bombarded with the
global warming gospel from teachers, the media, celehrific,
and even cartoons that reiterate they possibly have no
future? And why is it practically considered child abuse to
feed kids anything remotely related to trans-fats. but perfectly acceptable to feed them a steady diet of global warmWASHINGTON (AP) -ing doom and gloom? Earth is dy ing!
It's all your fault!
Iraq's financial free ride may
Have a nice life!
be over.
Sadly this agenda of indoctrination and fear targeted to
After five years, Republichildren is having a serious impact on them. Psychologists
cans
and Democrats seem to
are reporting increased numbers of younger patients preoccuhave found common ground
pied by "climactic Armageddon.- A Mann County. California
on at least one aspect of the
adolescent psychologist estimates that one in three children
war. Front the fiercest toes
struggles with anxiety, and that many have fixated on the
of the war to the most
global warming issue.
steadfast
Bush supporters,
One doesn't have to look far for stories that support this
they are looking at Iraq's
phenomenon. A nine-year-old quoted in The Washington Post
surging oil income and saysaid, "I worry about 'global waming I because I don't want
ing Baghdad should start
to die."
picking up more of the tab,
A sixth grader admits to The 'Portland) Oregonian that
particularly for rebuilding
when seeing a light bulb turned on she immediately thinks
hospitals, roads, power lines
of carbon emissions. "It makes me worry about what kind
and
the rest of the shattered
of world will exist for my children.- she says pausing.
country.
"Maybe I won't even have them."I think the American
Even more womsome is that this constant drum-heat from
people are growing weary
the environmental movement will undoubtedly get louder as
not only of the war, but
we approach Earth Day, April 22, even though man-made
global warming apocalypse is unproven and wildly exaggerat- they are looking at why
Baghdad can't pay more of
ed.
these costs. And the answer
ABCs John Stossel reports speaking to a parent of an
is they can.- said Sen. Ben
elementary school child who said her daughter was forced it,
Nelson of Nebraska.
watch "An Inconvenient Truth" once a month at school and
Nelson, a Democrat, is
had nightmares about drowning in the film's sea level nse.
drafting legislation with
The movie states that sea levels worldwide would go up 20
Republican
Sen. Susan
feet. However even the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Collins of Maine and DemoChange (forgive the pun), blows that assertion out of the
water, saying that this would take thousands of years to hap- crat Evan Bayh of Indiana
that would restrict future
pen.
reconstruction dollars to
Children were shown a heart-wrenching photograph of the
loans instead of grants.
mother polar bear and her cub and told they were stranded
Their hill also would
on melting ice floating farther and fainter out to sca to
require that Baghdad pay for
drown. Vaal they were not told was that the photo was a
the fuel used by American
blatant manipulation of their emotions. The real deal is the
troops and take over U.S.
bears were playing on the ice (which polar bears frequently
payments to predominantly
do) and could easily swim back to land. Additionally, the
photo was taken in August when ice melts every year
unni fighters in the Awakwarming"!
regardless of any "global
ening movement. Plans are
to
propose the legislation as
Ted Turner recently painted an even more gruesome scepart of a war bill to cover
nario of social upheaval and cannibalism due to global
spending through September.
warming. I'm not sure if that made kids more frightened of
Likewise, Sen. Carl Levin,
global warming or of Ted Turner Yet as Earth Day
approaches, the environmental movement will undoubtedly'
D-Mich., chairman of the
level
rise.
Many
phtmy
sea
engulf us faster than Al Gore's
Armed Services Committee,
ause
parents will encourage their children's parLcipation
said he wants to add a prothey feel that earth desperately needs our help. And yes, we
vision to a defense policy
are called upon to be good stewards of the earth, but we
bill that would force the
are also called to be good stewards over the hearts and
Iraqi government to spend its
our
children
members,
cherished
family
our
most
minds of
own surplus in oil revenues
to rebuild the country before
A/ Sonja 1_ Sehmidn Is a cfanedn niter in Hollt•weaml.
U.S. dollars are spent.
These senators, wellknown war skeptics, could
find allies in lawmakers who
support Bush's current Iraq
policies. In hearings last
week. Joseph Lieberman. !12071-10111
Conn.. asked Defense Secre1001 Whitnell Asp.• Murray.
tary Robert Gates whether
lion1270)753-1016• Vas 1270! 7.i3-1927
Baghdad should start paying
'
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By ANNE FLAHERTY

Iraq behind in rebuilding assistance
In 2006 and 2007. Iraq spare only $29 billion of $163 Nihon

ensignated tor its capital budget Since 2003. the U S has
appropriated about $47 5 billion tor Iraq reconstruction
Capitol budget, in billions fiscal year
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billion in 2008 for capital
expenses, more than a quarter of its 1.415.6 billion budg-
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some U.S. combat costs, and
Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.,
raised the possibility that en
anticipated Iraqi budget sur-

plus this year could be used
to help Afghanistan, whose
$7(X) million in annual revenue represents a small fraction of Iraq's $46.8 billion
budget.
Bush has suggested that
Congress is preaching to the
choir. Last week, he noted
that Baghdad's latest budget
would outspend the U.S. by
more than 10 to one on Iraq
reconstruction, with Amencan
funding for large-scale projects "approaching zero."
"Ultimately we expect
Iraq to shoulder the full burden of these costs,- he said.
But lawmakers are dubious. Considering that past
predictions on Iraq have fallen short, the legislation
would ensure Iraq assumes
more of the financial burden,
they say.
On the surface, it looks
as though the U.S. has about
split the costs of rebuilding
efforts with the Iraqis: Congress has appropnated about
$47.5 billion since 2003
while the Iraqis have budgeted $50.6 billion. International
contributions have totaled
$15.11 billion.
And, as Bush pointed out.
Iraq's latest budget is on
track to outspend the U.S.
when it comes to rebuilding.
Baghdad has devoted $13.4

et

However, there is a key
difference: Whereas the U.S.
has spent most of the money
it has approved, Iraq hasn't,
according to the watchdog
agency that audits reconstruction efforts. In 2006 and
2007, for example, Iraq spent
only $2.9 billion of its designated $16.3 billion capital
budget, which is used to
invest in reconstruction projects.
Bush administration and
military officials say the lack
of spending isn't sinister.
"Part of it's a lack of
expertise. Part of it is a lack
of trained people. And part
of it, in the past, has probably been politics.- Gates told
Congress last week. "We
think they're making headway on all of those."
Levin said he doesn't buy
it, including Bush's declaration that the U.S. is no
longer in the business of
major reconstruction. Congress received notice on
April 3 that the Pentagon
planned to transfer $590 million in its war budget to
cover construction and infrastructure improvements for
Iraq security forces.
"I just think it's totally
unacceptable that we say
they don't know how to cut
a check,- Levin said.

A primary cause for the
unhappiness in Congress is
the high price of oil as the
U.S. heads into election season. While Americans are
complaining of gasoline
prices, officials predict Iraq
is headed toward a major
windfall because of the soaring price of oil and recordsetting production levels.
For years after the 2003
invasion, a lack of infrastructure kept Iraq's oil production and exports down. But
with rebuilding efforts bearing fruit, including U.S.aided actions to prevent the
illegal tapping of pipelines,
production had recovered to
an average of about 2.4 million barrels per day by late
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million a day earlier in the
year and 1.3 million in early
2003.
Adding to Baghdad's projected surplus is Iraq's conservative estimate of the oirs
worth. The country's 2008
budget of $46.8 billion was
calculated based on $37 per
barrel of oil, roughly half of
today's market rate, according to a report by the special inspector general for
Iraq reconstruction.
Stuart Bowen, who heads
the IC office, predicted in a
March hearing that Iraq's oil
revenue could climb to as
high as $60 billion this year,
from early estimates of $35
billion.
The U.S. military isn't
reaping those benefits. American troops in Iraq are buying fuel on the open market
at $3.23 a gallon and spending some $133 million a
month, according to a recent
report by The Associated
Press.
Collins says the Iraqis
should cover those costs.
"It's really difficult for
Amencans who are snuggling with the high cost of
the energy to see us paying
for fuel costs in a country
that has the second-largest
oil reserves- and a burgeoning budget surplus, she said.
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Obituaries
Raymond Alden Holt
Raymond Alden Holt, 92, Dexter, died Wednesday. April 16,
2008. at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. ChurchillImes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. IIla Nell West
Mrs. 11la Nell West, 86, Murray, died Wednesday, April 16, 2008,
at 1:30 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. She was
a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Huel West, and her parents, Herman Taylor and Mavel Orr Taylor. She was born Nov. 23,
1921.
Survivors include one son, Huel West Jr. and wife, Dimple,
Puryear, Tenn.; one daughter, Belinda Anderson, Lynn Grove, Ky.;
three granddaughters, Amy Smith and husband, Zak, and Cindy
Jackson and husband, Ron, all of Hazel, Ky., and Christy Hart-ell
and husband, Dusty, Murray, Ky.; eight great-grandchildren; one
brother, Elisha Taylor and wife. Delpha, Puryear, Tenn.; three sisters, June Dunn and husband, Dan, Hazel, Glenn Chenoworth, Paris,
and Voaz Collins, Kirksey, Ky.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m. at Oak Grove Baptist
Church, Puryear. Rev. Dean Cook will officiate. Pallbearers will be
Zak and Tyler Smith. Dusty Harrell, and Ron and Darrell Jackson.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery, Puryear.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Murray, from 5
to p.m. today (Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be made
to Oak Grove Baptist Church, 5525 Jones Miller-Crossland Rd.,
Puryear, TN 38251 or Relay for Life. do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box
1080, Murray, KY 42071 or WATCH Inc., 702 Main St., Murray,
KY 4207 I. Online condolences may lie made at
www.imesmillercom.

Mrs. Annie Laura Elliott Beane
The funeral for Mrs. Annie Laura Elliott Beane will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Rev. Art Heinz will officiate. Music will be by Eric and Treva
Kelleher and Doug Holt. Pallbearers will be Jeff Dowdy, Richard
Reed, Wendell Yearry, and Donnie, Josh and Lindsey Elliott. Burial
will follow in the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral
home. Online condolences may he made at www.imesmiller.com
Mrs. Beane. 79, Murray, died Tuesday, April 15, 2008, at 7:50
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hope Harbor (First Assembly of God)
Church. Murray. Preceding her in death were her parents, Hobert
and Olivia Patterson Elliott, two brothers, John Henry Elliott and
James Hobert Elliott, and one sister, Wilma Elliott. She was born
July 13. 1928. Survivors include her husband, Linzy Beane, to
whom she was married Aug. 2, 1947; one son, Donnie Elliott,
Murray; three grandchildren, Josh Elliott and wife, Stacy.
Louisville, and Whitney and Lindsey Elliott, both of Murray; one
great-grandson, Canneryn Lusk, Murray.
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The funeral for Mrs. Anna Ree Carter was today (Thursday) at 11
a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Charles
Rolen officiated. A graveside service will be Friday at II a.m. at
Cates Cemetery, Whitesville, with Rev Raymond Ward officiating.
Visitation will be at Cecil Funeral Home, Whitesville, from 6 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to
First Chnstian Church, Ill North 5th St., Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Carter, 86, Murray, formerly of Whitesville, died Tuesday,
April 15, 2008, at 6:40 a.m. at Western State Nursing Facility,
Hopkinsville. A homemaker, she was a member of Whitesville
Baptist Church. Whitesville. Her husband, Junes L. Caster, died in
2000. Born Nov. 24, 1921, in Hartford, she was the daughter of the
late Berry L. Taylor and Elba Bean Taylor. Survivors include one
son. Jim Carter and wife, Debbie. Murray; two grandchildren,
Amanda Carter, Murray, and Austin Carter, Nashville, Tenn.; two
brothers, Harold Taylor, Louisville, and Berry Lynn Taylor and
wife. Fannie, Winter Haven, Fla.

km Gal Donoho
The funeral for Jerry Gail Donoho was today (Thursday) at noon
at Union Chapel Church of Christ, Palniersville, Tenn. Bro. Gary
Dale Smith and Bro. Shannon Seaton officiated. Burial was in the
Old Bethel Cemetery, Palmersville. Bowlin Funeral Home.
Dresden. Tenn.. was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Donoho, 61. Palmersville, died Saturday. Apnl 12, 2008, at
his home.
Retired from Bell South Telephone Company, he was a member
of Union Chapel Church of Christ, Palmersville. Palmersville
Lodge #121 of Free and Accepted Masons, Scottish Rite, Valley of
Atlanta, and Onent of Georgia. Born in Palmersville. he was the son
of the late Harvey Clinton and Virginia Earl Griffith Donoho. One
brother, Stephen Donoho, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Onda Sheridan and husband,
Marty, Murray. Ky., and Michelle Montgomery and husband, Brent.
Palmersville; one son. Jerremy Donoho and wife, Kern. Springfield,
Tenn.; two sisters, Sylvia Rickman, Murray, and Janice Laws and
husband. Don. Fayetteville, Ga.: sister-in-law, Beverly D0111.410,
Palmersville; two brothers. Kenneth Donoho and wife, Brenda.
Palmersville, and Joseph Donoho and wife, Linda Jo, Springfield;
five grandchildren, Griffen and Maronda Sheridan, Alex and Nate
Montgomery. and Allison Donoho.

James Lewis Lovett
The funeral for James Lewis Lovett will be today (Thursday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Lexie Ray
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Olive Cemetery. Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Fairdealing Church of Christ Building Fund, 8081
US Hwy. 68 Last. Benton, KY 42025, or Olive
Cemetery Fund, P.O. Box 492. Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Lovett. 81. Benton. died Monday. April 14,
2008. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Retired from Associated Battery Golf Can, he
was a member of the A-model Club and member
and deacon of Fairdealing Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were one son. Michael L.
Lovett. and his parents. Cecil Lovett and Regina
LOvett
Trimble Lovett.
Survivors include his wife. Mary Sue Watkins
Lovett; one daughter. Sherry Lynn Lovett Wilkins and husband.
Hollis, one son, Kerry Alan Lovett and wife. Less, three grandchildren. Michele Wilkins York and husband, Ken. Holly Wilkins
Moore and husband, Dale. and Scott Ryan Lovett, and four greatgrandchildren. Amanda and Dustin York. and Nate and Tess Moore,
all of Benton.
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Clinton: 'Yes, yes, yes' Obama can beat McCain
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Hillary Rodham Clinton said
emphatically Wednesday night
that Barack Obama can win the
White House this fall, undercutting her efforts to deny him the
Democratic presidential nomination by suggesting he would
lead the party to defeat.
"Yes, yes, yes," she said
when pressed about Obama's
electability during a campaign
debate six days before the
Pennsylvania primary.
Asked a similar question
about Clinton, Obama said
"Absolutely and I've said so
before"- a not-so-subtle dig at
his rival who had previously
declined to make a similar statement about him.
In a 90-minute debate, both
rivals pledged not to raise taxes
on intviduals making less than
$200,(X10, and said they would
respond forcefully if Iran
obtains nuclear weapons and
uses them against Israel.
"An attack on Israel would
incur massive retaliation by the
United States," said Clinton.
Obama said, "The U.S.
would take appropriate action."
They differed over Social
Security when Obama said he
favored raising payroll taxes on
higher-income
individuals.
Clinton said she was opposed,
her rival quickly cut in and
countered that she had said earlier in the campaign she was open
to the idea.
Under current law, workers
must pay the payroll tax on their
first $102,000 in wages. Obama
generally has expressed support
for a plan to reimpose the tax
beginning at a level of $20008)
or more.
The debate was the 21st of
the campaign for the nomination, an epic struggle that could
last weeks or even months
longer.
Pennsylvania, with 158 delegates at stake, is a must-win contest for Clinton, who leads in the
polls and hopes for a strong victory to propel her through the
other states that vote before the
primary season ends on June 3.
Obama leads in the delegate
chase. 1,643-1,504. with 2,025
needed for the nomination. And
despite a recent gaffe, he picked
up endorsements during the day
from three superdelegates from
a pair of states with primaries on
May 6 -- Reps. Andre Carson of
Indiana and Mel Watt and David
Price of North Carolina.
After primaries and caucuses
in 42 of the 50 states, Obama
leads his rival in convention delegates, popular votes and states
won. She is struggling to stop
his drive on the nomination by
appealing to party leaders who
will attend the convention as
superdelegates that he will pre-
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AP
shakes hands with Democratic
Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen Barack Obama,
presidential hopeful. Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., a the conclusion of their debate at
the National Constitution Center in Philedeiphia Wednesday.
side over an electoral defeat at a
moment of great opportunity
after eight years of Republican
rule.
The former first lady has
never denied published reports
that she once told New Mexico
Gov. Bill Richardson that
Obama couldn't win when he
called to tell her he would he
endorsing the Illinois senator.
At a news conference earlier
this month in California, Clinton
sidestepped when asked directly
whether Obama would will if he
were the Democratic nominee.
"1 am sure we will have a united
Democratic Party. I will do
everything possible to make sure
we can win and I am confident
we will have a Democrat in the
White House next year," she
said at the time.
Asked a similar question at
the debate, she provided a similar answer at first. "I think we
have to beat John McCain and I
have every reason to believe
we're going to have a
Democratic: president and it's
going to he Barack or me."
Pressed
by
George
Stephanopoulos of AB(' News
to answer the question directly,
she said, "Yes, yes, yes ... Now 1
think I can do a better job."
In a debate that moved swiftly between politics and policy.
Clinton issued a first-ever public
apology for having claimed
erroneously that she landed in
Bosnia under sniper time in 1996

as first lady.
"1 may be a lot of things but I
am not dumb," she said, adding
that she had written in her book
that there had been no gunfire
'aing the episode. She said she
was embarrassed by her error.
"I'm sorry I said it," she added.
She previously had explained
her incorrect comments by saying she had misspoken.
Obama later erred by saying
he had never favored a ban on
handguns even though as a state
Senate candidate in 1996 he
filled out a questionnaire from
an Illinois voter group saying he
would support such a ban,
"My writing wasn't on that
particular questionnaire ... as I
said, I have never favored an allout ban on handguns," Obama
said, even though his handwritten notes did appear on its front
page. :he reponse to the question about guns was typed.
Obama had more explaining
to do moments later, when he
was asked about his controversial comment that small town
Americans
become
hitter
because of economic adversity,
and "cling to guns or religion or
antipathy to people who aren't
like them- as a result,
He said he was attempting to
say that because voters feel
ignored by government, "they
end up being much more concerned about votes around
things like guns where traditions
have been passed on from genet-

ation to generation. And those
are incredibly important to
them."
"People don't cling to their
traditions on hunting and gunsout of frustration with their goy.
ernment. Clinton said. She
added that Obama had a fundamental misunderstanding on the
role of religion and faith.
Both ()barna and Clinton
sidestepped when asked if they
would place their rival on the
ticket as vice presidential run.
ning mate in the fall.
"I think very highly of
Senator Clinton's record. but I
think it is premature at this point
to talk about who the vice presidential candidates will be
because we're still trying to
determine who the nominee will
be,- Obama said.
Clinton was similarly noncommittal. "I'm going to do
everything I possibly can to
make sure that one of us takes
the oath of office next January. 1
think that has to be the overriding goal." she said.
Neither rival was willing to
say they would ask President
Bush to serve in any capacity
after he leaves office. Obama
volunteered he would be "more
likely to ask the advice of the
current president's father. He
said, that as president. George
H. W. Bush had presided over a
"wise foreign policy" at the time
the Cold War was ending.

John McCain making first Ky. visit as likely GOP nominee
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API Sen. John McCain, the likely
Republican presidential nominee, will visit Inez in the heart of
Appalachia next Wednesday to
discuss issues at a town hall
meeting.
The
Arizona
senator's
planned appearance in a small
town well off the usual presidential campaign trail reflects his
status as a "different kind of candidate." state GOP Chairman
Steve
Robertson
said
Wednesday.
"He's not just going to blow
in there and do a campaign
rally," Robertson said in a phone

interview. "He wants to get in
there and speak with the people
of this community."
The stop shows McCain's
willingness to venture into
places that rarely if ever see a
would-be president, Robertson
said.
"He wants to reach out to
constituencies in this country
that typically haven't been
reached out to in the past." he
said.
He said details on the time
and location for McCain", visit
were still being worked out. The
eastern Kentucky community is
the hometown of Republican
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National Committee Chairman
R. Mike Duncan.
It will be McCain's first visit
to Kentucky as the presumptive
Republican nominee,
Kentucky voters go to the
polls May 20 for the state's pnmary election,
Robertson predicted that
McCain's style will resonate
with Kentucky voters in
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November. and that the Arizona
senator will give kilos%
Republicans a boost.
"I think Sen. McCain is going
to be a real strength to the
Kentucky
ballot for the
Republican Party," he said. "He
calls it like he sees it He doesn't
just go out on the stump and tell
people what they want to hear.-
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'No Debt.No Sweat!'seminar
scheduled for the public

'Hawaiian Luau' contest
scheduled on April 26
GILBERTSVILLE. Ky —
"Hawaiian Luau 2nd Annual
Little Mr. and Miss Kentucky
Lake" contest will be Saturday. April 26, at 10 a.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village Convention Center, Gilbertsville.
Age divisions will be Boys,
0 to II months, I to 3 years,
and 4 to 5 years; and Girls,
0 to II months, one year, two

'Steve Diggs will be the guest directin
for the seminar, "No Debt No Sweat!,
on Sunday and Monday at Glendale Roati
Church of Christ.
Diggs will be preaching and teaching at
the 9 a.m. worship service and then will
be teaching the class for middle school
and up in the auditorium at 10:15 a.m.
and at the 6 p.m. worship service. The
last two sessions will be Monday from 6:30
to 7:50 p.m. and 8 to 9 p.m.
Datebook
This is a special seminar tot all interBurkeen
By Jo
ested persons and the church invites the
Community
public to attend any or all of the presen
Editor
tations.

year, 3 to 5 years, 6 to 9
years, II to 13 years and 14
and up.
Entry fee and registration
must be received by Sunday
as late entries and entries at
the door will be charged extra.
For information call Connie
McKendree, 1 (270)703-1601 or
1(270)395-7140.

Farm Service Agency list
crop reporting dates
The Calloway County Farm
July 15 final date to cerService Agency (FSA) reminds tify acreages of corn, popcorn,
agricultural producers of the soybeans, tobacco, CRP and
acreage reporting requirements all other crops.
that must be met prior to
Producers who purchased a
receiving USDA program ben- Noninsured Assistance Program
efits. Filing an accurate acreage (NAP) policy for 2008 for hay
report for all crops and land and/or pasture must report
uses, including any failed acreage of these crops by 15
acreage and prevented plant- calendar days before the onset
ing acreage,can prevent the loss of harvest of grazing, or July
of benefits for USDA pro- IS.
grams.
More information on USDA
The crop reporting dead- programs or acreage reporting
lines established for 2008 are is available at the Calloway
the following:
County FSA office, 88 RobertJune 2 - final date to cer- sn Rd., South. or call 753tify acreages of wheat for grain, 1781.
barley or oats:

Correction
In the 50th wedding anniversary of Jim and Bette Doran
published on April 9, the last paragraph was omitted. It said
"Our many good memories of growing up in Murray. attending high school and college there, our friends and our families have been a large part of the happiness and blessings of
our 50 years of maniage. The Ledger regrets the omission.

Photo provided
Pictured are Mike Conley, left, and Ginny Harper conducting
the auction at the meeting of the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

Conley and Harper
Auctioneers for Theta
Department event
Mike Conley. local profes- utes were read by Mary Lawsional auctioneer, and Ginny son, secretary and Pat McMullin
Harper, vice chairman of the reported for the Sunshine ComTheta Department of the Mur- mittee. Becky Rutledge, coray Woman's Club, conducted chair, led in the pledge to the
the annual fund-raising auction flag.
of the department at the March
Named to the nominating
meeting of the deparment.
committee were Oneida Boyd,
Members brought items of Cloia Campbell and Bess Kerfood, books, etc. for the auc- lick.
tion. Funds are used for checks
Serving as hostesses were
for winners of the school poet- Mary Lawson, Oneida Boyd and
ry contests of the general club. Jo Burkeen.
donations to Project GraduaThe department will meet
tion at Murray and Calloway Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
County High Schools, and other club house_ Wilda Jetton will
special projects.
present the program on "ConWilma Beatty, co-chair of the tainer Gardening."
I
department, presided. The min-

Merryman House plans event
Merryman House Outreach will have a bake sale Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart. Also the group will be
collecting items such as toilet paper, paper towels, toiletry
items, etc. for use at the house. Information on Merryman
House and domestic violence will be distributed and blue rib-,
bons for child abuse awareness month and information on child
abuse will be given. Also collected will be old cell phones for
the house.

Concert on Saturday
Murray State Recreation Students will present "Spring Fever
Music Fest," a benefit concert for Main Street Youth Center,
on Saturday from 2 to 6:30 p.m. in the amphitheater of Murray-Calloway County Central Park. In case of rain, the concert will be moved to the shelter by Playhouse in the Park,
also at Central Park. Donations will be taken for Main Street
Youth. For information call 809-5449.

Pancake breakfast on Saturday

•

The youth group of First United Methodist Church will host
its annual pancake breakfast Saturday from 7 to 11 a.m, in
the Christian Life Center of the church, 503 Maple St., Murray. The public is invited. Proceeds will go to benefit the
youth's summer mission trips.

Red Cross Drive Friday
Red Cross Blood Drive will be Friday from 2 to 7 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.

Alpha Department will meet

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the club house. Anica Smith will present a program on "Breaking the Cycle of Illiteracy."

Mother to Mother Group to meet

LEDGER&TIMES

44.4

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms;
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 1045 a.m. at St. John's Epl5.copal Church. Featured will he refreshments and door prizeb.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657

Reception and Celebration Friday

Photo provided
Hostesses for the March meeting of th9 Murray Woman's
Club were, from !eft, Oneida Boyd and Mary Lawson, and not
pictured. Jo Burkeen.

Alexei N a Husky 1111x. nineteen Tuxy is a domestic short hau
months old, neutered male
blank & white mix. adult male
SHRUB HOURS: MON.-RI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
f.
,•••-„w.
Fo, ON)N' information c °Mac I'
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

Uin,q HiUs
urser
& Gifts
liWN. 1141 N. • MURRAN
753-1725 -- 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Check us out at
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Memorial 5K Walk/Run Saturday
Jan Jones Wilson Memorial 5K Walk/Run will be Saturday
at 9 a.m, in front of the Murray State University Carr Health
building. This will be in honor of Wilson who was a longtime advisor for the sorority before her untimely death. A short
registration form will be available on the morning of the race
and also located on the website, campus murraystate.edu/org/trisigma. The race fee will be $10 and all funds raised will benefit the Sigma Sigma Sigma Foundation.

United Way schedules event
The United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have
its annual "Chairs, Etc." auction on Saturday. Tickets for the
auction are available by calling 753-0317.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision and glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse
checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Kentucky Farm Bureau,
Ky. 121 North, Murray.

CC-ASAP to meet Friday
Calloway county Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway county Public
Library All interested persons are invited.

Pella team plans promotion
1•Ari.JMI1.44••••

Anthem.,
• Tropicals
• Snowball Bush

ZOCOirati`gfed/e.

Solutions with choices are easy,just call
Robert ENIngton Jr.
270-753-4751

...

• Annuals
• Perennials

(
2 4
0

Murray-Calloway County Hospital and The Kentucky Cancer Program invite the public to a Cancer Survivor Reception
and Celebration for "Faces of Cancer" on Fnday at 1:30 p.m.
in the hospital lobby. This photographic tribute to Cancer Survivors in the Purchase area by J. Nash Photographer will feature Catherine Sivills of Calloway County. Following the reception, the photo tribute will remain displayed in the hospital
lobby until April 25. For more information call 762-1382.

Out of County Membership 11
ONLY $
600
" I

it-ea/4e/, Cea-Ceirei/Vapeerit flperes".
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7,
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
4

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Anchored In Him and Joyful Tones. Items will be taken
for Need Line. For more infoimation call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

NO INITIATION FEE V EASY PAYMFNT OPTIONS

Reformers Unanimous to meet

IS Holes With CartI
$20 ANYTIHEt1

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834

catinn sow ativoir

South Highland
Country Club
3313 St. Rt. 303, Mayfield • 247-2918

0

Pella Relay for Life Team will have a rebate day today
from II a.m. to 8 p.m. at Mugsy's Hideout. Customers am
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

00

MHS Council seeking nominations
Murray High School is seeking nominations for the School:
Based Decision Making Council. Any eligible parents mak
pick up an application at the MHS office between the houla
of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nominations must be received by Modday. Voting will take place April 24-25.
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Carson Center announces MSU Symphony Orchestra
2008-09 'Class Acts'series spring concert is Monday
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Lut
heir F. Carson Four Rivers Center announced the new 20082009 Class Acts Education
Series, which will feature a wide
array of outstanding educational performances for preschool
through high school students
from schools throughout the
Four Rivers region.
"Some of the best educational performing artists in the
world will produce these wonderful shows," said Brian
Laczko, Executive Director of
the Center. "These include the
Kennedy Center's Theatre for
Young Audiences on Tour; TheatreworksUSA of New York
City, one of America's largest
and most prolific professional
not-for-profit theatres for young
audiences: National Players of
Maryland, America's longest
nning classical touring cornny: Dallas Children's Theatre,
ated by TIME Magazine as
e of the top five theaters in
e nation performing for youth;
d The New York Theatre
allet., America's most wideseen Chamber Ballet Corny specializing in children's
lets based on classic litera-

,41

As You Like It (grades 812) Thursday, December 4.
2008 10:00 a.m. Only
One of Shakespeare's best
loved comedies - The Forest
of Arden resounds with mischief, confusion. wit, and
romance! When her uncle banishes her from court, Rosalind
flees to the forest where she
meets an unlikely group of
woodland characters - wise
fools, malcontent wanderers,
lovesick shepherds, and Orlando. the man she loves. In
this joyful comedy, identities
are revealed, brothers reconciled. harmony established. and
romantic happiness tnumphsl
Beatnx Potter's "The Tailor
of Gloucester" (grades K-5)
Thursday, December 11, 2008
9:30 8 11:30a m
When a poppycock major
orders a cherry-colored coat
for his Christmas wedding, the
poor Tailor of Gloucester works
his fingers to the bone until
he realizes he lacks the piece
of twisted silk needed to sew
on the final button. He gives

The 2008-2009 Season at
Carson Center is as lois:
The Amazing Adventure of
(grades K-4)
ma Marie
Thursday. October 2, 2008
9:30a.m.
The class erupts in laughter and twelve-year-old Anna
Maria is mocked by her fellow
students when she answers
that Benjamin Franklin tied briooats to his kite in order to discover the connection between
lightning and electricity. She
resolves never to return to
school. But everything changes
when she falls asleep and her
dream leads her on an adventure that ends with an encounter
wfth Benjamin Franklin termer

cat to purchase the much-needtwist. On the one blessed
night when animals are granten the gift of speech, natural
enemies become steadfast
friends. They all work together to complete the coat, which
leaves the Mayor speechless.

Red Planet (grades 5-8)
Thursday, October 2, 2008
11 30a.m
The year is 2158 and Earth's
test community on Mars is three
Studio Broadcast
years old
Mars is bustling with excitement as it will be the first time
Earth will see what lite is like
on the Red Planet. Everything
proceeds as planned but then
something goes terribly wrong
Despite the mishap, the head
broadcaster. Pete Flick, is determined that the show must go
Using the skills and talon
ents of his fnends. Pete thinks
on his feet and discovers a
creative way to make this first
Red Planet broadcast a roaring success

Vanessa
Interrupting
(grades 2-5) Thursday, Febwary 5, 2009 9:30 & 11 30a.m
An imaginative look at how
hard it is to make a friend and
how hard it is to lose one
The show allows us to laugh
while confronting difficult issues
like bullying, the loss of a parent and it reminds us that none
of us are alone

Seussical (grades K-5) Friday. October 24, 2008 9:30
& 11 30a.m.
Dr Souss's beloved class'c
characters find themselves intertwined in an incredible crazyquill adventure, in which the
power of imagination and the
most miraculous 'think' ever
save the dey!
Vote' (grades 6-12) Fnday. November 11. 2008 9:30
8 11 30a m
Eighteen-year old Nicole Harrison registered to vote when
she got her driver's license but
has no intention of casting a
Suddenly, Nicole Slips
ballot
back through time back into
the midst of the Revolutionary
War! Tossed from one historical event to another. Nicole
participates in changing the face
of democracy as we all learn
just how many shoulders were
standing on every time we enter
a voting booth
Pan By Storm (grades K5) Thursday. November 20,
2008 10:000.m Only (grades
6-12) Friday, November 21.
2008 1000a in Only
The Caribbean Sound Steel
Band Educational Program is
Sm educational and amusing
look at the history behind steel
drums beginning with the discovery of Tnnidad and Tobago
by Christopher Columbus in
1498 to the present
Madeline and the Bad Hat
,grades P-3) Tuesday, Novem-

on.
tisi

ber 25,2008 930 8 11.30a.m.
The musical traces the
adventures of a young Parisian
girl who despite starting off on
tbe wrong foot with a misreeevous new neighbor eventually
learns that first impressions
aren't everything.

Phantom Tollbooth (grades
3-8) Friday. January 30, 2009
9:30 & 11:30a.in
Norton Juster's beloved chit
dren's book is given full mustcal treatment in this acclaimed
stage version of the modern
tale of a boy who must save
the princesses of Rhyrne and
Reason and reunite the brothor Kings who rule over the
citi•it of UsctIonopolia and Dignopolis.

Hangin' With The Giants
(grades K-5) Tuesday, February 10, 2009 930 & 11 30a.m
Staged as a late night talk
show, this high-energy multi
media program aims to promote the inclusiveness and
accessibility of jazz while promoting the legacies and music
of some of its central contributors. Presented by JazzFleach
Melte Quintet
Stolen Moments The First
100 Years of Jazz (grades 612) Wednesday. February 11,
2009 9.30 & 11 30a m.
A thoroughly captivating 70minute multimedia program that
introduces audiences to Jazz
music's rich history and to the
names, faces and music ot some
of its many masters Also presented by JazzReach Metta
Quintet.
grades
The Rainbow Fish
P-2) Tuesday, February 17,
1130a.m.
&
930
2009
With her lovely coloring and
shimmenog scales, the Rainbow Fish is used to being the
most beautiful creature in the
ocean. So when the other fish
asked her for some silver scales,
How can she
she refuses
sacrifice the one thing that
her
makes
so unique? This
is a delightful end 1r:wetting musical about the value of sharing
true friendship with others
New York Theatre Ballet. Carnival of the Animals 4. Sleeptrig Beauty (All ages) Thursday. March 12, 2009 9:30
11 30a.m (30 minutes of each
Ballet)
Carnival of the Animals Two children wander into a
magical forest ruled by Diana.
Queen of the Forest, and her
At first the chilshaggy lion
dren are frightened by the boisterous animals but Queen Diana

makes her animal subjects show
the children kindness and
respect, gifts that should be
given to everyone by all creatures.
Sleeping Beauty - Is the
beloved fairy-tale of the beauttful princess, Aurora, who has
an evil curse placed upon her
by Carabosse that she will one
day prick her finger and die
Luckily, the Lilac Fairy intervenes with a gift that declares,
although she will prick her finger, she will not die. Instead
she will fall into a deep sleep
for 100 years from which she
will be awoken by the kiss Of
a handsome prince!
After School Special Sleeping Beauty (All ages) Thursday, March 12, 20N 6:00p.m.
- Open to Public - A 60 minute
performance
Magic Tree House. The Mustcal (grades K-6) Tuesday,
9:30 &
March 17, 2009
11:30a.m. 6!00p.m. -Open to
the Public
Y/hat happens when an entire
Kingdom's fate depends on the
courage and imagination of two
kids? Besed on Mary Pope
Osborne's beloved series of children's books Magic Tree House:
The Musical transports Jack
and Annie's adventures onto
the stage to create a theatre
cal event for the entire family

The Murray State University Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Dennis L. Johnson, will present their final
concert of the spring term on
Monday at 8 p.m. in the Lovett
Auditorium on campus.
"This is an extremely ambitious program for us," stated
Johnson, "however we have
really enjoyed rehearsing these
great works and know that the
audience will enjoy our efforts."
Opening the concert will be
the "Serenade in D Minor" by
Antonin Dvorak. The work
which is written for 13 winds
and two strings (cello and bass)
will be conducted by advanced
conducting student Matthew
Butterfield.
Dvorak composed the "Serenade" in just two weeks and
the first movement was cornpleted in only one day. The

work was premiered in 1878
with the composer conducting.
The work is very reminiscent
of the Mozart "Serenades" cornposed almost a century earli-

be Felix Mendelssohn's, "SymNo.

phony

4",

phony.
Mendelssohn's

er.
Second on the program will
be "Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas Tallis" composed by
Ralph Vaughan Williams. This
Fantasia was arguably Vaughan William's first compositional success having been written
in 1910 to great acclaim.
It was originally written for
a double string orchestra and
is based on a hymn that Tallis
wrote for the Archbishop of

commonly

known as the "Italian" sym-

travels

in

Italy inspired him to write this
traditonal Symphony and he
even conducted the premiere
in 1833. However, he did not
allow the score to be published
in his lifetime as he continually

sought

to

rewrite

it.

Mendelssohn remains today one
of the most popular composers
of the romantic period and this
is arguably his most recog-

This work has remained quite
popular with orchestras since
its conception and has even been
quoted in movie and television
SCOMS.
Concluding the concert will

nized symphony.
The concert is of course
free and the public is urged
to attend and support the orchestra.

Paducah Symphony season finale

Tree House The Musical Toesday, March 17, 2009 6:00 pm
PADUCAH, Ky. -- The Paducah Sympho- Alrixtuist, including members of the Paducah
- Open to Public - An 85
ny Season Finale will be Saturday, when more Symphony Chorus, Madisonville Community
minute performance
- i than 200 instrumentalists and vocalists will College Choir, Murray State University ConnCSI Livel (grades 5-8) ecen Choir, and West Kentucky Community and
day, March 27, 2009 9:30 & , grace the Carson Center stage.
11 30a.m.
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra will prey- Technical College Choir,
Presented by Mad Science
The concert will take place at 7:30 pm at
Productions, this is an exciting ent Brahms' IV, the season finale concert of
interactive journey through the its 2007-08 Music that Moves You Ella May the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center for
fascinating world of crime scene Reade Classical Series. The Paducah Symthe Performing Arts in downtown Paducah.
Based on the
investigators
popular television senes. the phony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr.
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra's next
show incorporates cutting-edge Jordan Tang, will perform Brahms' Symphony
forensic science unparalleled No. 4 and Haydn's Mass in Time of War with performance, the annual Outdoor Pops, will
audience interaction and arnaztake place on June 7.
the Murray State University Faculty Vocal Quarmg visual effects
For more information about tickets for this
ter Sonya G Baker, soprano. Liz Johnson,
Kahuranca Maori Donor The- merets soprano, and Randall Black, tenor, and special event, please call the Symphony Office
atre (All ages) Thursday, .kpril
at (270) 444-0065. e-mail ntaylor@paducahChristopher Mitchell, bass-baritone.
2. 2009 9.30 8 1130am
People of the Pacific takes
The concert will also feature a combined symphony.org, or visit the office at 2101 Broadaudiences on a colorful and
way in Paducah.
exciting journey through the chorus, under the direction of Dr. Bradley
islands of Polynesia, including
visits to Tahiti. Hawaii. Samoa,
the Cook Islands, and ending
New Zealand
in Aotearoa.
where the company hails from
This is a show that is highly
educational and brilliantly entertaming'

tkketmastor

Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
(grades 1-7) Friday, May 8,
2009 930 & 1130a.m
When a great Afncan king
desires a wife, the most perfect maidens in the land are
Every
invited to meet him
culture has its rendition of the
Cinderella story, but this one's
notion of "beauty" is more than
skin deep
Public, private, and home
schools may begin making
reservations for any performance starting May 5 at 10 am
by calling the Class Acts Reservations Coordinator at (270)
443-9932 x 213. Any remaining seats available after schools
are accommodated are sold to
the public on the morning of
each performance. Carson Center Box Office is located at
100 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, KY. with hours Monday
to Friday from 10am - 5 pm
CST.
Educational activities such as
workshops and master classes
will enable students to interact with many of the high,y
trained performers and expand
their knowledge and skill level
in the Arts. For more information on the Class Acts Series,
Workshops, and additional Arts
Education opportunities, please
contact the Education Manager at (270) 4.43-9932 x 250
For more information regarding this announcement, please
contact Lisa Lauck, Director
of Marketing. at the Carson
Center at (270) 443-9932 x
230 or Ilauckqthecarsoncenterorg.

TICKETS
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home

Auto • Monuiactned Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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Pope holds first public Mass in U.S.
WASHINGTON tAP) —
Pope Benedict XVI arrived at
Washington Nationals stadium
today for his first public Mass in
the United States, waving to the
crowd as he stood in the back of
a white popemobile.
Tens of thousands of people
waved back as the German born
pope was driven through the
grounds. A crowd of 46,0(X) was
expected, and the demand for
tickets doubled the supply,
organizers said.
Barbara and Michael Loh of
Williamsburg, Va., sat alone in
the stands taking in the scene.
They were among the first to
arrive.

"I've been Catholic all my
life and ... my dream has always
been to see the pope,- said
Barbara Loh, tearing up.
At 5:45 a.m., more than four

hours before the Mass, it was
standing-room only on subways.
Vendors hawked Vatican flags
and souvenir buttons, but there
were few takers as people hurned toward the stadium.
For others, there was nothing
more important than getting in,
and many people without tickets
stood outside the subway station
with signs pleading for extras.
Patty Trail, 54, pastoral associate at a church in Virginia
Beach, Va., drove overnight to
bring two priests to the Mass.
She didn't have a ticket but said
she was happy to at least be in
the vicinity of the pope.
"Just to be out here,just to be
in the presence," she said. "D.C.
feels different."
Benedict spent the first full
day of his U.S. journey
Wednesday sharing a platform

with President Bush and laying
out his analysis of the American
church to the nation's bishops.
Before Benedict's arrival,
polls showed most Americans
knew little or nothing about him.
Those who have watched him so
far have found a German-bom
pontiff who speaks excellent
English, appears vigorous for
his 81 years, mostly prefers
script to spontaneity and displays a keen sense of the critical
issues facing his 65-million
member American flock.
One of larger questions hanging over Benedict's first U.S.
trip as pontiff was whether and
how he would address the clergy
sex abuse scandal, which has
claimed thousands of victims,
cost the church more than $2 billion in court costs and settlements.

AP
Pope Benedict XVI arrives to celebrates Mass today at Washington Nationals baseball Park.

URRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY

BOARD Of REALTORS®
Presents

In Celebration of Fair Housing Month
An Open House Extravaganza!
Sunday, April 20th • 7-3 p.m.

1533 Spring reek i ye
MIS /40593 $477,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

MIS /44432 $435,900
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

ve
101111
MIS 044267 $349,000
Western Kentucky Real Estate
753-5842

MIS /43369 $349,000
Brandon Realty 761-LORI

MIS /44197 $329,000
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

111 Rippling Creek
MLS /44245 $319,000
Western Kentucky Real Estate
751,5842

14
MIS /44480 $309,000
Western Kentucky Real Estate
753-5842

Chlckory Drive
MIS /42750 $299,900
Kopperud Rtalty 753-1222

76 Legacy Lane
MIS /41280 $281,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1565 Spring Creek Drive
MIS /44572 $262,500
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

163
MIS #44320 $229,221
MIS/43357 $207,500
CENTURY 21, UMW Mx Realtors Grey's Properties, LLC 759-24101
7

1905 Gatesborough
MLS /43722 $199,500
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

3295 State Route 121 S.
MLS /43979 $194,900
Brandon Realty 761-LORI

2125 Southwest Drive
MIS t144568 $163,500
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

18 Knightsway
MIS /41701 $147,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1102 Poplar Street
MIS /43330 $139,000
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

905 Doran Road
MIS /42275 $134,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

MLS /44513 $129,900
Brandon Realty 761-LORI

1510 Parklane
MLS/41652 $124,900
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

MLS /43402 $124,900
Brandon Realty 761-LORI

1669 Ryan
MIS /42386 $115,921
MIS #434170 $114,000
CENTURY 21, Loretta il°1ss Realtors Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001
753-1492

1004 Fairlane
MIS /44309 $113,400
Crye-Leike Realty Services
761-5700

1703 Keenland
MIS /42978 $109,900
Crye-Leike Realty Services
761-5700

1607 Parldane
MIS/42054 $108,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

700 Falrlane Drive
Kirkw
1
2638 Backusburg d.
MIS/41935 $99,900
MLS /43975 $107,521
MIS /44488 $72,000
CENTURY 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001
753-1492
753-1492

:
[414

Cali any participating office for details and directions.
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C WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT

Third's no charm
RACERS FALL TO JSU IN THIRD ROUND, FINISH SECOND
By MICHAEL DANN
ds Editor
spite leading after one day at the
C women's golf tournament on conside ly the worst of three days weather
the Murray State women could not
[Apse the most of the improved weather.
l4As the temperatures went up, so did the
Racers' score.
The Racers, who had a five shot lead
midway througn round two, started
Wednesday's final round four shots behind
Jacksonville State.
However, a final round 324, their high-

est of the event, put the Racers 21 shots
behind the Gamecocks in the final standings. The Racers' scores of 320-311324=955 dropped them to second place.
Last season, in a similar positio,i, the
Racers finished 16 strokes off the lead held
by .1Sli
Jacksonville State, who won an
unprecedented fourth straight team title,
fired a 307, saving its best for the last day.
Murray State set the standard for winning consecutive championships in the. late
90's and early 2000's.
The Gamecocks'fourth consecutive title

broke a record of three straight championships achieved by Murray State from
1997-99 and 2(X)2-04.
JSU has now won the title in four of the
five years in which it has been a member of
the OVC.
Meanwhile, Murray State finished runner up for the fourth time in the tournament's I5-year history. They were followed
in order by Eastern Kentucky, Eastern
Illinois, Samford, Tennessee Tech, Austin
Peay and Tennessee State.
•See OVC,28

DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Joyce Trus was named to the All-Tournament Team after finishing in a tie for third place overall.

THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

Pitching not
enough to
lift 'Breds
NINTII-INNING RALLY COMES UP
SHORT AGAINST ARKANSAS ST.
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State got strong pitching performances
from Anthony Stacy and Marc Harmon, but could not
overcome a three-run first inning in falling to Arkansas
State 3-2 Wednesday evening at Tomlinson Stadium.:
Stacy(I -2) was saddled with the loss after alloyitng
three runs on five hits and six strikeouts over: /tie
innings. Harmon was even more impressive as; fic
pitched three perfect innings with three strikeouts.- - The Indians (16-21) put together a two-out rally in
the first inning as Brandon Eller delivered an RBI single and was followed by a run-producing double from
Guy Brown and another RBI-base hit from Lawson
Hipps.
The 'Breds (12-19) threatened to do some damage
Ad this third as Kyle Tiepall&was hit by a pitrai
the inning and Zach Isl.tollowed with a sin7el
Sl;
the middle: Wes Curiningtuun would draw a walk to
load the bases, but the only run would score on a double-play ball to short.
MSU added an unearned run in the fifth as Blake
Helm reached on a fielding error and advanced to secMICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times
::Sam Butts, center, is seated with her parents Sharon, left and Stevie, right prior to signing softball scholarship papers
:.with Austin Peay State University Wednesday in the Media Room at Calloway County High School. Joining Butts were
:from left, Jerry Earns, Yvette Pyle. James Pigg, Troy Webb, Bill Cowan, Eddie Morris and Bnan Wilmurth

a See 'BRED'S, 28

MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP

For Love of the Game

Carrico named OVC
Golfer of Week

CCHS SHORTSTOP SIGNS TO PLAY AT AUSTIN PEAY

FRESHMAN NETS HONOR
AFTER STRONG UK SHOWING

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
: Sam Butts loves baseball.
Her favorite Major League team is the
!,•Atlanta Braves, but for good reason, her uncle
played for them.
Her favorite college baseball team could be
Murray State University, and for the same
good reason, her dad played for the 'Breds.
But Butts' favorite college team will be the
one most despised by those at the MSU cornridound.
; The senior shortstop for the Calloway
f
". ounty softball team inked her name on
. holarship papers Wednesday in the school's
edia Room to continue her career at Austin
eay State University in Clarksville, Tenn.
Butts loves baseball so much that she cred.6:it with her success on the softball diamond.
Butts played baseball from a very tender
age to about 14 while she lived in 'Trigg
, County. She pitched and played on a traveling
'team, but it wasn't until she was in the eighth

grade that a family friend steered her towards cerned, she looked into such schools as
softball.
Trevecca Nazarene, Belmont, Campbellsville
"It was Jerry Ferris %;:h3 said I need to play and Union University, as well as some other
softball and it's probably been one of the hest small schools and a few junior colleges.
decisions I ever made," Butts said.
Butts, in her time at Calloway County High
"I have absolutely fallen in love with the School, also made hay and turned some heads
game over the past five years. Softball is more on the basketball court. As a starting point
intense, it's a faster paced game and you're guard for nearly all four years, she was a
closer up. You've got girls who are at each member of last year's First Region champiother all the time. Not to mention the compe- onship team that lost to Montgomery County
tition is more alive."
in the first round of the State Tournament and
Despite the fact that MSU does not field a this year's squad that fell to Marshall County
softball program, going to Austin Peay gives in this year's First Region finale.
Butts the comfort of being home away from
"There were so,ne small schools that
home.
showed interest and wanted me to play but, I
"It's really close to home to where family just fell in love with the game of softball over
could conic watch me play for the next four the last four years. I really didn't look into
years," Butts said.
basketbal at all."
While enrolled at APSU. Butts intends to
With that, Butts is setting on her sights on
concentrate her efforts on getting her physical this year's Lady Laker softball team, which
therapy degree, while she majors in human ran its record to 6-3 after heating Graves
sciences.
County Monday night.
Butts added that as far as softball is conIN See BUTTS. 28

By MSU Sports Information
Cameron Carrico was named the Male Golfer of the
Week by the Ohio Valley Conference.
Carrico fired three consecutive rounds of 74 to finish at 222(+9)at the University of Kentucky Bluegrass
Invitational in Lexington last week. That score placed
Carrico third overall (out of 96 competitors), three
strokes off the final score of the co-champions. His
strong performance helped the Racers to a tie for second place (with Missoun) in the final team standings,
The field included four other OVC schools.
Carrico is having a tremendous freshman season out
of Owensboro. Ky., with four top-10 finishes in the
2007-08 season. His 73.4 scoring average also ranks
among the best in the OVC.
The Racers begin play at the Country Club of
Paducah on Sunday at the OVC Championship. The
54-hole event ends with the final 18 holes on
Wednesday.

MURRAY HIGH BASEBALL

tiger bats batter winless Hickman
MHS PLATES 23 RUNS IN FIVE-INNING GAME IN CLINTON
Staff Report
Murray High added to winless
Hickman
County's
misery
Wednesday night in Clinton,
Falcons
in
a
five.
thrashing the
inning game that the Tigers won 232.
Murray(13-3) plated at least one
run in every inning and scored eight
in the fifth and final inning. The
Tigers scored five in the first, seven
in the second, two in the third and
one in the fourth.
Hickman 011) scored its two

runs in the bottom of the third
inning.
Despite the shortened game,
Tiger manager Mike Johnson still
managed to utilize three pitchers.
Aron Sweeney got the start but
pitched just one frame, yielding to
Shawn McClure in the second.
McClure struck out the s,de, then
turned the ball over to Jordan
Garland, who tossed the final three
innings.
Ten different Tigers notched at
least one base hit and three reached

base safely three times on hits. The
standout on offense, however, was
Brock Downey. who went 3-for-5.
blasting a home run, driving in four
runs and scoring four himself
Tyler Holzschuh was a perfect 3for-3 at the plate, scoring four runs
and notching three RBI while Adam
Heskett went 3-for-4 with three
runs and seven RBI with one home
run.
Heskett's two-out grand slam in
the first inning opened things up for
Murray and added to the one run

the Tigers scored earlier in the
inning.
In the second, Murray played a
little small ball, scoring seven runs
and taking advantage of singles,
sacrifice flies and Hickman misplays. A Chess Volp double scored
two runs as well.
In the third, Keaton Tate scored
on a ground ball and David
Kuykendall singled in Shawn
McClure. In the fourth, Holzschuh
scored when Heskett was hit by a
See TIGERS, 28

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State freshman Cameron Carrico was
named OVC Golfer of the Week Wednesday.
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ST. LOUIS BASEBALL

Wainwright's
arm, bat lead
Cards to win

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Ford named head coach at Oklahoma St.
FORMER KENTUCKY STAR LEAVES umAss

OKLAHOMA CITY(AP)-- home after Eddie Sutton ran into
Travis Ford replaced Sean trouble with NCAA violations
Sutton when the two were still and alcoholism and was forced
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Adam playing college basketball. He'll out at Kentucky.
Wainwright is considered the St. do it again in the coaching proEddie Sutton ended up
Louis Cardinals' stand-in ace. fession.
returning to his alma miner,
The big-name pitchers who ale
Ford agreed Wednesday to Oklahoma State, and Sean transrehabbing from injuries will leave his job as Massachusetts' ferred to join him before eventuhave trouble topping his results. coach to take over Sutton's old ally joining his coaching staff.
Wainwright worked into the position at Oklahoma State. A The two combined to take a
eighth inning and homered news conference was planned in downtrodden program to 13
Wednesday night, helping the Stillwater on Thursday to for- NCAA tournaments in the next
Cardinals can their home win- mally introduce him.
16 seasons --- including Final
ning streak to seven with a 5-4
In a twist of fate. Ford has Four appearances in 1995 and
victory over the Milwaukee been in a position to follow 2004 — before the elder Sutton
Brewers. He's worked seven or Sutton once before. After grow- stepped aside following a drunkDAVID GARD / AP
more innings in each of his three ing up in Kentucky. Ford ended driving accident in 2(.106.
Former Kentucky player and
start:.
up leaving the state to scan his
That set the gears in motion
"J just think it's a credit to his college career when the coach toward Ford's second chance at UMass head coach Travis
Ford will take the reins at
mind-set," manager Tony La seemed headed towai-d playing following the Simons.
Russa said "He's bound and his son at the point guard posiSean Sutton, who had been Oklahoma State.
determined to stay out there tion.
promised the chance to succeed Sutton's resignation April I. athdeep into the game. He just wills
Kentucky's coach at the his father, took over the letic director Mike Holder called
himself to keep going."
time? Eddie Sutton. And his Cowboys' program late in the him a victim of the expectations
Albert Pujols contributed point guard? His son, Sean.
2005-06 and led the team to its set by his father.
with his bat and glove. He hit an
So Ford headed to Missouri first of three straight first-round
Now, Ford will assume those
early two-run double, then made for his first season, but then exits in the NIT.
expectations. He led UMass to a
a leaping catch at first base in ended up transferring back
Upon announcing Sean 25-11 record this season.
the ninth to prevent Milwaukee
from tying it.
Rick Anklet drew an extraordinary l7-pitch walk, Skip
coach James Pigg said. "When
In a small world, Butts teamSchumaker gave the Cardinals a From Page 1B
second homer from an unlikely
Her goal is to do what the She came here she filled that mate and catcher, Shelby Norton
void
at
shortstop
left
by
the
girls
of Alabama will be her roomsource and St. Louis matched its team did before she got to
longest home winning streak Calloway County, which was who just won the state champi- mate and additional recruit
onship.
I
think
she'll
fit
in
fine
at
while she's at Austin Peay.
since 2005 at the old Busch make a state appearance. In
"(Governor coach Jim Perrin)
2004, the Lady Lakers beat Austin Peay. I just know the
Stadium.
kind
of
athlete
she
is
and
she
told
me that it didn't matter if
Cardinals
closer
Jason Owensboro Catholic for its first
should
be
great
there."
you were a freshman or a senior
lsringhausen took a 5-2 lead into ever state title.
On top of trying to hit. 400 if you can hit the ball you're
When Butts transferred her
the ninth. but RBI doubles by
J.J. Hardy and pinch-hitter Craig frestunan year, the team fell to this season, Butts is trying to going to play.
"Defensively, he said I was
Counsel' closed the gap with Reidland in 12 innings in the make herself a more complete
pretty solid and speed wise, I'm
one out. After Pujois ranged to First Region final. Last year player.
This
past
summer
she
played
there.
But, he said, as long as I
his right to catch Jason CCHS made it to the regional
for the Tennessee Edge, a travel- can put the bat on the ball, I'm
Kendall's liner, Isringhausen semifinals and lost to Heath.
held on fog his sixth save by
"She's just been a great addi- ing team out of Nashville, where going to look for playing time
my first year there."
retiring Rickie Weeks on a tion to our program," head she hit .385.
comebacker.
St. Louis is 7-1 at home this
seuSon. losing only on opening
day. The Cardinals' overall 11-4 From Page I B
For the Racers, Joyce Trus
record is tied with Arizona for
was named to the Allthe,best in the majors.
"Nobody expected anything Tournament Team by finishing
out of us," Wainwright said. in a tie for third place in the
"We knew we were a good team, medalist race with scores of 80.but it's important for us to keep 79-75=234.
Jacksonville State's Lama
this train rolling and not be satisfied with what we've done so Cutler, the OVC Co-Freshman
of the Year, edged senior teamfar.'.
The Brewers have been held mate Mercedes Huarte by a
to five runs and II hits in two stroke to claim first-place bongames at St. Louis.
.... - ors. It ;narked the third *iejn
"Our team has a lot of heat four years that the OVC individand a lot of fight," manager Ned ual medalist was decided by just
Yost said. "They'll go through one stroke.
Cutler finished the event at
their ups and downs but they'll
always find ways to battle 230 (+14) after a round of 76
through it and that's why their so (+4)on Wednesday. Huarte fired
a 1 -over score of 75 on
much fun to be around."
DAVE WINDER I taSu Sports Information
Wainwright (2-1) was picked Wednesday and finished the Murray State golfers Megan McKinney (right) and Alexanto start the Cardinals' opener, event at 231 (+15y. Huarte dra Hinteregger embrace during the final round.
although it was rained out, earned OVC All-Tournament
Chelsea Hams, Austin Peay
because
Chris
Carpenter honors for the fourth time in her 92.
Sara Hunt, Samford
Her first two rounds were 78(elbow) and Mark Mulder career, becoming only the secJoyce Trus. Murray State
(shoulder) were on the mend. He ond OVC golfer to ever achieve 76 for a total of 246 and 21st
OVC Player of the Year:
retired the first II batters in that feat (the other was Murray place.
Andrea Downer finished a Mercedes Huarte, Jacksonville
order and allowed one earned State's Nikki Orazine from
disappointing 28th after scores State
run and five hits in 7 2-3 2002-05).
Hinteregger of 85-81-85=251.
Alexandra
OVC Coach of the Year:
innings.
James Hobbs, Jacksonville State
Wainwright hit his third placed sixth after scores of 78OVC
All-Tournament
OVC Co-Freshman of the
career homer, connecting for a 78-81=237, while Bethany Yates
Year: Laura Cutler, Jacksonville
solo shot off Carlos Villanueva was 19th with scores of 84-78- Team
Laura Cutler, Jacksonville State
(1-2) for a 3-0 lead in the sec- 83=245. Megan McKinney was
OVC Co-Freshman of the
ond. Wainwright also singled in the running for medalist hon- State(MVP)
Huarte, Year: Alexandra Hinteregger,
Mercedes
and is 4-for-8 with two RBIs this ors starting the final round tied
Murray State
season, and has a .329 career for the lead, but finished with a Jacksonville State
average with nine RBIs in 76 atbits.
:"I feel like I'm going to get a
one-out singles. After a walk to save after allowing two hits and
hIt every time," Wainwright From Page 18
said. "I'm sure I'll start seeing a ond on a failed pickoff attempt. Cunningham loaded the bases striking out the side in the ninth.
The 'Breds return to the diaslrw of offspeed pitches here After a flyout moved the runner with two outs, Owen went down
mond on April 19 as they open a
soon. and then we'll really talk to third, Cunningham drove in swinging on three pitches.
Valley
Ohio
Peter Pasternak (1-0) picked three-game
about how I am as a hitter."
the runner with a single through
up the victory after fanning Conference series at Eastern
pujols put St. Louis ahead the right side.
with his double in the first
The 'Breds had a chance to go three and allowing one hit in a Kentucky.
The series will get underway
ahead in the ninth as Helm and pre-determined two innings.
Tiernan delivered back-to-back Nick Lambert (5) picked up the at I p.m.

•Butts

•OVC

•'Breds

ECS Racing & Skate Shop
Across from Post Office es Chestoot Street is Murray
escreeial@murrey-ky.ast • 270-994-1595
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NBA SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
Playoff Glance
By The Associated Press
All limes EDT
FIRST ROUND
(Best-el-7i
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston as. Atlanta
Sunday April 20 Atlanta at Boston
830 p in
Wednesday, April 23 Atlanta at Boston
spin
Saturday. April 26 Boston at Atlanta. 8
P rt,
Monday. April 28 Boston at Atlanta. 8
Pm
Wednesday. April 30 Atlanta at Boston.
IBA. It necessary
Friday. May 2 Boston at Atlanta. TBA, if
necessary
Sunday, May 4 Atlanta at Boston. TBA,
if necessary
Detroit vs. Philadelphia
Sunday Apnl 20 Philadelphia at
Detroit. 6 p in
Wednesday. April 23 Philadelphia at
Detroit. 7 30 p m
Friday April 25 Detroit at Philadelphia.
7pm
Sunday. Apnl 27 Detroit at
Philadelphia, 7 p.m
Tuesday. April 29: Peladelptaa at
Detroit, TBA. if necessary
Thursday, May 1 Detroit at
Philadelphia. TBA. if necessary
Saturday. May 3 Philadelphia at
Detroit. TBA, it necessary
Orlando vs. Toronto
Sunday, April 20- Toronto at Orlando.
12 30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 22: Toronto at Orlando,
7 30 p.m
Thursday. Apnl 24 Orlando at Toronto,
7:30 pm
Saturday. April 26: Orlando at Toronto
3 p.rn
Monday. April 28 Toronto at Orlando
7.30 p in . it necessary
Thursday. May 1 Orlando at Toronto.
TBA, if necessary
Saturday. May 3 Toronto at Orlando.
TBA, if necessary
Cleveland vs Washington
Saturday, April 19: Washing ori at
Cleveland, 12:30 p m
Monday. April 21: Washington at
Cleveland, 7 p.m.
Thursday. April 24. Cleveland at
Washington,8 p.m.
Sunday. April 27: Cleveland at
Washingion. 1 m
Wednesday. April 30 Washington at
Cleveland. TBA. it necessary
Friday. May 2 Cleveland Cl
Washington. TBA, if necessary

WESTERN CONFERENCE
L.A. Lraers vs. Denver
Sunday April 20 Denver at L A
Lakers, 3 p m
Wednesday. April 23 Denver at L A
Lakers. 10 30 p m
Saturday, April 26 L A Lakers at
Denver, 5-30 p.m
Monday. April 28 9 A Lakers at
Denver. 10.30 p m
Wednesday, April 30 Denver at L.A.
Lakers TBA. if necessary
Friday. May 2 L A Lakers at Denver"(
TBA, if necessary
Sunday May 4 Denver at L A Lakers.
TBA, if necessary
New Orleans vs. Dallas
Saturday, April 19 Dallas at New
Orleans. 7 pm
Tuesday, April 22 Dallas ai New
Orleans, 7 p ni
Friday. April 25 New Orleans at Dallas,
8p m
Sunday. April 27 New Orleans at
Dallas, 530 p.m
Tuesday. Apnl 29 Dallas at New
Orleans TBA, if necessary
Thursday. May 1 New Orleans at
Dallas. TBA. if necessary
Saturday, May 3 Dallas at New
Orleans. TBA. if necessary
San Antonio vs. Phoenix
Saturday. April 19 Phoenix at San
Antonio, 3pm.
Tuesday. Apni 22 Phoenix at San
Antonio, 9:30 p.m
Friday. April 25 San Antonio at
Pilsen's, 1030 p m.
Sunday. April 27 San Antonio at
Phoenix. 330 p.m
Tuesday. Apnl 29 Phoenix at San
Antonio, TBA, if necessary
Thursday. May I San Antonio at
Phoenix. TBA. it necessary
Saturday. May 3 Phoenix at San
Antonio, TBA, if necessary
Houston vs. Utah
Saturday, April 19 Utah at Houston,
in
9.30 p
Monday April 71 Utah at Houston. 914
P m.
Thursday. April 24- Houston at Utah,
10-30 pm
Saturday. April 26 Houston at Utah,
1030 pm
Tuesday, April 29 Utah at Houston, ,
TBA, It necessary
Friday. May 2 Houston at Utah. IBA..
necessary
Sunday. May 4 Utah at Houston. 1-13t,
it necessary

A

PREDATORS HOCKEY

Ellis stops 39 shots to help
Nashville even series

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Both of the Detroit Red Wings'
goaltenders have Stanley Cups
victories, and Dominik Hasek is
one of the NHL's winningest
goalies.
So far, Nashville's Dan Ellis
has as many wins this postseason as Hasek and Chris Osgood
combined.
Ellis stopped 39 of 41 shots
and helped the Predators tie
their Western Conference series
with a 3-2 win Wednesday night
in Game 4. The goalie, making
his playoff debut in this series,
has been in net for each game
and will be there again Friday
night for Game 5 in Detroit.
"This is part of his growth
pattern," Nashville coach Barry
Trotz said of the goalie the
Predators signed as a free agent
last summer.
"He's been excellent all year.
Every time we've had our backs
against the wall, every time we
have big games . . Dan has
responded really well. I don't
expect anything different. I
think Dan has been real solid,
and we go into Detroit, we're
going to have to be real solid as
a group."
Defensemen Dan Hamhuis
and Shea Weber scored in a 32second span in the first period.
Greg de Vries scored on a slap
Fi-om Page 1B
shot 11 seconds after Detroit's
first goal in the second and
pitch with the bags jammed.
• The Tigers had one last Martin Erat had two assists as
offensive explosion left in the the eighth-seeded Predators
top of the fifth. After scoring grabbed a lead in the first period
four runs on singles and walks. and never let up on the Red
Murray hit its second grand Wings. Pavel Datsyuk scored
slam of the evening. This time, it twice for Detroit.
They even chased Hasek, the
was Downey who cleared the
six time Vezina Trophy winner.
bags with two outs.
Murray was able to sit at 6:35 of the second after de
Hickman's batters down with Vries' goal. He was replaced by
little drama in every inning Osgood. Detroit coach Mike
except the third, when the Babcock has an idea of whether
Falcons took advantage of two he's starting Hasek or Osgood in
Game 5 but wouldn't say after
Murray fielding errors.
The Tigers scored 23 runs on the game which it will be.
But he did compliment Ellis
16 hits and six errors while .
Hickman scored two runs on while adding the goalie had help
clearing
from
teammates
four hits and three errors.
On 'Tuesday, Murray defeated rebounds.
"He had some puck luck
Trigg County 9-1 behind a complete-game six-hitter from pitch- there That's playoff goaltender Brock Downey. Bradley Cobb ing. You get as big as you can
went 2-for-3 with two RBI and a and try to square. I thought he
home run and Roman Kelly did a good job. He's got 'em
back-to-back wins.- Babcock
went 2-for-3 with one RBI.
Murray returns to game said.
Now Nashville can see if this
action on Friday', hosting
is the year to make more franCaldwell County at 5 p.m.

•Tigers

Sunday May 4 Washington at
Cleveland TBA if necessary

chise history and win its fifst
playoff game on the road. The
Predators have lost their tiust
nine, and Trotz said the odds
improve for that first win evety
time they hit the road for anal,er game.
Hiunhuis said Detroit is a djfficult place to play.
"But we know that we've htd
some success there in the p4st
during the regular season. Wele
going to go after the win..We
have to win one on the roa&lo
win the series."
Detroit has to figure out hi".
to stop Nashville from scorigg
in quick-strike fashion. le
Predators have scored twice in
32 seconds or less in each of the
past three games. The two goals
gave them a victory in Game 3
in the final minutes. while the
goals in Game 4 gave them their
first early lead in this series..' 1
"The one thing that is really
hurting us in this series is we
score a goal and they answer
right away," Detroit center Kris
Draper said. "When we get
some momentum going, they
seem to answer fight away. It's a
credit to them, and we have to
find a way when we create
momentum to keep it
TODAY'S lINFIIP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suiter
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TV, radio
Thursday, April 17
GOLF
9:30 sm.
TGC - Laropean PGA Tour China
Open Test round at Belting isame-dr,
tape)
3 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour The Homage MIL
round at Hilton Head Island S C
6:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA. Ginn Open, first round:
at Reunion Fla (same-day tare)
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
2:10 p.m.
WON — Cincinnati at Chicago Cube
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
— Playoffs Eastern
Contemn,* Quarterfinals game 4.
Washington at Pllitedelph41
10 p.m.
VERSUS — Playoffs. Western
Conference Quarterfinals, game 5.
Calgary at San Jose lit necessary)
SOCCER
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — MIS Columbus at D.C.
United
TENNIS
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — WTA Tour, Family Circle
Cup round of 16. at Charleston, S t..
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Fen. Equipment
on apemen.
Spode EquIpmerr
flowood
Weider
Mobile Nem Late For Saie
Week Rum.For Sale
Wel Norms Pm Sent
Mobile Home Les For Rent
Swansea Rental*
Apartments for Rem
Rooms For Poor
Howes For Rent
Stoop Renters
0205r50010 Property
Pete a So5e5w
Livestock & Supplies
P0450 5.1.
Land For Rent or Lao.

430
430
440
445
460
456
ON
470
MP
486
403
455
500

410
520
530
5120
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Murray-Calloway County floepital is currently
talorig bids for replacement of flooring in the
HomeCare burlding Anyone intereeted should

LEM
Fielp Waned

at (2701-762-1537 no later then 4 00 p m
an April 23, 2008

Weed

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,

but inaccuracies do
Readers
OCCU7.
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and cornprimes mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, not any of its
,firployees accept
y responsibility
itatsoever for their
•
ivities.

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals.
We are in search of
full time, day shift
employees fur scoreboard assembly.
Successful candidates
are self-motivated,
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality of their work. Use
of small hand tools
and reading schemat•
rcs are required to
assembe the scoreboards. Having electronic skills is a plus
Salary Is commensu
rate with expenence
Spoilable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package Apply at. 106
Max Hurt Drive,
Murray or direct
resume to
mtg._ recruitingeseer
eboardi.corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds

Found: Male,
chocolate lab, on
Appewood Dr
753-9908
Lost dog. Chihuahua
Sibs,
male,
black/white, 12 yrs.
old, has seizures.
needs medication. lost
in neighborhood by
MHS tennis ct. on
Minerva. If anyone
finds him please call
owner at 767-9273 or
293-0444.
Lost large male
Chocolate Lab
Reward offered
(270)519-0286

BEST Western needs
housekeeping.Experie
nce preterree Please,
TO phone calls.

I

I

l• I
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DEADLINES

5ir.,

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Diacount and Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(en 3 Ads Must Run Waiter, 6 Day Pentad I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I 's I

sir'-,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
esaissailasai.eardi;
•
451.#1,
11t1LT1112.

Mil

i a arsa'a 41w.
.

Weed

Murray Calloway County Hospital has the
following lob opportunities.
HUMAN RESOURCES RECRUITER
Responsibittles Sourcing, interviewing, and
referring applicants for professional positions
throughout MCCH.
Qualifications. Bachelor's degree in related
area plus two years minimum recruiting experience required Health care recruiting experience preferred.
PARAMEDIC
Rerporteibliales: Prehospital treatment and
transportation of the sick and injured including
use of advanced life support procedures.
Qualifications Ky. Certified Paramedic
License with six months minimu.n experience
as a basic level EMT. Current valid Ky. drivers
license required.
ERT
Responsibilities: Prehospitai treatment and
transportation of the sick and injured.
Qualifications: Ky. Certified EMT with current
valid Ky drivers license required.
MCCH OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS PACKAGE
To apply, send resume to.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
email. HYPERLINK "maitto:jrwilson0murraynospitalerg" awilson0murrayhospital.org
Web: HYPERLINK "hap/twee murraytiospilaforg" weeernurrayhospitatorg
No phone calls please
EOE

contact Kaye Clark, Diroctor of StomoCare Remirows.

MN=
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Cremate
Squire Rd
6PM on he
1st Sat of the month

Reek Estes
Lairs Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Awl
Forme For Sale
Moro
Homes For Sam
Motorcycles it
s
Auto Pees
Sport itrIltry lemicies
Used Cam
Wm
Used noel.
Campo.
B0111211 Ai Motors
Sentare Mow
Fres Column
tobacco Supplies

Fri. 11 us.
Fri. 11 ua.

Nonfat
Smart Sow
Tuts*

Ma 1

lestesdey
Nrecley
Fr*
Werke

*di p.m.
Mir 11 La
Thor. I pa

lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
p.o.e. 4 FAX. 733-1921
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30

On behalf of the family of Charles Hugo
Wilson, we would like to express our thanks
and gratitude to the many friends who visited
the funeral home to pay final respects and to
offer words of comfon to our family. We
were blessed by the sincerity and encouragement of so many.
All visitors were special to us and we
appreciate your kindness. We would
especially like to offer our thanks to the J.H.
Churchill Funeral who handled the arrangements in such a professional and caring way
We arc truly grateful for the words of Maned
Vincent, who had been our father's Sunday
School 'Teacher for years.
The Masonic Funeral Service was a very
special blessing to us as well. Finally, we
are so appreciative for the burial services
provided by the United States Navy Honor
Guard with the playing of Taps and the presentation of the Flag of our country to our
mother. This was such a moving experience
and one which our Daddy and husband
would have been so proud.
There are no words to express how thankful we are for everyone who helped us so
much during this difficult time.
We are so grateful and blessed in so many
ways.
Sincerely.
The Hugo Wilson Family

ell • 753 51942
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Lost And Found
111119 Mow
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Domes& a Childcare
Swim.OpportunIty
Electronics

-

DIRECTOR OF EMERGEN(1
DEPARTMENT

Henry County Molcal CCIlier is seeking a Director of
Emergency Room The Director is responsible for the
overall emergency rooni and staff This position is a
member of the Nursing Department management team
and oil interect with other members of the patient care
team The Infector of ED will report directly to the
COO
Interested applicant, must have demonstrated leodershrp
and supers isory sktIls end be able to interact with physt
clans and other caregivers
This position requires that candrdates must be a graduate
of an accierhted School of Nursing. RN license in
Tennessee. El)expenence. BSN degree and management
expenence Masters degree is preferred
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive salary
package. Interested candidates should :end resume or
apply in person,
Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn org
Equal Opportunity Emplow

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission Salary will be based on
expenence.
Send resume to:

webpage at

P.O. Box 1040-1'

murrayledger corn.
yau will he redirected
to johnetwork corn

Murray, KY 42071

By default.
Murray and !mai ioh
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the )ohnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Flease call
ns if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area

The Butcher Mock
tering help las a inendly and relaxed atmosPhere where we we be serving quokty meat and
food with excellent guest service, We must 00r3
oder you to be genuirsely friendly, trustworthy and
committed to the best interest of our guests and
team members Hinng cashiers and desk help that
can be on time and waling to go the extra mile
FT/PT positions available to the nght individuals
Come be a port of ffie Butcher Block where we
will Meat all your expectations
Erna/ resume to
Ifiebutc harbiockoenurraylkmalicom or
mail to BB Resumes PO Box 1022
Murray. KY 42071
Now

ioty listings Thank you
Meg Wsnbd
FULL time bookkeepexperience
er.
required.computer
knowledge required
Apply in person Weleh
Concrete Products, LS
HWY 641 North, Alm,
KY

NOW taking applica
Bons for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

DENTAL office seeking Saturday only
Dental Hygienist
Please send resume
to PO Box 1538,
Murray, KY 42071.

mom

Furnishinm
Announcer/News
Producer, WKMS-FM,
Diesel
Murray State
Tech/Mechanic
University, Full time.
for High
non-tenure track posiPaying position
tion to start July, 2008.
Great Benefits &
Qualifications:
Retirement.
Bachelor's degree
Looking
required Must have
tor
a Career Not
excellent ability for enjust a Job
nui vocal performance
and technical operaPlease call
tions, interviewing and
NATIONAL
reporting skills; professional news media
877-339-1186
experience. preferably
public radio. Must
DIGITAL Printer
demonstrate ability in
Operator needed for
producing digital audio
local direct mail
radio newscasts with
company. Full-time
actualities. news and
position with benefits.
public affairs feature
Day shift Monday
radio stories with multhrough Fnday with
tiple audio inserts.
occasional overtime
Successful candidates
and weekends. Lifting
must have excellent
anti
speech, writing, intercomputer experience
personal, computer
required. Send resume
and journalism skills.
or apply in person at
Responsibilities.
Automated Direct Mail,
Enterprise, research,
1410 North 12th St..
write, edit produce.
Suite G, Murray, KY
download, and voice
42071
regional news and
compelling local
DO you love worldng
breaks during NPR
with kids?
newsmagazines, work
Wee Care Enterprises
with news team as
may be just the place
assigned including, but
for you! Full time and
not limited to enterpart time positions
prising and reporting
available.
news. training and
APPIY at.
supervising student
Wee Care
interns; archiving: pro109 S. 15th St.
ducing FCGALoartasty
• Mem%eVale071
reports; editing com(270)753-5227
mentaries; loading
FULL-TIME Customer
regional news content
Support
ill wkms.org: and
Representatives needbroadcasting special
ed. CSRs provide
public affairs news
phone
support for
including but not limItPowerClaim line of
ad to coverage of
solutions 1 year colregional emergencies
lege required
and elections.
Healthalfe/dental
Participate in station
insurance, 18 paid
promotion and
days off/year, retirefundraismg activities
ment. Email resumes
Application deadline:
to candicRiapowerMay 5, 2008. To
clawn
corn
APPIY:
1. Submit letter of
HELP wanted for busy
al:ice...alien. 2. Rtft.lilil
clean-up shop, experiincluding contact inforence preferred.
mation for three pro753-4218, 227-4387.
fessional references,
hiring
KFC
now
3. Send written copy
cashiers & cooks. Must
for three (3) original
be available for all
radio news scripts
shifts Apply in person
including one 4 minute
205N
12th St.
radio newscast with
actuality and one 4 to
MURRAY real estate
7 minute radio news
licensing class. Four
feature witn multiple
weekends. June
audio inserts. 4.
(270)223-0789.
Send a CD with three
delorseadamsOyahoo
r31 audio examples of
corn
onginal radio news
vocal pertomiance.
NIGHT lime
including at least one
Bartenders, full or part
4 minute eta* newstime. For appt. call
cast with actuality and
(731)782-3775
one 4 to 7 minute
NOW
Hiring
radio news feature
Managemnet, experiwith multiple audio
er.ce preferred. Apply
inserts. In order tor
in person only. Holiday
application packets to
inn
Express Hwy 641
be considered it must
N. Murray
include all of the pre•
ceding items (melon.
OTR drivers needed.
alewill not be
wages
Competittve
returned) Send to,
and benefits Home
News Search. WKMS,
every 2 weeks Must
Murray State
have Class A COI with
University. 2018
minimum 3 years OTR
University Station,
experience
Clean
Murray, KY 42071.
MVR.(800)468-6087
Women and minorities
PRIVATE sitter for
are encouraged to
infant
References
apply. Murray State
required.
Please call
University is an equal
873-7385.
education and employment opportunity.
RETAIL sales, wareWF/D. AA employer.
hoJae work, lifting &
delivery, customer relaLOCAL small business tions, full time position
seeking administrative Please call for appt
assistant. Part time (270)759-4979
Summer
position
SITTER needed, 8-10
becoming full time
hours per week. Some
position in the tall.
lifting and bathing
Transportation, basic
required. Call
computer and office
293-7252.
skills a must. Payroll
and bookeeprng expe- SONIC of Murray Is
rience a plus Mail looking tor experiRestaurant
resume to P.O. Box enced
Manager. Pay rate
965 Murray KY 42071.
end
benefits will
depend on experiThe Place to
ence. Please send
Murray
Start
resume
to:
'Ledger &Tunes
(270)763-1916

Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd.
Murray, KY 42071.

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals,
Only 4 left. Save
Thousandsn Call now
731-584-9429.

coed furniture

WORK from homel
Incorporated 500 company. No sales. not
mlm. (273)804-5648.

We sell new & used

MAIN St
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
CLEANING houses.
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
WILL clean
houses/offices. Please
call (270)293-5806.

Facia-

Antique clawfoot fub
(270)382-2120.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
/53-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 430-5235

1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1.5-BA, LR pull
out. Riviera. Ct 51.
be
moved
Must
$6,000-0B0
753-0250, 703-5804.

Orden
11 HP Smasher put
behind 44" mower
Rarely used, 5 years
old. $600. 753-5958.

Gienpubts
MOM COMPUTERS
Serece/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Owner Finance.
16x80 2 BR, 2 BA
$2,950 down, $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln
Byerly.
Bonnie
Pnncipal Broker.
752-0729.

1996
Fleetwood
16x80, 3E1R, 28A.
Excellent
condition
DIXIE Chopper Mower, (270)489-2525.
32 HP, 72in cut, 497
REPO 2005 Double
hours, $6,000
Wide 5 BR home on 1
705-9113
acre located in Pans,
TN. Call 731-584-9429
for more details.
1111%Equipsest
SPRING
SPECIAL
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
Hicycles
month of April and
JD 6000
Tobacco
$7,500.
receive
NO
PAY.15
each.
sticks,
MENTS FOR FOUR
(502)550-4080
MONTHSII Call for
detail at 731-584-9429
2810
Homes Fanged]
Nice 2 BR travel, no
pets. 753-9866.
Small 2BR. $225. 7536012.

1 & 2 bier apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970

www eirtereyleelee• c
'

1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice. al
appliances, including
W/D.
No
Pets.
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906.

Wake

1 OR 2br apts near
downtowr
Murray
starling at $200/rno
753-4109

muesylseger

BUYING 010 US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
203-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
ricseis. 519 S. 1 2te,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
isp

2 BFI apt., OXI715 nice,
1403A
$540.
1/eReywood. Available
May ist. 753-3018

UPRIGHT piano, good
conditior.
5900.00.
(270)210-2050

GRAND PIANO SURPLUS AUCTIONi
Murray State University has declared 3 YAMAHA,
HOWARD (Malt be KAWAR and 3 BALDWIN
Grand Pianos surplue to its needs
They are being sold in a sealed bid auction in
victual lots Piano. are located at the general serwc
no building no Chestnut St. in Murray, KY. General
viewing te scheduled for April 161'H and Aprd 21ST
from 10AM UNTIL 3PM An other mewing is by
acheduled appointment Bid Formlig.257D-081
will be avallsble at the mte
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. on the web ettinyurl corni6o7e92 or CALL_ Leigh Menchinger at
270-809.4436 for biddinganformation, or Scott TIM!
at 270-809-43914 for piano information

I lifer

4

-

93 16x80 Fleehsood
Reflections. 3BR, 2BA
78 Motorhome. Piano
227-0379
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5862

• April
ci Showers
*CfS'Orivig May
, Flowers!

COY fish and small
aquarium 753-0089
HD Televisions
•
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

'
(11

e.•
•

MI BRAT

LEDGER &TIMES I
BMW Delivery
3 me--MOO
...-352.511
6 me.
1 yr.-.MOO

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractcr Parts and
Seeece 759-3831

Reel et KY/TN
%chow)

(Nose

3 wei.---374.511
6.e....--3011.04
1 yn---.1125.1110
LARGE
SELECTION'
USED ArrlIANE S

Other Mail
SabacrIpliem
3se.-375.00
6 lee ----.$116.1k1
I yr.--..3140-61

Money Orde

Cheek
Name

WARD ELKINS

St. Address
City_

(270) 753-1713

State

_
____

Zip_

Daytime Ph.

WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD.ELKINS
605 E
,
5. 02180 „.4 -11

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, RV 42071
Or call (270)783-1918

4IlOilisl 1713
S.
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A Short Drive from
Missouri Investor

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION

loll

SAT.• APRIL 26 •10:00 AM
SPRINGVILLE • KY LAKE - PARIS, TN

Saturday, April 19, 2008•10 a.m.

%whoa Held ()ft Site Pare lawleag Nate Park lea
& I eniferaare I artier. 141159 He, '5, Baths•aa. I N

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn near 1.ynn Greve, KY.
F nom Murray.
take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Greve,
auction sign
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater,
turn South onto Hwy. 1836 follow to auction.

(1:1)11

MT

Mu,,

KY
Said"SE11.11.1:7 i1N:11111111)8\

211411:!.

Farm Location. 1515 POTTS ROAD & TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY, KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH Frow Murray. KY Take 121 North 5 Miles To Puns Road. Go East On Potts Road 1 5
Maas To Property Silt
Paessei

- INP211 PRIVINISINIM
-3PIM ISIS FININITSINNI
MILL POW!121

N1urray Ledger & limes

IMW/ NWT OS -

REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES - 1.8
ACRES,4 ACRES,10 ACRES,25 ACRES,30
ACRES,PAD ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
WM ACRE&
NORTHWEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FAMIUSID,PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
IMMO MESON POTTS ROAD AND
TUCKER4AFLAND ROAR TAKE A MP
OF WIM FABULOUS MITE FARM. A
MUST SEE FAFM 14 NW.CALLOWAY CO.

50 ACRES LAND KY LAKE
500 FT. WATERFRONT
PRIME DEVELOPMENT TRACTS

Nice Queen h4.1 springs & Mailer, twin bed t011iplett se of regular mattress & springs
nice Fi
recliner glider love seat 2 nice wood lweakfaal Nib - Antique cedar chest 2
nice Oat hole desks metal office desk a small striip Itat table ulb 2 chairs MILII,Wave
kart lamp tables tabk lamps glass top softer table large wall
toy Sox • spool
leg lamp table three wood hook shelves gun iabintl hide-a bed sofa - todealioa ladder
& step ladders 2 air compressors one on wheels ga.s hedge tnnimers electric WWI.
machine
vie Lansoln <karts ankle, Craftsman Iii' iabk saw Speed air compressor
Mr, dims sui oft
with blades liortrehte lighter bug generator Craftsman grinder 4
1/2- angle grinder B&D Jigsaw Dayton driver drill Dnmel mar) tool f'raftsman telt
sander Dessault cordless dnver drill “rck saw Craftsman saber saw lion hyd oick
21 piece •Olket set come along suhl Is 44 gas line inmmer pressure sPriln Hlid,On back
pack pressure spray - Cobra 40 channel ('B lawn sprinkler 40 piece tool & die professional dog clippers Dayton stud driver refrigerant freon Wahco recovery system - Yarn= pump Hermetic analyzer new CapatilOf gas pr•ssure kir • 9 new & used electnc
mom. 114 copper tubing - window all conditniner garden seeder - 2 high back rocking
chairs lots of hand & yard tools Ita it wrgthhcs & power 1M, ka of screw &steers
hammers tool boxes of isaits • Dayton hand tools - farm tools 5l finish mower - 5' rotary
cutter -4') pt 1111tr • 22' and trailer frame c 125 hp Mtgs. MolOr Range King nonser
yard seeder

OFFERED IN 2 TRACTS & COMBINED
TRACT 1: 7 AC, WATERFRONT HILLTOP
DOCKS PERMITTABLE nail TVA
TRACT 2: 43 ACRES GREAT WATER VIEW

NUM -

21I At. Woods- Grim Turkey & Doer Herding
Located In Stewart Cs. By itandese Rock Sag,
Turn Off HWY 71 & Am*, Pony litemerlat HWY
Mortar Of Pada LamIllng firligui Onto Old Moto
Renato 711., 04 1/2 MM,& Tuns 111.M Ors Boat Deck
Nil. Go 1.8 Mlles Ye Property.
REPRESENTATIVE ON-SITE
SUNDAY, APRIL 20, 1:30 • 500 PM

A

sass

Mann usher mien,
re vhcht vible

held ,11/1 III chine
di Weill, Lunch insoluble

not hired

Vol

ISCLUOED DURUM SITES.PROOUCTWE AIRMILANO, GENTLY ROLLING HONESITES.AMERICAN
NNE FENCAVG ON FARM A PERFECT EARNING OPERATION FOR CROP OR CATTLE PROOUCTION
AND GREAT MALCAJFE HUNTING. 200 cl TILLABLE ACRES

BOAT SHAPE FRONT & DECK
SPRINGVILLE, TN
I *cation 461 1 I 1nenrch lid lalre 'VS .11 0f Pare
to•ard Paris I allidlO2. Isre Cut, Oa,,, F1,,11.10,
Read, In I Miles In &aside.,
Entrance Foyer, Wood Flooring, Greet Room,
Vaulted Ceiling, Fireplace, Kitchen, Rope Pull
Cabinets arid Handles, Jenn-Alro Stove &
Dishwasher, 3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Mester
Bedroom, Screened Porch
WALKOUT BASEMENT • 3 Rooms & 1/2 Bath,
Double Garage
10 MIN. TO PARIS LANDING PARK, GOLF I
COURIER, PUBLIC BOAT RAMPS
PERMANENT HONE OR LAKE RETREAT

41.It tin,,

I

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY a PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER 8, AUCTIONEER
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
Mfr Service DoeSo Cost It Pays. ,

may ARV WIRACT. COMMISIMITION OR 2.112112.12 PRESSI#1112121PVIII
MOM 01111 WNW AWN NW WIN MI MINT IN GRAM DM MINI
INNIS KT

MU WATS MIASI& liT 1211 1.11/1101111111611111 IS MICE
Cid kr Betalisd Imbue sr Kãt vendtarrissidies.sims
1111,91 MATT

taii ors.* Ilianwe

11 jul.11

[7

111
Apelawils For Rent

152 BR apts. 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00.
2BR $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apfs
753-7559
IBA, 411-1/2 S. 8th

51.. 5265/rno + security. 474-2520

MosomoN

RoN

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO a1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt, upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

2
BR
duplex,
washer/dryer, C/H/A
1. 2, 3 BR apartments
753-0606 753-1252
761-3694
2-BR duplex apartment. Ca•VA, W/D, furnished and lawn maint
No pets. 1 yr lease
$450/mo.$350deposit
Call
304B S 6th
(615)907-4955
[7
:11"Fc""
2BR duplex. 213A, 2BR 1 Bath. storage
building, no pets. 571
garage No pets.
Kirksey Hwy $300
753-7457 or 227-3054
monthly. $300 deposit
20fl duplex. nice,
270-898-2340.
C/H/A appliances fur270-994-3883
nished Venous loca2B11. IBA, house trs
tions.Coleman RE
country, C/O/A, appli753-9898
ances
$500
mo
2BR6 31IR apartments
Coleman RE 753-9698
available Great location 1 year lease, 1 3 Bedroom. 1 5-Bath,
month deposit, no 1815 Locust LR. FR,
Fenced backyard.
pets 753-2905
deck, carport. quiet
3 & 4 BR townhouses
neighborhood. close to
$630-900 per month
Murray Elementary
No pets
Includes Available early May
washer/dryer.
(270)293-8684 leave
oven/stove, dishwashmessage
er and refrigerator
C/H/A
Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses
A&E Warehousing
(270)346-0458
Near MSU $20-50
3&413R. 2BA evade-1;1.e
753-7668
now,
appliances

1

Coleman RE 753-9098
3 BR t.5 BA duplex
C/N/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
DUPLEXS for rent, sil
appliances included
Call 767-9948.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
lions for 1 & 2br units
Rent based or, income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
Mon &
492-8721
Thies
10-12am 100 No
1-600-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
LIKE new. 18R apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 or
Wave rnessage
NICELY
furnished
upstairs duplex, 2 bedroom all new appliances smoke free, no
pets 414 N 8th. $400

'489-2741

11 brea.

HUMANE

SOCIETY
YARD SALE

7.5 711 4253 •IOE $O 43111

NION NAM
MINI-STORM
Sin Units
&ANON
*era km

cum* moral

75341153

GARAGE SALE
1303 Doran Rd
at Melrose
Friday &
Saturday
8:00AM-1:00PM
Furniture. toys.
clothes
$1 00 or less

YARD SALE
841 NORTH TO
NORTH WOOD,
TURN RIGHT THEN
LEFT TO
MICHELLE DRIVE
1416 APT A
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7AM-4PM
Clothes, household
items, some
appliances and
couch bed
_mime

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
270 753 1492

Renter Lisle

L"1
KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St RI 121S
Murray. KT 42071
270-753-5562
JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
TN S. ITII ST.
ww.a
11514 525 1905 too
irlo 434 1524
11991 $3-14101
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

Adorable
Welsh
Pembroke Corgi puppies Locally raised,
wormed and shots.
S300. 489-2741,
227-9631

AKC boxer puppies.
fawn and brindle
$350. (270)354-6337,
AKC Pomp, 2 female.
champage white, 1st
shots, ready to go.
(2701 804-3767

in

Sonw restrictions apply
Call by for details 270.762-11)44 or
270-804-0850 11Y# 500-641; 0056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 potpie'()live • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Iwo Bedmom Apartments
(entre; Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

TOBACCO ground
approx 10.5 acres,
highly productive land,
water available close
by. (270)489-2116
Ells
Si.,,., 1.e1ger & nonce tat.
/104.11i0g
Native
Ali no estate advent...11 her.,
• wiled to the Federal Fair
!lousing Art, winch make. in
Drool to adverthe ins prafer
newt hmitahon dawnmsna
ton based on race color
grow sex. handwar tanului sla
has or nahoral origin or Int,
hon nuke am. such finarr
twos linntations disrontru
hon
'gate
rortnil dr,roninatron
in tire saie nintal or advertising
real ...tat., bawd on !actor, in
addition 14
roars red
uncle tederai law
We wil: koosungl, a4crri an,
adverthing tor nal rstat. t
I- nor r rolanon
Ica Al,
Ferro, are berets, inlorrned
Hui all dwelling, adverhsed art
avallahk on an equal oprortu
nih hash
For hrrther
wIth
ohitoo,ott ••••011.11.
Ad

nIl

DOG Obedience.
436-2858
registered
Male
Siberian Husky, blue
eyes. $400 obo.
759-2161
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pops 3 Black, 2
salt&pepper. 3-males
2-females Ready
4/30 Vei checked,
shots, wormed, tails
docked 293-1482

Immediately Available:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted
on all apartments
• aree Cable • Washer Dryer. Range. Dishwasher &
Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet & Ceramic
Tile • Central Heal & Au • Patio/Deck

HUGE YARD SALE & PANCAKE BREAKFAST
First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Street
Saturday April 19
7-11 am
'Rain
Shine'
Far too many ()ems to list- our gym will be full
of treasures, There promises to be
something for everyone
*An all-you-can-eat pancake breakfast (includes
pancakes, sausage. fruit. coffee/milk]
is also available for only $5 per persor
Come for the breakfast. bur stay tor the bargains'
At proceeds will benefit the youth's summer
mission trips'
Of

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate controi
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

il

thl,•

L

450
Form FOr Sale

139 acres near New
Concord. Trophy doe
and turkey huntIng
125 acres of mar
timber
kelable
5275.000 293-7872

ri
bendable farm land tor
196
sale.
acres
Contact Herman Carrot
or
(270)753-1219
(270)978-1208
For Sala
1995 Buccaneer
28x80. perrn fndt
1 1 Vac, 4br. 20a, cha
gas fireplace, new
appliances, hardwood
floors.
new-root 07 579,000.
(270)293-7257
(270)293-9887
3-BR, 2-BA house on
25 acres with swimming pool and 30'x50'
detached garage 270978-0505.
270-436•2051
Brick, totally remodeled 3 bedroom 2 bath
12x24
Cape
Cod
Storage budding. New
flooring. hard floor, ale.
large Jacuzzi. great
curb
appeal, 999
Wisewell 1139,000.
Call 759-9216 or 2275456 for a appoint3-bedroom. 1-bath.
1200/Sq-ft Bnck home
1-1/4 acres. CH&
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$82,500
615-804-7444

SALE
MOVING
dinning,
Furniture.
bedroom, foyer, roll-top
and computer desks
CD holder, silk tree,
washer/dryer available
Others
1st
June
immediately
753-6341

Lets For Sala
10 acres north of
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line
Great building site
$45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdivision 293-7872
REDUCED
3AC .
SARATOGA FARMS,
back right corner
White fence in front
270-519-2290

.6

IMMEDIATE
POSSESION.
MINt Farm can be split
2.4 or 7 acres. 3BR all
with walk-in closets, 2
full bath. garden tub,
eat in kitchen w/ breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulation, act good tasted
well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new bam Just
south of Murray 1203
Torn Taylor Trail 270227-0060 Open House
by appointment
NEW construction, lust
finished 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga II Up
scale home. 4-BR. 2
BA (270)804-1655
NEW homes and lots
in Riverfield Estales
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 2937872
NICE, clean, 3 BR. 2
BA. country house,
outside building. Large
trees 4mi west of Lynn
Grove $53,000 3822197

PRICED tidinw
appreisalt New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249,099
Call 1 949 689 5998

270-753-1916

uaotcwej

[,

HUD

A VEHICLE?

.0-15314461
2,7
705 R..12-441 SW

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
5248,500,00
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
USN,*hides
99 Lexus RX 300, gray,
AWD
Very clean
inside and out, no
dings, moon roof
$9,000 759-8252 after
5pm

le1111.1

SUNNYSIDE ESTATES UNIT 1,LOTS,
CARMEN DRIVE,EAST OF PARIS,TN
ant Oft 11%1 115 at Penile, I empan, Cale( mmtv
ilmin Read
25 Milts, lace North It eft)(how
( arse. Ilene to 1.0 I Os Ritai

Ii
Ir

LAKEHILL BEACH ESTATES UNIT 1,ON
SUMNIERF1ELD DRIVE 3 LOTS SELL AS
1 TRACT, SPRINGVILLE,TN

3LOTS IN COSANNA 4,SUBDIVISION,
SELL AS 9 TRACT, Shamrock Road &
Phostrao Drive, SW Corns,Of IstforsoctIon
Isersertio• Of fIN1
& H111 119. r.n 2 Wks On
FM 1 ttff, Taro Klett On (rpm,, Road.(.0 1.1
lure live( Oe Seererete Reed. 1.• I he Stile & tern
Right it, Pia aaaaa.
Os Rigid
Lain

BID LIVE ON LINE AT
wynv.prox&M.c.oes - PH.: 1177-505-1770

fT

IS
.J1

It
A
ie
A

www.alexanderauctions.com
111.51 1.51511 111515: 20., Dew• the, 0 tortree.
Reinke dee .40 .10,6 •po. &riot en, of Deed

0

10•4 Bores Premium added to Anal bit

1997 Saturn, white, 4door. 126,000 miles
52.000 Call 293-8244

csAflexanekAy
AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE SALES
1.1ARYIN .
C ALEXANDER,cAkommm,rts M107
230 Unworaaa It Mahal OR. 71,417.4)44
Email alexanderauctionsefrontienwit net

lo
rl

0

Or

92 Dodge PU. 53.000
actual miles, new muffler brakes, shocks
tires, ac. tilt. cruise,
PS, PB, good gas
mileage, 54,19500
03 Pontiac Artex.
66.000 actual miles
clean. V 6. $6.150
88 Chevy Astro Van. V6. $600
Call David at Shady
Hill 753-6556 or
556-3750

CHAPPARAL- 17' sk
boat, 180 hours, VCG
gas sipper, $4,500
227-3574
FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION 2' x 8'
concrete floats loaded
on your truck at Green
Turtle Bay, Grand
Rivers. KY Call Bill
Gary at 270-362-8364
for detailS

i

giscm"'

LAM

LAWN SERVK
Mowing. Mani;uring.
1 and.. aping &
I col 'war °tuning
Sarisl al
WI.ArlII•1•4

753-1816 227-0611
1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell
ALL Carpentry, remodeling, additions, sunrooms, decks mobile
home repair. rotten and
sagging floors. Larry
Nimmo 227-0587
753-0353

I

YOUR AD
COULD RI
HERE FOR
ON.l.Y 375 00
5 MONTH
51 I751-1916

L
IEL-ftrid
\I I
\lilt lit II
Is,i'm lit

8

•.Cf

!pc
-5 4) 410111
SI

227-8575
Did Cheap Lawn Care
Free eat Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

Electric

'UM
Since 198(i
24 Nom mows
Res , cont.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

:k
'Lc
I

I

I I. A' I •
PI

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing. yard clean_233:5
103_,
0
up, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling. mulch,
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00
(270)436-5277
CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293 (ire'

753-38410
74c1K.Inney
Ins. Services
100 1%. Stla

•

EM"'P.IS

a

Is Paris, Tem Smith Off Paris I Boding Ilwis '9 (11•
Her 211 at Timer Meer, & Restaaaaa t. Co 1 Stile
fere hale teatimes Cone Solidi.
To Led Of Siren.

8e4theie'd

REDUCED 4BR, 2
bath garage, acre lot
plus rental
home, 5 miles '
MSU off Hwy 8(
579.900 556-6868

L

15 Deveioped Building Lots With City Water
& Sewer. 20 Platted Lots With Streets Cut.
CASTLITON COVE SUSDIVISION - LOT
SO • LANCELOT LANE, PARIS,TN

04 Cadillac Devine,
heated and memory
seats (270)748-5203

l\l\Il1)1 \ 11
1/11;1 1:1111 I'

I

Da Iwo Mont Street

bast Off Paris itmili•g HM1 '9 01.4 a 1•treeh
Read. fie LI Miles fere Left OM. Pert Read. (.4 I
1111e 1.,. Right Orde Lakehill Beerh I states Read,
Its .5 Mile, Tara Left Oote %minuet-field Moe Ito
inland (an. la Leh Oa I nit

1973 Mark wad 16ft
v-haut with 851ip mercury. new everything
0130
$1.000
(2701210-2050

Murray ledger & Times Classifieds
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
I p.m. 8o4 p.m.

2002 Jeep Wrangler
Sahara Package Soft
top, auto/trans 78,000
mu Good tires, good
condition
Asking
Call
$10,500.
(270)293-0370.

450
Homes For Sala

Livestock I Supple'
OVER 200 bales, good
quality Alfalfa Hay
Best offer over $7 50
per bale 2 black Angus
Bulls. 15 months old
(270) 753-8848 before
8:00pm.

OPEN HOUSE-APR.201:30.5200 PM.
AUSTIN HILLS
35 LOTS
MARTIN, TN - aerated 11 Vast FMK Of Marti.

2004 Toyota Rav4. 5
speed manual trans.
mission, 30 mpg, full
power, AC, AM-FM CO
player, white with tan
interior, keyless enty
excellent
condition.
25.000 miles, $14,875
436-5610

Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning hauling. etc
insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work

PARKSICiE
C,ARWASH
Hindwash,emd no
startitelat,5125n
cars arNI.Fltricka F.
defall avarldblr
1270)97011E

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
LAWN
mowing,
mulching, landscaping, garden tilling
293-5882

Lc
Ft
ctl
tic
cc

Ci
ati

Pt
.•.

•:•0"
:;.55
'7:ctt

tic
le)

At §furnTo Removal
Fully insured
437-304.4
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL around house
washing Houses, concrete, brick, vinyl.
decks and fences and
more 873-2263

re

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
'tit II
I 14
1 ft 51 II's'.

,edger & limes

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

IUCTION
10:00 AM
PARIS, TN
E
thaa Nal, Park Ier•
'4/ bib
IS

KY LAKE
:RONT
IT TRACTS
COMBINED
ONT HILLTOP
THRU TVA
WATER VIEW
/1 Dew Hwy*"
Reding Rock Sap,
ry Memorial HWY
a Onto Old State
eat Orr Soot Deck
1N-SITE
500 P.M.

r

&

DECK

,t 'vs Na

Pork
I 011I8 I. ‘otirock

iv, Great Room,
tcher, Rope Pull
reAlre Stove IL
Baths, Master
was 4 112 lath,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•Oee order Or* check.
One smart mov Save
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250 For
more information con
tact
the
classified
department
of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
AUCTIONS
•Large
Equipment
Auction. April 26th
10AM. 700 East College
Ave
Stanton.
KY
Construction,
Farm,
Truck Tractors Repos,
County surplus. consigned
Dozers.
Excavators, off road
dumps, Farm tractors,
Lowboys. Boom lifts.
Boom truck. Backhoes
& much more Contact
selling agent tor info.
Brewer Auction Co.
Stanton. KY 606-6634663 or 800-371-5573
www brewerrealestate c

S PARK, GOLF
&PS
HE RETREAT

OM

1:30-5:00 RM.
ION • 35 LOTS

*DON'T GAMBLE with
steel prices Call Now,
Great prices on high
quality all steel bui;d•
ings Sentinel Building
Systems, 800-327-0790
ad 26. wenv.sentinelbuildings com

Ail

Idle el %Mit

Mk City Water
th Streets Cut.

(VISION-LOT
PARIS,TN
'ding II., '9 On
want Co I Mile
Into teal Of Nren.

IIT 3,LOTS,
F PARIS,TN
pee retro 4 own.
sorth II
Oaln
ES UNIT 1,0N

0Th SELL Al
TN
Oatii I %cinch
Port Road. L• I
orb Imo. Road,
airfield Dose. (.44

USDIVISION,
rock Rood &
Of IMsrosetion

It. (.• 2 Mile. On
lead. (,0 13 Mika,
Mile
I•rn

NE AT

177-5054770

tions.com
• lie, oF torte..

i at errel.

to Inaba,

BUILDINGS

•Steel Arch Buildings'
Made in USA. Three
canceled orders 25x30
and 16024 Will sell for
balance owed
Call
today for HUGE savings, 866-352-0716
BUSINESS
SERVICES
'Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
replacement
sidingwindows- roofs Low
monthly
payments
Guaranteed financing
payments
until
No
January 2009 Call 1800-251-0843
FINANCIAL
'IRS Troubles?? Get
the IRS off your back
We can help- guaranFormer
IRS
teed.
Agents 1-800-427-0790
Minch and Associates
Our clients never meet
with the IRS,
FOR SALE

'ATE SALES

its In lOt
731417-4344
4ontiornetnet

*mom

111unless 01
1srati

_1
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DON'S Outdoor

g, yard cleanvbs. bush hogfling. mulch.
7
1978-0543
00
06-5277

DON'S
Lawn
6 Asphalt Seal

37-4774
43-0161

uru;1 1 1

*Wolff Tanning Beds As
low as $28 a month,
FREE DVD Player
Order by 4-25-08 Call
ETS Tan Today, 8008 4 2 - 1 3 0 5
www np etstan corn
HELP WANTED
•CONSTRUCTiON
LEADMAN. Supervising
crews
involved
in
°restaurant, commercial.
ltrid industrial construe'bon and repair Must be
lib* to read and into'-'pre' blueprints and construction specifications
Must have a valid driver
license Must reside
within 70-mile radius of
Louisville. KY Previous
;expenence a must. Full
• • benefits package, corn-. petitive salary. Apply in
or
submit
person
resumes
to:
3560
Bashford
Avenue
Louisville. KY 40218
Fax
502-239-6820
ctharp0kelleyconstrucbon corn ram kelleyconstruction.corn Kelley
Construction. Inc EOE
General
*Local
Contractor has immediate open,nes for Rougn
Carpenters.
Commercial
Construction Exp a
Plus Be a part of a fast
:::growing company with
4,compe1itive pay & bone!ills Kelley Construction
Bashford Ave.
..:*Louisville. KY 40218
fax,
:::005-239-6820
kelleyconstruchttp://vnvarekelbon corn
- levronstriintion corn

%mess Name
COMPLETE yard care
mowing,
much
(270)227-2449
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
'Vinyl siding •Ali
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
•,:•. nacleauconstruction net

Dering
g. Cleaning
17-6606
8-8904
94, I
4 II
I 12 51 I I
I

.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

TROYER'S
Construction. Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Daniel Troyer
-7 (270)804,1884

(111L.
L "
1° m
Calhoon Construction, LLC

*Absolutely no cost to
you" All Brand New
Wheelchairs.
Power
hospital
beds
and
scooters
Immediate
delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify

‘N
11% \l/1 M11“.
11=131:1120..

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
IM back, From Iraqi
Quality
matters,
Robinson
Paint &
Repair
Danny
Robinson
(270)226-9295

-Tired of the East
Coast? Drivers make
up to $1.000/wk, Team,
make up to $2.500/wk,
Great hometime, maim
ay Drop-n-Hook 8005 0 6 - 9 7 2 1
wasev 'kern corn

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

1 'RI) 111ff
I 1,1 `s,
aRl
se-ups•
• SarsYlag OWNS&
Dandelions •latimg
•Perdlikleg

MASS CO.
*New Lawn Congruities
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Rob Gingles
270-293-9716
ROOFING Fred estimate (270)293-4020
1270)293-1924

MULCH, double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

TRENCHING
731 782-3951
731 336-5288

l' AN Ill's
I 555's I kitl

\\ \(.1 \f I. \ I
• onektv it. eeu tot picku
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2713
193-2784
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NEED HEM
Handymen Services.
AU remodeling.
No )ob too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

1101 SI Rt 121N
753-8087

[!_11

GINGLES

MOWING and trim,
ming, reliable. scheduled. Steven 787-9178

37-4407

JOE'S JOBS

I

YEARRY'S
free
Service
Free esti
males Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, bust
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
Persons and cornea
nies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable
The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

11119rw Column
4 cats 1 kitten free to
good home in the
country

laquelles Meer
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, April 18, 2008:
This year you often deal with
people who have very different
opinions. Realize the pros and
cons of situations -- communicating them is another process.
Knowing your limits could he
far more important than you
realize. Investigate opportunities
with an eye to the future. Your
creativity and dynamic sense ot
being could impact you in many
unforeseen ways. If you are single. others find you unusually
attractive and interesting. You
could be involved before you
know it. If you are attached,
remember that different opinions add to interesting dynamics. Respect these differences.
Plan a special top for the winter
holidays. LIBRA knows how to
charm. Just watch!

work-related matter or an issue
that impacts your daily life
Tonight: Sort through the many
options as you walk into the

weekend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your basic instincts pull
through. You don't need to do so
much explaining. Walk away
from a nioblein You don't need
to play into someone's issues
Return calls and perhaps think
about a trip Tonight Choose
relaxation as the theme
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
What you hear and
what you think could be subject
to change. VOW' mind could take
interesting twists and turns on
some
very
scant
facts
Understand what you are doing
Verify the feasibility of your
ideas Tonight TGIF
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your responses are coming from a closed yet honored
point of view If your thoughts are
not received as you would like.
pull hack and rethink you, ideas
arid presentation You will find
that success happens after you
establish better communication
Tonight. Mosey on home
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
our words have
impact and force others to
regroup You might want to take
a stand Be sure of the feasibtItty
of this approach in the long run
Though ii might be race to hear a

yes now, if this yes changes to a
no in the near future it might not
be worth it Tonight Get together
with friends
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**Or Your more possessive or
demanding side could emerge
Stop. Discuss what might really
be on your mind. You find that
others might be more responsive
than you anticipated. Your perspective grows as you understand those in your immediate
circle better Tonight. Get that
CD or plant you have been wanting.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your
personality
makes a difference, much more
than you realize Someone who
is stiff and uptight simply relaxes
in your presence Brainstorm
openly Real estate andior a
domestic matter might even CIll1
faster than you think' Tonight
Start the weekend well.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Kick back Talks will evolve
in a more quiet or serene
moment. You are able to express
some major concerns. Find out
what others think as well as what
possibilities or options you have
(besides the ones you See)
Tonight Vanish Do whatever
you wane
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21)
You feel the most at
home with people Don't hesitate

to put terms on a situation. A
meeting could bring unusual
insight into a boss or your role
within the group Tonight Leader
of the gang
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might feel pressured
to accomplish a task. You could
be assuming other people's
responsibilities You might need
to turn a situation around by taking action Know, nonetheless,
when to let go and relax Tonight
A must appearance
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be willing to be the
Aquarian of your group ready to
take talks in a new direction
Others admire your strength
Understand the profound impact
you are having on a partner. If
you are questioning your choice.
take some thinking time Tonight
Listen to music
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Build a stronger bond
and be ready to make some
much needed changes You will
need to give in or approach a situation differently Teamwork, giving and taking, as well as understard—g remain key. Tonight Be
mth your favorite person'

BORN TODAY
Attorney
Clarence
Darrow
(1857), noblewoman Lucrezia
Borgia (1480). painter Max
Weber (1881)

'Our top regional driver
made $64,951 in 2007'
How much did YOU
earn? $45/mule' Make
more in 2008 1 Home
weekly,
Heartland
Express
'-800-4414953 www heartland.
express corn

759-4418• 227-9484

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON1
15 Tsars Exposioncor
•Tsar-Offs
• New Roof*
•Repairs
•Workmanship
Oesrmillasd
Frew
Pliant 71134,1111
Collimates!
Cells 29,43/14

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

11148"1"

IONICS ROOFING CO.

General Contracting

•Want to be a journal- •Class-A & B CDL
ist? If you want to work TRAINING Fast affordin the fascinating and able Programs Small
fulfilling field of print Training Classes with
Journalism, we can Professional
help. The Kentucky Instruction
Press Association is E mployment
offering a one-week Assistance
Now
Journalism Boot Camp. E nrolling
July 7-11. in Frankfort •
tatcdl corn 1-866Training is excellent for 244-3644
TRUCK
entry-level newspaper AMERICA TRAINING
reporters, reporters-lo-Drivers ACT NOW
be or free-lancers The
cost is $100 for one- Sign-On Bonus 35-42
cpm Earn Over $1000
week of pnnt Journalism
weekly. Excellent benetraining
Participants
fits Need CDL-A and 3
can commute or will
mos recent 0TH 800find affordable lodging
635-8669
nearby For more information,
go
to *Drivers- CDL-A The
www kypress.com or grass is Greener at
call the Kentucky Press PT1 Studeots with CDL
Association
at WelcomeExcellent
(502)223-8821
training
Co Drivers
The Stars Show the Kind of
earn
up
to
46
cpm
*Wanted. Life Agents!
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
Eam $500 a day Greet Owner operators Clam 4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so:
Agent
Benefits- 1 21cprn. 22 yrs of age.
No I -Difficult
Commissions
paid 12 mos 0TH
daily- Liberal underavre- Forced Northeast! Co
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
mgLeads
Leads Drivers Call. 800-848**** Listen more You are on
Leads, LIFE INSUR- 0405 0 Operators call.
top
of your game See a situation
ANCE
LICENSE 877-774-3533 ~ape
like you've never seen it before
REQUIRED. Call 1- WIC COM
You mignt be surprised and
888-713-6020.
*Drivers- Competitive stunned by what you see You'll
pay,
great
home
time,
want to rethink your logic with a
INSTRUCTIONAL
Van arid Flatbed Fleets
*Attend College Online Accepting
Recent
from home *Medical, Grads 23 YO, 1 yr
*Business. 'Paralegal
0TH. CQL-A Smithway
*Computer. *Criminal Motor Xpress 888-619Justice Job placement ,
607, wee" smxc corn
assistance Computer
*DriversGreat home
available Financial Aid
if qualified Call 866- time A pay, Company
or
lease
purchase
8 5 8
2 1 2 1
revew CenturaOnline co Health. vision & dental
Direct Deposit CDL-A
and 3 mos. Experience
*Tan you dig it?' Reg d 8017-441-4271
equipment eel Ky-100
Heavy
school 3wk training
program
Backhoes. *Drivers- IMMEDIATE
HIRING, Regional &
Bulldozers, Trackhoes
Local lob placement 0TH positions available
with
asst Start digging dirt today, CDL-A
NOW Toll-Free. 866- tanker req d Top pay &
premium benefits Call
362-6497
877-484-3061 or visit
*HEAVY EQUIPMENT us at. WWII oakleytrans
OPERATOR
TRAIN- port corn
ING No Experience
Owne
Necessary. ASK about *DriversOperators, New Leas,State Training Dollars
Employment to Own program 9.
Assistance Accredited CPM Fuel Surcharge
Paid All Kies CDL-A
by
NCCER
warm amhet.corn 1-886- Reg d Call (866)8042065
or visa 5V5W4 trans280-5836 AMERICAN
HEAVY EQUIPMENT portamenca corn

MEDICAL

oft-d

an 011arod

*PROJECT MANAGSPORTING/SPORTER Plan, organize, bid,
ING GOODS
direct construction for
*CHERRY BLOSSOM
large commercial protGOLF/COUNTRY
ects
Knowledge of
CLUB, Georgetown
structural design, state
Voted 51 public access
and
local
building
golf
course
by
codes. Self manage.
GolfWeek Magazine
high energy, computer
Join us for your next
literate, with a commerrp nd or outing Call
cial focus & well devel50?-570-9849
oped
interpersonal
skills- both written &
TRAVEL
verbal
Construction
•DESTIN.
FORT WALDegree. 3. years exp
Full benefits package. TON BEACH. SOUTH
WALTON,
PANAMA
competitive
salary
Apply in person or sub- CITY & PORT ST JOE,
FLORIDA
Best
selecmit resumes to 3560
tion of beach cottages,
Bashford
Avenue,
homes
8
condos
OnLouisville, KY 40218
line
Reservations
Fax
502-239-6820
ctharp0kelleyconstruc; www SouthernResorts
lion corn wwwkelley- corn 800 737 2322
construction corn
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Stormwater
Technician. Looking for •Attn Drivers HOME
motivated individuals WEEKENDS,
GE T
with a good MVR and PAID 40t PER MILE,
experience with com- Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus'
mercial
landscape CDL-A A 6 mo flatbed
equipment All expense exp req'd WV T 800paid overnight travel
246-6305 view wvtonSalaried
positions line corn
between 5500-$700 per
week Training and ben- 'Big Trucks = BIG
OTP/
efits provided. Apply BUCKS,
online at infoOfron- Regional/ Local Class
trangeenvironmental.co A CDL Training. Delta
m, fax your resume to Career Academy. Better
Bureau 847-382-5904 or call Business
our office at 866-426- Accredited Mt. Sterling,
KY 800-883-0171
0025.

TRAINING

lihursday, April 17, 2008 • 5R

270-293-5624
GRAVEL, whiteiOck,
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

Photo provided

Pictured is one of the ballfields at Calloway County High Schools.

FMC donates concrete to CCHS baseball
softball fields for handicap accessibility
Special to the Ledger
The Federal Materials Company recently
awarded Calloway County High School 50
cubic yards of concrete to complete handicap accessible restrooms and handicap
accessible sidewalks leading to the Lakers
baseball and softball fields.
We are pleased that Federal Materials
Company selected our project at Calloway
County High School.- said Calloway
County School Superintendent Steve
Hoskins. "With handicap accessible ball
fields, we hope to provide safety and con-

venience for all students, parents and mem- concrete donations as well.
bers of the community who attend. play and
"We support economic development in
support our athletic programs.19 counties across western Kentucky and
This proposed project was one of four northwest Tennessee,- said Chris Bright,
selected by Federal Materials Company president of Federal Materials Company.
under the School Concrete Donation "We want our donation efforts to support:the
Program. Nineteen counties were invited to educational systems in these comities.
participate in the program. where Federal Whether constructing new sites, beautifying
Materials Company donates up to 50 cubic current areas of campus or completely renoyards of concrete for new construction or vating existing concrete, we hope to provide
renovated project needs.
students with better access to all amenities
Schools in Livingston County, Caldwell of their campus."
County and Hickman County were awarded

611 • thuriday, April 17, 2008
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Todavinllisteni
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. April 17,
the 108th day of 2008 There are
258 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 17, 1961. about 1,500
CIA-trained t'uban exiles launched
the, disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in a failed attempt
to overthrow the government of
Fidel Castro.
()n this date:
In 1521. Martin Luther went
hefore the Diet of Worms to face
charges stemming from his religious writings. (He was later
declared an outlaw by Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V.)
In 1790, American statesman
Benjamin Franklin died in PhiladelOhne lit age 84.
In 1861. the Virginia State Convention voted to secede from the
Union.
In 1941. Yugoslavia surrendered to Germany in World War
I 464. Ford

Motor Co

unveiled its new Mustang model Ariz., at age 56.
at the New York World's Fair.
Five years ago: U.S. special
In 1969, a jury in Los Ange- forces in Baghdad captured Barzan
les convicted Sirtifin Sirhan of Ibrahim Hasan, a half brother of
assassinating Sen. Robert F. and adviser to Iraqi leader SadKennedy.
dam Hussein. The U.S. govern.
In 1969, Czechoslovak Commu- menu awarded Bechtel Corp. a
nist Party First Secretary Alexan- major contract for helping rebuild
der Dubcek was deposed
Iraq's power, water and sewage sysIn 1970, the astronauts of Apo/- tems. Diet Dr Robert C. Atkins
lo 13 splashed down safely in the died in New York at age 72
Pacific, four days after a ruptured Songwriter Earl King died in New
oxygen tank enppleo _their spore. . Orleans at. age 69 Sit I Paul .
craft
Getty Jr. the reclusive third son
In 1990, the Rev. Ralph D. of American oilman J. Paul Getty,
Abernathy, the civil rights activist died in London in age 70.
and top aide to the Rev Martin
One year ago A day after the
Luther King Jr., died in Atlanta Virginia Tech massacre. President
at age 64
Bush visited the campus, where
Ten years ago: A Thai mili- he told students and teachers at
tary team collected evidence from a somber convocation that the
the body of Pal Pot, former chief nation was praying for them and
of Cambodia's Khmer Rouge goer- -there's a power in these prayers"
nllas, to lay to rest doubts that In Rome, a U.S. soldier went on
one of the century's worst tyrants trial in absentia for the shooting
was truly dead. Photographer Linda death of Italian intelligence agent
McCartney, wife of rock legend Nicola Oilman at an Iraqi checkPaul McCartney, died in Tucson. point in March 2005.
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DEAR ABBY: As the mother and sister of special-needs
people, I understand both "NTs"
and her mother's points of yiew.
You recommend a "group living situation for her sister, but
unfortunately there aren't nearly enough group homes to meet
the large (and growing) demand
for them. "Becky" should get
on a housing wait list as soon
as possible.
Her parents should contact
the special-ed department at the
local high school. The department is aware of organizations
that can help with Becky's needs.
Also, the parents should make
financial
arrangements
for
Becky's future. My parents did
these things for my brother,
and I am very grateful. -- SEES
BOTH SIDES IN COLUMBIA,
MD.
DEAR ABBY: I am mom
to a 15 -year--old son with autism,
bipolar disorder and mental
retardation. I also have a daughter who is 12.
One day, when my daughter was only 8, we explained
that most adults move out of
their partafe hoax and Vito i
place of their own. I explained
that eventually her brother would
be moving into a group home
with others like him.
My daughter said
I love
my brother, but I don't think I
want him to live with me when
we grow up. Is it OK if I visit
him and make sure he has the
things that make him happy?
He could come to my house
for holidays and birthdays."
Perhaps. if No Thanks"
shows this to her mother, they
can both see the compromise
and have a little peace of mind.
-- BEEN THERE IN OREGON

GAIRFIt I [30.)

DEAR DR. t.X./TT: I accently underwent a procedure for an
enlarged prostate, called Prolieve.
I was told by my urologist that
• complete reversal of my problems would take up to four weeks.
However, after three and a half
weeks, my
sympto m S
have returned
(frequent urination,
urgency and
lower back
pain).
This has
affected me
greatly, and I
would appreDr. Gott
at
o
cipTriS
e on yoounr
By
next
my
Or Peter Gott course
of
action. The
treatment took 45 minutes and
was very uncomfortable. My next
dottor Visit is coming up. and I
would like very much to have
your help.
DEAR READER: Prolieve us
a relatively new procedure. It uses
microwave therapy to compress
and heat prostatic tissue. The procedure claims to reduce the amount
of tissue and relieve the primary
symptoms of benign ptomain;
hyperplasis
prostate
(BPH.
swelling). These symptoms include
incomplete bladder emptying, frequency, urgency, straining, nocturia
(nighttime urination) and a weak
stream.
Prolieve is indicated for men
with BPH who have a prostate
volume of 20 to AO grains and
in whom drug therapy is indicated The procedure takes 45 minutes and is done through the urethra (tube leading from the bladder to outside the body).
For more infomiation about
the
procedure,
visit

39 Far East
cuisine
40 Slat
42 Give way
43 Jaws parts
46 Many millennia
47 Si to Maurice
48 Carpet feature
51 Urban woe
55 Ego ending
56 Singer Billy 57 Root part
58 Utmost degree
59 Tvnst offs
60 Good dirt
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I GET TO SPEND
ALL DAY WATCHING
PROGRAMS

DEAR READER: Your experience with Vicks is common.
Many folks use it, successfully,
for a variety of ailments. Better
stall is the fact that I have not
heard of any bad reactions to
Vicks or its store-brand counterparts.
Continue to use at, and let me
know of any further success stones

South dealer.
eventually ruffed the eight of clubs in
North-South vulnerable
dummy to make the slam and score
NORTH
1,370 point,
+392
At the secoad table, though, there .
AJ 52
was a minor variation in the play that •
•Q 6 3
resulted in the defeat of the contract.
+764
Here also South wain the heart with
WEST
EAST
dummy's ace and led a low trump to
+11614
•Q 10 7 3
the ace. But at this table. West played
•10 9 7 3
•K Q 6
the jack on the ace!
•.1 9
•K 4
Declarer was won afraid to con•92
*1 10 5 3
tinue with a tramp, because if West's
SOUTH
jack was really a singleton, East
•A K
could take dummy's queen and
•4
mum the nine, leering south to rely
4rA-10 St 7 5 2tin all-1 club division.
•
4A K Q
Declarer therefore tried to proThe bidding:
tect himself against this threat by
South
West
North East
playing the A-K-Q of clubs next.
I•
Pass
Pass
1•
This would prise harmless if the
.3•
Pass
Pas,
3•
clubs were actually divided 3-3, but
4 Ni
Pass
Pass
5•
would enable him to make the con6•
tract if FASt had started with four.
Opening lead ten of hearts.
clubs
It is said that luck is often the
Uakorteastely, West unexpectedly
residue of design, and today's deal ruffed the third club with the nine,
illustrates the theme. The deal and South had to pay off to West's.
occurred in a team-of-fiair match. bnIliant falsecard it trick two.
and at both tables South arrived at six
As 371 matter of fact. West's play •
diamonds with West leading the had much to recommend it. He realheart ten.
i,ed that dropping the jack under the
The play west very quickly at the ate could 1101 conceivably cost ham a'•
first table. Declarer won the ten with track, and that it might have the inciThe ace and lcd a loss trump to his dental efli-ct of causing declarer to
ace, Fast contributing the four and alter his normal line of play. lie cerWest the nine. South then continued tainly scored a major bull's-eye in
with a diamond to the 3-0-K, and the actual case.
Tomorrow: Opening-lead quiz.
V20061,myilamare.strid..oelm

a

GUESS WHAT OUR
CLASS HAD A MEETING
AND I'VE BEEN MADE
PRO6RAM CHAIRMAN

DEAR DR. Gorr: Visks has
to be one of the most important
items in my medicine cabinet. A
few months ago. I had a really
bad sinus infection and relied on
Vicks to help me breathe. I tubbed
it onto my chest, neck and under
my no' 4,fter a few weeks, I
noticed that 1 had some black
spots under the folds of my neck.
I easily wiped them away with a
washcloth, and then discovered that
about five small skin tags had
disappeared. The smallest went
first, and now I am working on
a few of the larger ones, which
are shrinking every day.
I was so inspired that I decided to try Vicks on the dry skin
splits on my fingers. It healed them,
too! I then decided to try it on
a small sore on my car. Again,
success. I have started to think
that Vicks may be as close to a
cure-all as ever will be, although
1 should probably be cautious
about where I use it!
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www fda gov/cdrh/MDA/DOCS/p0
and
30006.html
www.prolieve.eorn
As for your next step, 'medication to shrink the size of your
prostate, such as Proscar, is appropriate Also, tell your Uf9logast
about the return of your symptoms and ask his or her recommendations about further treat,
ment options.
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Prolieve new therapy
for enlarged prostate

ate the concerns of both No
Thanks" and her mother Thank
you for sharing yours Read
on
DEAR ABBY: I am a senior support coordinator (futures
and estate planning) with The
Arc of Frederick County, Md.
The concerns No Thanks" has
about being completely responsible for her sister's care are
frequently expressed by siblings
of children with disabilities.
Fortunately, there are many possibilities for her family that
would allow the best oi both
worlds.
The Arc (ww w.arcfc.org
offers information and support
in almost every state. We serve
individuals with disabilities and
their families and can assist
with plan development.
Thank you for peintiag the
letter from this young lady,
Abby. She echoes me concerns
of siblings around the world.
and there IS an answer. -KARLA IN FREDERICK, MD.
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Families of disabled children
can find help for the future

10 years ago
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Published is a picture of Jason
40 years ago
WAITIA. Member of Wildlife SectKay Puddey, physical educaDEAR ABBY: Please allow
at Murray State University. tion major from Murray at Murme to respond to 'No Thanks!
showing his friend, Chloe. a red- ray State University, was named
WIed boa constrictor, to grade Miss Kentucky 1968 at the sixth Sacramento, Calif.' (Feb. 7)
Having also grown up with a
schools outside Murray State Uni- annual Miss Kentucky Beauty
rternly ('urns Center. Harris and Pageant at Mayfield High School disabled sibling. I empathize
Gkillii•took pan in the Reptile Fest, auditorium Phyllis Cunningham
with her distress and feeling
skisti featured about 50 species of Murray was named third run- "saddled' with an obligation of
ot„igakes and lizards The photo ner-up.
caring for her younger mental:dby Staff Photographer
Dr. W.G. Reed, professor and
ly retarded
Kane.
chairtnan of the physics departsister.
Cry ...tat Morrow, Kelly Buff- ment of Murray State UniversiI recomingtile and Cathy Thompson have ty, has been chosen to represent
mend
she
atdined the Certified Profession- the university's faculty on the
talk to her
al Secretary (CPS) rating by the MSU Board of Regents.
school counProfessional Secretaries InternaJ. Matt Sparkman, treasurer
selor, who
tional. They are members of the of Calloway County Crippled
Murray Chapter of Professionals Children's Drive. said S1,843.36
may be able
SeCeCtures.
to assist with
has been collected for the 1968
Easter Seal Drive.
family coun"
• Cpris
im
'eayrgGraP
egory of Calvert
50 years ago
seling. Once
Dear
Abby
c'ini :Was chosen as the 1988
Two persons from Paducah,
her
sister
1.1rik- Murray State University at Betty Jean Watson, 19, and
turns 18, she
By Abigail
ifle 14th annual Miss MSU Schol- William Ray Oliver, 23, died
may be eliVan Buren
ars)* Pageant at Lovett Audito- from Injuries sustained in a trafgible
for
Otar:-Suzanne Pitman, Miss Ken- fic accident on the S-Curve in
wieky USA. and Rufus Harris, Hazel at 12:40 a.m. tally. TVo .public assistance as well, as
other
state
programs.
Many
non:MSU of 1987, served as other persons of Paducah were
profit organizations are availmailers of ceremonies. Lee Ann injured.
Rayburn of Murray was first runMrs. John Winter of Murray able to assist disabled citizens
ner-up.
presented a review of the book, after their parents base passed,
Births reported include a boy "The Fireside Book of American so the sole burden does not
in Ronnie and Stephanie West, Songs." at a meeting of the Cap- fall upon the sibling's shoulMarch 17; a boy to Jill and Ken- tain Wendell Oury Chapter of ders.
neth Asher and a boy to Kim- the Daughters of the American
My mother has conservatorberly and Joe Chambers, April Revolution held at the home of ship over my brother's medical
14.
Mrs. W.P Williams, Pans, Tenn. affairs, while a local nonprofit
Rev. David Brasher is serv- She was introduced by Mrs. D.E.
organization oversees his finaning as pastor of Elm Grove Bap- McConnell of Murray
cial affairs. When Mother passtist Church.
60 years ago
es, there is a small trust fund
30 years ago
Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar
Calloway County officials said at Murray State College, will set aside for him that I will
the new county animal shelter is attend a convention of the Amer- manage. I will then become his
near completion. It is located on 101/1 Registrars in Philadelphia, medical conservator. Everything
the southeast corner of the coun- Pa., April 19-23.
is set up in a way that I can
ty garage lot on Sycamore Street
Elmus Beale of Murray will care for my brother while mainExtended.
serve on the grand jury and Mrs. taining a life separate from him.
Births reported include girl Joe Baker and Mrs. Garrett Jones -- LISA IN SAN DIEGO
to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Norswor- of Murray and Paul D. Jones of
thy. March 27, and a boy to Mr. Kirksey, will serve on the jury
DEAR LISA: I was enlightand Mrs. Brent Morris, April 2. for the spring term of Western
ened by the responses that
Debora Nance and Joel Grif- District Federal Court, Paducah,
poured in offering additional recfin were married March 24 at opening April :9 at 9 a.m.
ommendations that may allevi-
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At least 50 killed in funeral suicide bombing
BAGHDAD (API — A suicide bomber struck the funeral
of two anti-al-Qaida Sunni
tribesmen in a town north of
Baghdad on Thursday. killing at
least 50 people and wounding
dozens, police said.
The blast was the latest this
week to break a penod of relative calm in Sunni areas, raising
concerns that Sunni insurgents
are reorganizing.
Over the past months, violence has dropped with the
increase in U.S. troops and the
growth of so-called Awakening
Councils, groups of Sunni
tribesmen and former insurgents
who have joined American
forces in fighting al-QaidaIinked militants.
Thursday's attack took place
in the town of Albu Mohammed
about 90 miles north of
Baghdad, during the funeral of
two brothers who belonged to
the local Awakening Council
and had been killed in an attack
a day earlier, police said.
The suicide bomber walked
into a tent crowded with mourners in the village and detonated
explosives strapped to his body.
police in the nearby city of
Kirkuk said.
The head of the local
Awakening Council, Sheik
Omar al-Azawi, was just pulling
up at the tent in his car when the

blast went off.
"I first heard a thunderous
explosion and whets I turned my
eyes to the tent I saw fire and
smoke coming out," al-Azawi.
51. told The Associated Press in
a telephone interview.
"Panicked people were jumping and running in all sides and
then we started to evacuate those
who were killed and wounded in
our pnvate cars until police and
medical teams arrived," he said.
He said the bomber, believed
in his late 50s, was dressed in
traditional Arab robes and that
guards in charge of searching
mourners allowed him in without a search.
At least 50 people were killed
and 50 wounded in the blast, the
police officials said, speaking on
condition of anonymity because
they are not authorized to talk to
the media. The blast was the
deadliest attack since March 6,
when a bombing in central
Baghdad killed 68.
Thursday's attack came on
the heels of a string of suicide
attacks on Tuesday that killed 60
people in four major cities in
central and northern Iraq.
The U.S. military has touted
the relative calm in Sunni areas
as a major success of the troop
surge and the strategy of encouraging Awakening Councils and
other Sunnis — some former

insurgents — to turn against alQiuda.
U.S. military spokesman
Maj. Gen. Kevin Bergner said
Wednesday that despite this
week's stepped-up violence, the
overall situation in Iraq has
markedly improved over the
past year.
"We have said all along that
there will be variants in which
we will see al-Qaida and other
groups seek to reassert themselves." Bergner said.
But the new Sunni violence
comes as fighting has increased
between U.S.-Iraqi forces and
Shiite militiamen, particularly
members of anti-U.S. cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr's Mahdi Army.
The U.S. military said an
unmanned drone killed two gunmen in Baghdad's Sadr City distnct Thursday. The military says
the drone identified the two men
carrying AK-47 rifles.
The sprawling district with
over two million inhabitants has
seen
continuous
clashes
between Shiite militants and
Iraqi and U.S. forces in recent
weeks.
U.S. officials have praised
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki
for the determination he showed
in confronting the militias, but
they have also said the Basra
operation was hastily arranged
and badly executed. Critics said

AP
Residents observe the scene of an overnight airstrike in Baghdad. Iraq today. U.S helicopters
struck a residential complex in Habibiyah, a Shiite dominated area on the edge of the militia
stronghold of Sadr City, killing two civilians and wounding 6 others, police said.
it highlighted the Iraqi army's
poor leadership and the low
morale among its rank and file
after some 1,000 troops deserted
or refused to tight in Basra.
Iraq's main Sunni Muslim

be a boost to al-Maliki, who has
struggled to keep together the
disparate factions of his government and attempt to reconcile
Iraq's feuding Shiite and Sunni
politicians.
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political bloc agreed in pnnciple
to al-Maliki's Shiite-led government nearly nine months after
quitting the Cabinet, lawmakers
from the group said Thursday.
A return of the Sunnis would

AP
REMEMBERING A FALLEN COMRADE: U.S. Army Staff Sgt. Alejandro Contreasbaez, left, and Sgt. Jarrad Benjamin, right,
pay their respects to three fallen comrades from B Company, First Squadron, Second Stryker Cavalry Regiment in Baghdad,
Iraq on Wednesday. The soldiers were killed in combat in the Shiite stronghold of Sadr City: Staff Sgt Joseph Gamboa on
March 25. Sgt. Michael Lilly and Cpl. Jason Kazanck on April 7

Runners carry Olympic flame in New Delhi amid heavy security
NEW DELHI (AP) —
Runners earned the Olympic
flame Thursday along a heavily
guarded route through central
New Delhi, protected by about
15,(100 police who kept Tibetan
exiles and other anti-China protesters from disrupting the ceremony.
Much of New Delhi's leafy
British colonial-era center —
where the presidential palace,
Parliament and government
ministnes are located -- was
sealed off to traffic and pedestrians in some of the tightest security ever seen in the capital.
India is home to the world's
largest Tibetan exile community,
and thousands held a peaceful
mock torch relay earlier
Thursday elsewhere in New
Delhi to draw attention to the
Chinese crackdown in Tibet.
Protests were also held in other
Indian cities, including Mumbai.
where 25 people who tried to
storm the Chinese consulate
were detained.
To avoid the chaos that has
marked the torch runs in
and
San
London. Paris
Francisco. Indian authonties cut
the relay route to less than two
miles. That meant each of the 70
runners in the relay could jog
with the flame for only a few
seconds before handing it to the
next person.
The torchbearers were surrounded by rings of jogging
security forces — first Chinese
forces in blue tracksuits and then
Indians in red ones — as they
ran from the presidential palace
to the histonc India Gate monument, where an Olympic cauldron was lit. Several buses of

police followed the runners,
who included tennis star
Leander Paes.
The public was allowed
nowhere near the relay, and
crowds amounted to just several
hundred young people sitting on
bleachers wearing T-shirts of an
Olympic sponsor, Coca-Cola,
and several hundred members of
India's Chinese community.
Shortly after the Olympic
flame was flown to New Delhi
early Thursday from its last stop
in Pakistan. some two dozen

75

Tibetan exiles chanted antiChina slogans and protested
along a busy highway to the airport. Several of the protesters
were detained by police.
Thousands of Tibetans took
pan in their own torch run to
highlight the Tibetan struggle.
That run began with a Buddhist.
Hindu and Sikh prayer session at
the site where Indian pacifist
icon Mohandas Gandhi was cremated. The iorch was then lighted and Tibetans put on a show of
traditional dancing

Several dozen prominent
Indians, including
former
Defense
Minster
George
Fernandez, joined the Tibetans,
marched without incident.
Public sympathy in India lies
with the Tibetans. who have
sought refuge in the country
since the Dalai Lama, their spiritual leader, fled Tibet after a
failed upnsing against Beijing in
1959, setting up his government-in-exile in the northern
town of Dharmsala.

WASHINGTON (AP)-- British Prime Minister Gordon Brown
has not had an especially close relationship with President Bush, but
he may be looking for a tighter bond with his successor, whoever
that might be.
Brown is meeting with all three major presidential candidates
Thursday, before heading to the White House to discuss the shaky
global economy. Iraq and closer trans-Atlantic ties with Bush.
The relations between the two leaders contrast with the bond
between Bush and Brown's predecessor, Tony Blair.
Blair's chumminess with Bush, who was highly unpopular in
Britain. contributed to his drop in popularity. Brown has been more
wary. Ties also have been complicated by Brown's decision to draw
down British troops in ling
The meetings With the candidates offer an opportunity for a less
fraught relationship with whoever moves into the White House.
His three 45-minute meetings within three hours at the British
ambassador's residence also provide the candidates with a chance to
1 appear presidential with an important foreign leader.
I
"That's remarkable," said Julianne Smith, director of the Center
for Strategic and International Studies' Europe program. "Few foreign leaders could secure these kinds of meetings in the middle of a
campaign. That speaks to how the car.didates view relations with
Bntain."
In a CBS interview Tuesday, Brown offered praise for all three
prospective presidential candidates, Republican John McCain and
Democrats Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton. He specifically
praised L'Iinton's plans on the economy.
The British leader arnved in the U.S. on Tuesday with his wife,:
Sarah. for his second visit since replacing Blair last June.
On Wednesday, Brown attended a session of the United Nations
before a meeting with New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg and a
round of talks with investment executives on Wall Street.
The U.S. trip, however, has been overshadowed by the visit of
Pope Benedict XVI. who met with bush Wednesday and plans to celebrate Mass at a new baseball stadium in Washington on Thursday.
Ahead of the visit, Brown said that coordinated efforts to shore
up the world economy can reinforce ties between Europe and
Washington that were frayed by the Iraq war.
Despite a gloomy financial outlook at home and domestic complaints over his response to the global credit crunch. Brown said he
believes that Britain and the U.S. can enjoy a new decade of growth.
After a frosty first meeting with Bush in July, Brown said he novi
hopes he can help strengthen ties, aiming to lead work on tackling
spiraling food and fuel prices, reform global institutions and combat
climate change. "I feel I can bring Europe and Amenca closer
together for the fuiute," Mown said, in his CBS interview. "That
will be to the advantage of all of us, to deal with economic problems
climate change and help make for a more peaceful world..."
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Widely used government
textbook under fire after high
school student raises concerns
WASHINGTON (AP) Talk about a civics lesson: A
high-school senior has raised
questions about political bias in
a popular textbook on U.S. government, and legal scholars and
top scientists say the teen's criticism is well-founded.
say
They
"American
Government" by conservatives
James Wilson and John Dilulio
presents a skewed view of topics
from global warming to separation of church and state. The
publisher now says it will
review the book, as will the
College Board, which oversees
Advanced
college-level
Placement courses used in high
schools,
Student Matthew LaClair of
Kearny, N.J., recently brought
his concerns to the attention of
the Center for Inquiry, an
Amherst, N.Y., think tank that
promotes science and which has
issued a scathing report about
the textbook.
"I just realized from my own
knowledge that some of this
stuff in the book is just plain
wrong," said LaClair, who is
using the book as part of an AP
government class at Kearny
High School.
AP
The textbook is designed for
Matthew LeClair, 18, holds his American Government texta college audience, but also is
his home in Kearny, N.J. LeClair, a senior at Keamy
widely used in AP American book at
courses, said High School, has raised questions about political bias in a
government
Richard Blake, a spokesman for popular textbook on U.S. government, and legal scholars and
Fekl Entertainment nnoto
the publisher, Houghton Mifflin top scientists say the teen's criticism is well founded.
Vioantia Pages and one of her tigers from the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, Co. Blake said the company
which will be performing in Murray this month.
"will be working with the of faith-based initiatives. Wilson about LaClair's concerns and
authors to evaluate in detail the is the Ronald Reagan Professor has lent him some support.
criticisms of the Center for of Public Policy at Pepperdine
Hansen has sent Houghton
Inquiry." Blake said some dis- University. Neither responded Mifflin a letter stating that the
puted passages already have immediately to calls seeking book's discussion on global
been excised from the newest comment.
warming contained "a large
•
•
edition of the hock.
LaClair said he was particu- number of clearly erroneous
DWI authors are considered larly upset about the book's statements" that give students
a treatment of global warming. "the mistaken impression that
Dilulio,
conservative.
University of Pennsylvania pro- James Hansen, the director of the scientific evidence of global
By ERIC WALKER
fessor, formerly worked for the NASA Goddard Institute for warming is doubtful and uncerEditor
' Bush administration as director Space Studies, recently heard tam."
Vicenta Pages' young life
was filled with performances,
big tops, downs. cheers, thrills
and exotic animals.
aninung out of the ordinary
... for her.
Born into a famed camas
family of Jorges' Circus Pages,
at
she cames on bet family's rich
tradition today, performing aerial acrobatics and with tigers as
part of Ringling Bros and
Barnum & Bailey circus.
The circus' "Boom-A-Ring"
four will be in Murray, Apiii 26and a
at the Regional Special
gkents Center.
7:nt was exciting," the 22Feld Entertainment photo
year-old Pages recalled of her
Pages gets a "high five' from one of her tigers during
vintager days while at a per- Vicente
Song Leader
Speaker
formance stop in Carbondale. a perfomance with Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey's
Rt..recently. "Not everyday was "Boom-A-Ring'show, which is coming to Murray April 26-27 to
the RSEC.
the same."
; While some kids dream (or
lives — and in cat terms, that's had being on her own away from
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 19th
threaten) of one day naming off
her family.
like 54 of them!
Sunday,.April 20th morning 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.
nifil joining the circus, that was
"It's been a great caper)
"I'm lucky," she said when
evening 7:30 p.m.
Nes' life. Traveling added to
asked if there have been any ence," she added
nit variety, as did her abilities
while working with
be a fellowship meal following the Sunday Morning worship service.
calls
will
close
Mors
iglich eventually led to her own
her tigers. "All the cats are well
pitfomiances.
SO KIrkridge Rood, Murray, KY
7:lief flea came at 4 years old behaved."
From Murray take 94 East to 1346 and follow signs.
This marks her second year
Oahe trampoline.
with Rangling Bros., and the
For additional information call(270)970-0076
:-":"For me, it was cool," the
experience Is the first one she's
aSad. Everyone watched me. I
tol:to stand there and be a little
kf0cess,"
she grew up, animals
A
were added to her act, theaah it
Lvissn't surprising. She had
giown up with all sons of antra-al life around her --dogs.
horses, elephants, camels and
tigers
Pages said she would even
sneak cubs — some as young as
14 weeks old — into her bed as
a tittle girt.
"I grew up having them in the
hoine," Pages said. "Every Lid
Inis a dog or cat, but I had baby
tigers"
She admitted, though, that
her mother got the (no pun
intended) lion's share of the
work when it came to raising the
cubs, rmsnly having to get up at
all hours when they needed
feeding.
Growing up in that environment, she naturally came to
know tiger behaviors and their
abilities as well performing in
Mint of audiences.
Design & Installabon
er Gommettjai LailChiC,3pins,Srvice
Profeasional Resiclen
- "You spend time with them
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The tigers' routines are based
Garden A, Outdoor Decor reaturing Works of Local Artists
on their own abilities and are
Trees 6,.51-irubs‘ Annuals "6, Perennials Carden Supplies & Patio rumiture
based on behaviors they exhibit
while playing.
Her white Bengal tiger troupe
Hours; Mone..1ay E:3aturclayt5Z0 am-5 pm • 6uriciay I pm-4 pm
of Spirit, Fiona, Cia, Mikayla.
been
has
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and
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Circus life is great life for
Rmegling performer Pages
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Faucets make
FOR THE
bathrooms, kitchens
11)0•11'410111- `faue-inating

OR•NOT•AT• A
ALL'KIND
OF PERSON.

s home improvement and remodeling takes place this spring, homeowners may
wonder about what kind of faucet to purchase for their kitchens or bathrooms.
Kay Kingins, a sales associate and decorator at Murray Supply, said
that most of her customers are purchasing stainless steel and Venetian
bronze faucets.
The bronze has a little copper in it, she added, and most of the bronze she
sells has a brushed finish.
Kingins said her best-seller used to be nickel "but I don't see nickel anymore. It had a yellow cast and the stainless steel does not, so I'm selling
more stainless steel."
For kitchens, Kingins said the tall spout that pulls out is most popular.
"The faucet is really a focal point in the bathroom and kitchen," Andy Martin of Fontaine Faucets told NBC News. "It's the item that gets used the most,
and therefore, it always gets noticed. A new faucet is like an instant facelift
that can provide upgraded style, functionality, or both! And its one of the more
easily accomplished 'DIY' projects."
In bathrooms, Kingins said a tall spout is what she's selling most because
"you can get your hands in it" and some people use the bathroom sink to rinse
their hair.
In 2007, buildingonline.com reported that "personalization is the hot new
trend in faucet designs, aimed at helping homeowners create an overall relaxing environment that maximizes theft personal bath experience."
"The new faucet designs are turning the bathroom into the place to be, rather
than a place just to use."
—HOLLY WISE

ACHIEVE PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH
THE ZERO-TURN QUES7MOWER FROM EXMARIC
•22 or 24 hp B4 99$ & Stratton' ELS
Two-Cylinder Engine or 23 hp Kohler'
Command"
•48' or 52'cutting deci
•iteavy-duty,10-gauge fabricated-steel
cutting deck

•Ground speeds up to 70 mph
• 18 high-back seat, with armrests, adjusts
fore and aft from the operator seat
• lOi 4 smooth

•20 x

tread front caster tires

4-pig cirwe tires

IIIIE McKee!
Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St., Murray
(270)753-3062
••41.•

1-800-852-9736

,,wwwmackeelequipment.ceim......_

HOU.V WISULedger & tones

Kay Kingins points to a faucet on a display at Murray Supply. The store carries a wide variety of faucets that match the popular trend of bronze and
stainless steel.
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f you' a homeowner and you want to insulate your house with a product that will
not only save you money on heating and cooling bills, but also aid in pest control
while safeguarding the environment, then Ecosafe Insulation is for you.
Don Owens, owner-operator of Ecosafe Insulation of Grand Rivers, says
. new state-of-the-art insulation is for those who want to make the best investment in insulating their homes that will pay dividends month after month and year
after year -- with possible savings of up to 50 percent.
Ecosafe is an injectable liquid foam that seals all the holes, cracks, crevices
and other construction imperfections as
t hardens much
more efficiently than
solid insulation thus
forming a better and
more
permanent
energy and moneysaving seal.
"It has the consistency of shaving
cream and what is
does is fill up the
wall totally," Owen
said. "It just flows
right in under mild
pressure and seals all
the
cracks
and
crevices."
Owens
said
Ecosafe will help
alleviate problems
with mold, mildew.
insects and other
pests. as well as save
money on utility
bills.
"We've had all
these problems with
mold and aiddew
like they've had with
Katrina and the high
formaldehyde content in these FF.MA
trailers. We do away
Ecosafe .inages with that because
After siding Is removed from the structure, holes are basically what we do
(top photo) and the Ecosafe foam is pumped into is seal," he said. "A
the wall space to fill that area (bottom photo).
home is not properly insulated if you've
got gaps in it from other types of insulation that settle or are not installed correctly."
He said Ecosafe seals a home totally: forming a barrier that keeps what's outside. outside, and what's inside, inside."
"It seals the total cavity. Any air penetrating or any imperfections in the sheeting, it will strip up all the holes." he said. "It will also help keep out vermin...
insects, mice. It cuts down on air penetration and moisture. It does it all."
Ecosafe is a systematic application of two major components that, when working together, provide the greatly enhanced reduction in heating and air conditioning cost through reduced air exchange between the inside air and the outside ambient air temperature and humidity
The cellulose-based foam is also fire retardant. It is densely packed and monolithically sealed with a polyethylene product to provide an optimized seal. The
company's similar products, Climatepro, EcoRlue, and InsulSafeSP, are installed
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Electric
Licensed - Bonded - Insured
24 HR.EMERGENCY SERVICE
Industrial - Commercial - Residential Electrical Contractors
PO, Bak 92 Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 7539562 Fax (270) 753-6850
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Home Inspections
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Switch & Plug Repairs
Fixture Repiacements
Fixture Repairs
Generators
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Bucket Truck Servv,e
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Important Inspections
Approximately five million Americans
are expected to buy an existing home
this year. Which is why it is all the
more important that homebuyers are
aware and informed before signing on
the dotted line.
Although license home inspectors can
provide a detailed analysis of many
aspects of a house, experts agree the
buyer should not let the inspector go
it alone, either figuratively or literally.
Several of the most common issues
to watch for include:
• Maintenance: Observing an overall pattern of poor maintenance is often
a signal of trouble. Crumbling masonry, makeshift wiring, peeling paint,
cracked cement surfaces, broken fixtures and appliances may indicate that
other, even more important items have
been neglected. Ask for life expectancies on major appliances, HVAC and the roof
of
et Electrical: Electrical service that is inadequate to meet the demand
the household can cause wires to overload and start a fire. Older homes
on
in particular tend to have electrical service patched together and added
as the demand grew. Today's lifestyles place additional demands on home
electric not anticipated when first built, including computers, microwave
ovens, larger refrigerators air conditioners, more lighting, and television/video
centers.
gutter
• Roof: Old or damaged shingles, improper flashing and broken
and drainage systems can all contribute to root leaks and water damage
around the house.
• Heating System: Old and inefficient heating systems, old ductwork,
malfunctioning thermostats and controls can pose costly problems tnroughsysout the heating season. Blocked chimneys and poorly vented heating
tems can pose a health threat to occupants.
• Plumbing: Faulty and inefficient fixtures, lead water pipes, non-compliant gas lines. inadequate or old waste pipes, and a mix of incompatible
piping materials can present problems. Water heaters should meet the
needs of the occupants.
• Structure: Foundation walls. floor )oists. rafters, windows and doors and
skylights should all he examined for cracks and air/water leakage. An
improperly graded property that slopes toward the hOUSG can result in watei
penetration in basements and crawl spaces, and damage to foundation
walls.
doors,
• Insulation: Inadequate or cracked caulking around windows and
and insufficient wall and attic insulation drive up heating and cooling costs
However, over-sealing a house can cause excessive interior moisture.
• Additional Tests. Separete inspections for termite infestation, asbestos.
radon, well-water contamination, and other potential hazards are often advis.
able.
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Eco-friendly
rom Previous Page
same me I,
using t
The product is effective for both homes
and businesses According tc, Owcn, when
the foam was tested in accordance with
the Federal Hazardous Substances regulations, Ecosafe by-products were demonstrated to be non-toxic Test results show
no toxic matenals were detected with
levels of formaldehyde registering at
0.0(107: or seven ten thousandths of a
percent.
"It's undetectable,- Owen said. "And
••

•

it's not really formaldehyde, it's aldehyde."
The cost of EcoSale is very comparable to the price of other insulation that
cio not provide the seal offIred by the
foam.
"We're about 20 percent higher than
conventional, but we're about 50 percent
more efficient," he said.
For more informaton about EcoSafe
Insulation, contact Owen at (270) 9283252 or go on e to www.ecosafeinsulation.com.
— .T04111 PERRY
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Tips to rejuvenate your home this spring
them with sisal or cotton rugs in light,
cool colors.
— Take down those heavy draperies
designed to keep the warm air in and
the cold air out. Replace them with sheer
curtains or maybe just a topper above
the window.
— Lighten up rooms by putting away
the afghans and blankets draped over the
hacks of the sofa and chairs. Do the
sofa or chairs look dark and heavy? Why
not go with a floral or pale color slipcover? Not into slipcovers? Then how
about bright new accent pillows or cushions?
--- Replace cinnamon-scented candles
for warmth in the winter with peach or
honeysuckle-scented candles. They will
brighten up the room with color and fragrance.
— Pull the furniture away from the
fireplace. Make the garden the focal point
by rearranging the furniture so that the
conversational grouping faces the garden
scene outside.
— For those among you who are
truly ambitious, how about giving your
walls a new paint job? If you use a
fireplace in the winter, you need to clean
the walls with a lemon-scented degreaser before you paint. To give your room
a springtime look, go for peach, lavender, light green or white paint. If you
don't feel like painting, a good cleaning
will brighten up your walls. Consider
adding a border or stencil.
-- While you are preparing to paint
the walls, look at the artwork you have
hanging on them. Take down any with
a dark winter look and replace them
won airier pieces that show off nature.
— Re-accessorize your rooms. Replace
the heavy gilded vases with white ceramic or clear glass ones. Put out a bowl
of fresh fruit on the mantel. Not only
will it add color, hut it will give off the
aroma of spring. Replace those dark-colJupiter imps, ored lampshades with parchment or white
Roil up that area rug and show the silk ones.
— Use wicker baskets or decorative
beautiful hardwood or tile understorage boxes to hide all of those things
neath.

With the change of seasons comes a
change in many wardrobes. Away go the
dark colors and the heavy fabric; out
come the light colors and the light fabric. While most of us can't afford to
remodel our homes every year like we
do our wardrobes, with some imagination we can give our homes a makeover
and get rid of the winter cobwebs.
Here's how.
-- Take down these silk flowers and
bring in fresh green flowers from your
backyard. Those Easter bulbs that you
planted last year are ripe for the clipping. Fill the house with fresh daffodils,
lilies, tulips and crocuses. They will add
color and fill the house with the aroma
of spring.
-- Look down. Do you see those
area rugs? It's time to roll them up and
leave the hardwood or ceramic tile showing. If you insist on having rugs, replace

Mamma photo
Curtains can lighten up•room after a winter of heavy drapes.
Spring signals the time when you
you accumulated over the winter that
you just can't get rid of. Sweep out the finally get to open the windows to let
fireplace ashes and put silk plants Or the breeze and the sunshine in. It is a
some sort of attractive display in from time for new beginnings. This year, why
of your firebox or cover it with a spring- not give your home some new life"
— RONDA ADDY
therned decorative screen.
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Save your yard now from last year's drought
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From Previous

Last year's summer drought also be necessary on plant stems vices, said now is the time to do
damaged a lot of lawns. And con- that suffered severe damage. your planting.
"Right now is a good time to
tinued drought throughout most of Remove only the affected parts of
the fall didn't help either. But the tree or shrub and new growth fertilize, it's a good time to lay
time to
don't despair, you can still save should quickly fill in any bare sod and it's also a good
seed," Wolf said. "Actually your
your summer lawn this spring or spots."
Sanderson said lawns also took best time for overseeding is going
fall if you act quickly and feed
your lawn what it needs to grow. a hard hit in the drought, but be to end about the end of this month,
to be
Randy Sanderson, owner-man- careful about trying to overseed cool but it's the optimum time
ager of Rolling Hills Nursery, said season lawns this time of the year. planting."
Wolf' recommends getting trees,
"Overseed:ng of fescue lawns,
plants that suffered last year will
need some care this year, but can like most of us have, should be shrubs, grass and other plantings
done in September, and if done in the ground as soon as possi-- and will — recover.
"Although trees and shrubs are now the new grass will not have ble.
What about heavily damaged,
no longer suffering from lack of time to get roots established before
water, many have suffered dam- the weather turns hot and dry, and drought stricken yards?
"The best advice we can give
age and need some special atten- the seedlings will die off," he said.
on it.
tion this spnng to insure they "For now the best thing to do is would be to keep an eye
through
recover from their stressed condi- put down a crabgrass and weed If new foliage is peeping
going to
tion," he said. "Fertilizing is very presenter to keep those weeds from the plants are probably
important this year to stimulate overtaking the lawn and then about be OK," he said.
Doug Crafton, owner-operator
growth and to strengthen the land- the end of April use a Weed &
Feed product to stimulate the grass of Forever Green Lawn Service,
scape plants."
very
Sanderson said Rolling Hills that is present and also kill any said last year's drought was
offers Nursery Special 12-6-6 or perennial broadleaf weeds like danScotts 11-7-7 and recommends delions and chickweed. Try to con- See Next Page
trol weeds for now and preserve
using them inunediately.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
"These fertilizers will slowly what grass is left and then do A worker from Maley's Lawn
release nutrients for about three overseeding and more fertilizing and Landscape Services works
months and stimulate the plants in the fall months."
project
Kevin Wolf, field supervisor for soil on a landscapaIng
through the crucial spring flush
of growth." he said. "Pruning may Maley Lawn and Landscape Ser- In Murray.
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•Lawns ...
From Previous Page
sa vaged
hard on turfgrass but it can
if action is taken this spring and fall.
"Most of our lawns are predominantly fescue," he said. "While fescue is
extremely hardy and tolerant of adverse
conditions, the excess drought and heat
from last summer was very destructive
to most Murray lawns. Unfortunately,
the damage is most visible on lawns that
were well maintained. Where all undesirable weeds have been eliminated and
the lawn is a perfect stand of desirable,
maintained turfgrass, loss of that turfgrass is very visible."
In situations where the lawn is simply a mowed collection of uncontrolled
weeds, damage likely will not be as
noticeable, according to Crafton. Weeds
will spread to cover soil areas not protected by grasses. Left uncontrolled, weeds
will spread to cover any area where
viable grass doesn't exist. Even lawns
that were previously well-maintained, but
have lost much of the grass population
are gradually being covered by weeds
now, as the weeds will germinate in the
now-available sunlight.
"I know of several old, established
fescue lawns. 15-20 years old, that died
during the drought and now are turning green from a mix of emerging weeds,
TOM BERHY/Led9er 8, Times
Crafton said. "A small percentage of An employee of Forever Green
grass plants will die in a normal year, shows turf fertIllzer used to help
but last summer was significantly more restore lawns damaged by last
extreme than normal The only long-term
year's drought.
repair of solution to this is new grass,
whether by sod or seed. Even in good ures to take that include:
•seeding and repairing this spring
conditions, additional grass plants are neednecessary, and with
ed periodically to replace dying plants. only when absolutely
of reseeding again in the
The difference this year is the extent of anticipation
damage needing repair. Ideally, seeding fall.
• preparing early for seeding in the
should only be done in the fall. The
lawn is unsatisfactodilemma to that is most Murray resi- fall if your current
dents were uncertain whether the dead- ry
•continuing weed control efforts to
looking grass was actually dead or dorreduce weed seed development during
mant. Now we know; it is dead."
Several yards that weren't seeded in the Summer.
• consider adding sprinklers to conthe fall were overseeded throughout the
availability in the future.
winter, Crafton said. Results are typical- trol water
• accepting a less-than-perfect lawn
ly not as consistent as fall seeding, but
because very few will be percan sometimes be effective. There will for 2008,
also be a lot of seeding to occur in the fect this year.
According to Laura Skillman, a writer
next couple of months. While spring
University of Kentucky's College
seeding will be necessary for extreme for the
drought and excessive heat
turf loss situations, Crafton says he would of Agriculture,
many Kentucky lawns this past
suggest waiting until fall for most lawn damaged
summe: and continued dry conditions
renovation and reseeding work
the fall left homeowners with
"Anyone seeding in the spring should through
of repairing them. Much of
chance
little
sumthe
in
decline
significant
a
assume
be reversed however during the
can
that
again
reseeding
anticipate
and
heat
mer
spring months.
in the fall," he said. "Obviously, if we early
A.J. Powell, turf specialist with the
are dealing with new construction, utiliof Kentucky College of Agrity repairs, or elevation/drainage repairs, University
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culture,
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Warm colors can add to your home
t's that time of year again where the "honey-do" list has
grown over the winter and it's time to tackle each item.
For those who are feeling the need to re-paint
and decorate their home, local businesses have the
answer to all color and trend questions.
According to Robin Myhill. decorating advisor at
Paint Plus, the trends she's seeing in the business are
colors following a Tuscan theme.
-They're warm colors," she said. "A historic range.
almost" with colors like rusty reds, golds and browns
and blues with a teal hint and chocolate.
Myhill said the teal and chocolate together is very
popular.
While not a new color theme, the Tuscan colors are
seeing a revival as people are wanting their homes to
reflect a certain warmth.
"The Tuscan colors have been for awhile; they stay
around for a long time," she said. "But it seems that
people are just catching on."
In addition to the warm colors. Myhill said purples
and brighter yellows are "coming back, but I don't
think they'll stay."
As a pile, Myhill said pnmary colors come and go
in popularity hut the basics always stay — the basics
being colors in the historic range.
Myhill said she is seeing people work with neutral
colors for the main part of the house and then working off of that making bedrooms, bathrooms, the dining room, kitchen and living room different colors.
Confirming the popular color schemes is Penny Bogard, owner of Peniques, who said the most popular col See

GREG TRAViSAricsaer & limes
Robyn Myhill, an Interior decorating specialist with Paint Pius in Murray, looks over some paint chips
at the store
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Of Color
Inspirational Idea: Blocks
beige box in your

NI Lawns ...
rom Page 7
Powell recommen:.js homeowners use
the turf-type tall fescue because it is easier to establish than Kentucky bluegrass.
Getting good seed-to-soil contact is also
important when reseeding the lawn. Power
seeders or dethatchers, which can be rented, help with that by grooving the soil
and giving good contact. Aggressive hand
raking works for small areas. Spreading
seed over the surface then forcing it into
the ground using high pressure watering
from a garden hose is another option.
"If you don't get good seed-to-soil
contact, then you won't get good establishment," Powell said.
Water newly-seeded lawns frequently.
Keep the soil surface moist until the
seedlings become established. After germination, apply nitrogen to help the young
seedlings grow. Generally, nitrogen applications are not recommended for spring.
but with new plantings some nitrogen is
necessary to establish seedlings. Fertilizing your established lawn in the spring
is not advocated, because it reduces drought
and heat tolerance for the impending
summer. Spring nitrogen causes excessive top growth, and the root system
stops growing. Grass with a poor root
system cannot take up as much water
and minerals making it less able to withstand drought. Fall fertilization encour-

newly constructed
Feel like you're living in a big
home? Are all of your walls painted the same flat-finish tone of beige?
ages root growth and minimizes top
Ready to spice things up with some new paint colors? Great. As you
growth.
selecting colors, you might want to consider using the technique of
are
Spring fertilization also encourages
blocking.
color
rapid growth of weeds such as crabgrass.
Color blocking is the process of taking three or more colors and appiybermuda grass, yellow ntitsedge and niming them in various sized blocks to create a feature wall. The technique
blewill. It makes grass more susceptible
works well in square rooms that lack a focal point and can replace the
to leaf spot and warm weather patch disfor artwork.
need
eases. On established lawns, spring is
When color blocking, it is best to start on paper Create varied sizes
also time to use pre-emergent weed conof squares and rectangles and airange them on paper. Continue revistrol to combat crabgrass. However, if a
ing your arrangement until you have created a pattern you are satisfied
homeowner plans to reseed, they need
with.
to skip this, because the weed control
To transfer your pattern to the wall, you have two options. You can
will keep the grass seed from germinatlife-size shapes from paper, attach them to the wall with painter's
create
ing. Spring is also the time to control
the desired pattern, draw around them with a pencil and remove
in
tape
broadleaf weeds. Spraying actively growOr, you can measure and mark your shapes on the wall in
shapes.
the
ing weeds soon after they begin spring
desired pattern. Once you have the shapes on the wall, tape them
the
growth will yield the best results.
off with painter's tape and prep the surface for paint.
Don't be afraid to mow a new lawn.
You can use any colors of paint you want to create various effects.
After the turf begins to grow, even if
— AdBuilder
the growth is patchy, mow at the recommended height of two inches for bluegrass and fescue. By mowing early and
not letting excessive grass accumulate.
the texture will be finer, color will be
greener, many upright weeds will be
and customers have moved to more conkilled, the turf will become denser, and From Previous Page
temporary but warm colors.
lateral spread will increase.
ors have been burnt orange and brown
"It seems like anything goes." she
More information on lawn care is and mustard yellows.
said, adding that her most popular sell"We have people bring in their paint er are framed quotes. "They mean a
available through county offices of the
sample to match up with different prod- lot to people."
UK Cooperative Extension Service.
-- HOLLY WISE
ucts," she said.
— TOM BERRY
In her experience. Bogard said themes,
such as roosters and apples. have faded

•Colors ...
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Pool plans should fit family, budget
For many residents, there's nothing like relaxing
around the family's backyard swimming pool during
those long, hot days of summer. Taking a dip or reclining in a chase-lounge next to the water can be the
ultimate afternoon and weekend experience.
Determining what type of pool fits your family as
well as your price range can help to assure years of
enjoyment.
According to Don Bunting, manager of the new Family Pools and Spas in Murray, available space and price
are two of the most important factors for residents to
consider when contemplating the installation of a backyard swimming pool.
"Most residents will utilize an inground pool more
than an above-ground unit," he said. "With inground
pools, residents have the added features of a deep end,
a diving board and a slide. In addition, an inground
pool will greatly enhance a backyard and add value to
a home in almost all instances."
He said a complete inground pool package can also
include the pump, filters and heater for the residents'
convenience
He commented that inground pool installation can be
performed anytime year-round. "As long as you can
pour concrete, the installation can be done. Ideally.
spring is the time when residents start thinking about
a pool or spa."

See Next Page

GREG TRAVIS/Leckger & I-Imw
Cohn Kelly Sr., Lori Andrus arid Don Bunting at Family Pools and Spas In Murray, can help residents
with a variety of Items.
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•Pool ...
From Previous Page
e sal. imitations on space or price
are factors residents consider before purchasing above-ground units.
Bunting said a flat yard with plenty
of slope and plenty of access to the
backyard makes for the ideal inground
pool installation, but added that inground
pools of any configuration can be installed
in most locations.
He noted that inground pools can range
from $2,000 to more than $100,000,
depending upon the client. "We can install
pretty much any pool in a backyard.
The average installation time will be
approximately three-to-six weeks for an
inground pool and as quickly as one day
for an above-ground pool. Its important
to have a good crew who knows what
they're doing and are experienced in
concrete work."
Other items residents may want to
also consider are decking, lighting, a
gazebo, pool furniture, ponds and a
grill.
Among the basic maintenance and
upkeep procedures for residents to remember when installing an inground pool are
backwashing approximately every three

Internet photo
There are many things to consider when planning pool construction for the
family.
day, and checking chemical, every three
days to one week

According to HomeGuide123.com. a
swimming pool can be a costly purchase
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for most families. For this reason, they
also suggest homeowners study the various styles, designs and price ranges of
swimming pools to be sure they select
a model that fits their particular lifestyle
and budget. Involving the entire family
can contribute to the successfulness of
a pool by choosing one that accommodates everyone.
The amount of time that a family
expects to use a pool can help determine the size and model desired. The
more or less active the family expects
to be will help in deciding the amount
of money to be spent. It is also important to discuss in advance who will be
responsible for the care of the pool.
The amount of prep work necessary
for installation of a pool should also be
reviewed.
For those on limited budgets, an aboveground pool may be the best option, the
Web site noted. These pools are less
costly and most often don't require major
construction projects for installation. They
can usually be located in a convenient
area of the yard without having to move
pre-existing items such as shrubs, trees
or fences.
— GREG TRAVIS

with other type, of insulation It
seals gaps and holes on sheathing that is common o/at e in
construction eliminating air
penetrations and openings for
vermin and insects Reducing
air infiltration is crotK al to having i propels insulated home
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State's flooding creates home safety concerns
The Kentucky Department for Public
Health (DPH) has issued home safety
guidelines to aid Kentuckians left with
water damage in their homes due to
large amounts of water run-off and flooding throughout the state.
One of the biggest public health concerns linked to water damage in the
home is mold, fungi that can he found
indoors and out. Molds grow best in
wann, dam, and humid conditions and
spread by making spores.
"Though mold is almost always present in the air, it grows best in damp
areas where humidity levels are high,"
said Guy Delius, acting director of the
public health protection and safety division in DPH. "The recent, heavy rains
experienced throughout the state caused
flooding in several areas, and many
homes experienced water damage. This
is a concern for homeowners, not only
because of damage to their home, but it
also could lead to a mold problem if
left untreated."
To recognize the signs of mold, look
for discolored walls possibly showing
water damage, or green or black spots
apparent on walls. Mold also has a musty,
earthy smell, or a foul stench.
"Allergy sufferers are those who are
usually affected the most by mold exposure. Symptoms usually include nasal

Internet photo
The photo shows a line of mold following a flood.
To decrease exposure and reduce mold
congestion, itchy or watery eyes, wheezing or skin irritation," said William Hack- in the home, DPH recommends that
er, M.D., DPH commissioner and CHFS homeowners keep the humidity level of
acting undersecretary for health. "More the home between 40 and 60 percent.
severe reactions may include fever or short- The use of an air conditioner or dehuness of breath. Those who have medical midifier may be used to achieve a lower
concerns regarding mold exposure should level of humidity. Always use exhaust
fans when showering and cooking. Mold
contact their health care provider."

inhibitors for paint are also available
from home improvement stores.
For cleaning a small area affected
by mold, most homeowners may clean
up the mold problem themselves. DPH
officials recommend the use of protective glasses or goggles for the eyes. Also
wear rubber boots and waterproof gloves
and wear clothing that can be washed
afterwards. If there is a heavy mold
growth area, you may wish to use a
basic respirator or suitable mask to prevent breathing the spores.
Other recommendations include:
• Ensure that the area is well ventilated before beginning.
•Remove all previously soaked porous
items that have been wet for more than
48 hours and are not able to be cleaned
and dried.
• Disinfect hard surfaces; a solution
may be mixed of one cup of household
bleach with one gallon of water.
• Contact a mold remediation consultant for severe mold cases.
To prevent mold from coming back.
DPH recommends implementing mold prevention efforts in the home. For flooding damage, ensure that the home is
properly cleaned and dried out by using
the aforementioned steps. For small spots,
See Next Page
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Using books as home decor accessories
wn a lot of books? Got them
stashed here and there on a few
shelves around the house?
Gather them all together and use
them as accessories in your

O

decor.
Books can be displayed in small groups

III Mold
From Previous Page
make sure to remove the source of moisture.
"Mold cannot grow without a source
of water or moisture," said Delius. "By
removing the water source, the homeowner can ensure that the mold growth
should not return."
If mold growth persists, the homeowner may want to contact a mold remediation professional for more advice. The
source of the problem can also be moisture that is hidden m the home.
For more information on mold, visit
the Cabinet for Health and Family Services Department for Public Health Web
http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/
at
site
info/phpsimold.htm, or contact your area
local health department's environmental
public health office.

around the room or on bookshelves. Many
people prefer the latter. However, small
stacks of books work really well on
tables to raise the height of lamps and
other accessories. Opened to a favorite
page, they also make for an interesting
addition to buffets, desks, cabinets and
more.
If you prefer to use bookshelves, keep
in mind that there is an art to displaying books on shelves. Although neat, row
upon row of books lined together make
for a bland shelf and do nothing to add
to the decor of a room.
Old, warped bookshelves with sagging
shelves do not make for a pretty sight,
so before you do anything, make sure
your bookshelves are in good condition.
Get rid of any that have seen better days
or repair and paint them. If you need to
buy new bookshelves, look for strong,
sturdy ones with adjustable shelves that
won't sag under the weight of heavy
books.
When placing your books on shelves,
you have a number of choices for organizing them. You cart group them by genre,
topic or author and alphabetize them by
title, which will make them a snap to
locate. If you are using the hooks pure -

tome aa)CE13
thy01 Your Tam
Improv ent Needs
rasi.f.e
SeSh Ado & Showers
•Deterativis Chimes
'Deka istieshen & Bs& Products
•Deconstime lighting Madge**
Vionlisdaps Systeme

ly as accessories, you can oiganize them
by size or color for a really unique display. With books that you use a lot,
make sure you place them on lower
shelves for easier access.
Bookshelves need
breathing room, so
be creative in
your arrangements.
Line
them
u p
some
in
and
areas
stack them in
Use
others.
vases and other
unique objects
for bookends and
insert accessories
among books to
create interest.
Strive for balance
in a wall of bookshelves and coninserting
sider
some sort of display
unit in the middle to break
up the monotony.

Books make great accessories. Don't
overlook that fact when decorating your
home, and keep in mind that if you don't
have enough books to use as accessories,
you can always purchase some fairly
expensively at secondhand stores, yard
sales and flea markets.
— 'MESA
ERICKSON

isternal photo

Books and bookshelves can be
used to excentuate a room or
area, or even an
entire home?
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Energy efficient
appliances can
improve homes

Premium Carpet
at rock-bottom prices!

1ST QUALITY BERBER CARPET

1ST QUALITY HARDWOOD

1ST QUALM FRIEZE CARPET

•
OFF
.
SO

1ST QUALITY COMMERCIAL CARPET

CARPET TOWN
USA
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Carpet Pad
Use this coupon for 50 cents off pad
with purchase of c.:pet
now thru July 4, 2008.

E sit 22 aft Purchase Park was
Mayfield 10 • 2 10 251 9000

Leal Omni keel kiloton Wk.!

Saving energy is very important these days in everything from buying gasoline
tor the car to insulating homes and it's also at, important consideration when purchasing energy efficient appliances.
Whether you need a new washer and dryer, a refrigerator, air conditioner or a
hot water heater, you want one that is going to be as energy and cost efficient as
possible, and some local business people from Sears, Ward Elkins Appliance & TV,
Murray Supply Co., and Lowe's Home Improvement have some tips for you.
Manager Tom Alexander at Ward Elkins recommends front-loading washers and
dryers that can save money every day on ever-rising energy costs.
"Everything is more energy efficient now than they used to be, but when it
comes down to actually using less energy from what they put out now a frontloader is the best," Alexander said, pointing out one model that can be operated
for one year for approximately $15 per year.
"It sases a lot of money on water, but another thing about it is that it will
spin more water out (of the clothes) in the spin cycle which will take less time
and energy to dry them," he added. "That's really where a lot of energy savings
comes into play."
Even among today's energy efficient washer and dryers, Alexander recommends
front-loaders because they can save as much as 50 percent more on energy costs
than some of the most modern top loaders based on averaged utility rates across
the country.
See Next Page
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TO BERRY/Loamy &times
Beverly Hart and Jackie Capps, employees at Sears In Murray, demonstrate
the capabilities of one of the store's top-loading washer and dryer systems
designed to perform just Ilk* a front-loader with the same henefits The
model la designed to wash and dry a load as large as 23 large-sized toweii.
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e same energy and
exan ci sai
ey savings can be realized from the
ore's newest refrigerators and other applices; some of which can be operated
r an entire year for a few hundred
ollars a year based on average energy
osts and rates.
Beverly Hart of Sears recommends
ne of the store's front-loading systems
s well as a top-loader that is designed
o perform just like a front-loader with
e same benefits.
"This model is designed to wash a
oad as large as 23 large towels," she
said taking the red and blue towels out
of the washer to demonstrate. "It uses
less water and it agitates a different way.
It doesn't have an agitator because it
works just like a front-loader except it's
a top loader. But that's what a lot of
people are concerned about when it come
to buying a front-loader. They are afraid
the door will leak water."
The top-loading washer, front-loading
dryer model is designed to save at least
70 percent over the average washer dryer.
The store also has a large collection of
energy efficient washers, dryers, refrigerators and other appliances.
If you want to save energy and money
on a new hot water heater, look no further than Murray Supply on East Main
Street. Manager Phil Starks said the store
sells several models designed to produce
an abundance of hot water without running the monthly electric bill as high as
the moon.
"They are going to save energy and
money because they are not going to
have to run as much," Starks said. "It
also saves time and money because of
the insulation that in it. If it's sitting
there and you're not using it, it's going
to stay warmer, longer and that is where
you get your energy savings."
Also, Howard Smith, manager at Lowes
Home Improvement store in Murray. says
the store has many washers, dryers,
ranges, dishwashers, refrigerators and other
appliances that bear federal EPA "Energy Star" certification that save both
money and energy.
"Remember, every appliance has two
price tags - the purchase price and the
appliance's operating cost, which you
pay for every month through your utility bill," said Chris Ahearn, vice president of public relations for the company in a news release provided by Smith.
"Many people think that they save money
when they use an old appliance, but in
fact buying an Energy Star appliance can
'.keitv,Ir!IlitYbilfir
save 5riliu
.".
"
r •
every W"'Y'
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The most inexpensive way
to re-decorate a home is
through paint

TOM BERRY/Lodger & Times
Local appliance dealers encourage
customers to take a look at the yellow "Energy Guide" sticker located
on most appitances for information
concerning energy efficiency ratings and other detail concerning
cost savings.
An Energy Star refrigerator will save
between $35 and $70 a year on utility
bills compared to models designed in
the 1990s.
Lowes provided some tips for consumers looking to buy energy efficient
appliances. The suggestions include:
• buying refrigerators with the freerer on top rather than a side-by-side
model.
•buying new clothes dryers that have
a "moisture" sensor that automatically
shuts off the machine when clothes are
dry.
•saving energy while washing clothes
by using less water because 85 percent
of all energy used to wash clothes is
used to heat the water. Energy Star
approved washers use one-third the energy and less water than typical machine
•don't use the "rinse hold" on dishwashers when doing just a few dishes
It uses three to seven gallons of water
each time you use it.
According to Ahearn, consumers can
save up to 30 percent -- or about $600
— on energy bills each year The Energy Star program is administered by the
EPA and the US. Department of Ener
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make the right choice.
Time to paint? Professional results are closer
than you think with Pittsburgh' Paints and the
Voice of Color" palette.
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Become a 'Drywall Doctor'

a good idea to form some kind of handle on the
patch support, either wi..11 a drywall screw or a small
nail, to give you something to hold onto to. Slide
the support into the hole and drill it in place using
drywall screws. Apply some drywall putty around the
edge of the patch area and place the patch in. Using
a drill, place a couple of drywall screws through the
patch to screw it into the drywall support.
Once the patch is in, you need to cover it with
some drywall compound. Try not to overdo it and
use just enough to cover the patch and a few inches to each side. When the compound is dry, sand
down the area and apply the compound a second
time.
When it has dried, Sand down the area again and
check to see if die wall feels like one continuous
smooth piece. If so, you can repaint or replace wallpaper on that part of the wall. If it's not quite smooth,
use the compound for a third application under the
same guidelines as the first rwo.
A slightly easier solution for smaller dents like
those made by door handles is drywall tape. Lay the
tape across the hole and spread some compound over
the tape. The compound will ooze through the mesh
tape into the hole in the drywall, and once it has
dried, it will form a new solid piece of drywall.
Then all you'll have left to do is the sanding and
re-sanding.
No matter which option you choose, if all goes
well, your wall should look like new.
too small
And more importantly, your son will have learned
Now, get a small piece of wood the same width
to play ball in the house. foi now anyway
as the patched area but a few inches longer. This not
— ANDREW McGLOTHIEN
will serve as your patch support. At this point, it's

Your son is playing catch with his friend in the
living room for the third time this week. You stall
to tell him to take it outside when he misses a catch.
It flies past the vase, but you now have a baseball.
sized hole in your drywall. What are you going to
do?
For starters, don't panic Yes, your son is probably in trouble. No, it's probably not worth yelling
about. Your son can probably even help with the
repairs. It may not he fun, but it may serve as a
more appropriate punishment than three weeks without television. Drywall repair can he quite easy if
you know what you're doing. Here's how to patch up
that drywall without having to hang new drywall.
To begin, measure the width and height of the
damaged area. With these measurements, you can do
several things. One option is to get a drywall patch.
This is a piece of drywall with adhesive that you
can cut out and stick to the rest of the surrounding
drywall. It can serve as a quick fix or as a long.
term fix depending on the extent of the damage.
Another way to deal with drywall damage is to
make your own patch. Using a utility knife, cut out
a square or rectangle around the hole, keeping the
cutout as intact as possible. Place the fragment over
a new piece of drywall and trace the outside edge.
Cut your replacement slightly larger than the square
in your wall to give you room to negotiate. Its better to have a patch that's too large than one that's

MYERS

Drywall repair can be easy
you're doing.
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Protect your trees
from seasons' storms
saying
The
goes. "The best
defense is a good
offense.* This is
particularly
to
important
remember when
you think about
protecting trees
possible
from
storm damage.
High winds and
violent rain in the
spring and summer can present
dangers to our
trees and communities However.
there are steps
you can take to
property
keep
and
damage
repair costs to a
minimum.
The International Society of
Arboriculture
(ISA)offers practical suggestions
for reducing the
likelihood your
trees will not fall
victim to Mother Nature's unpredictable temperament. "Recognizing and reducing
tree hazards not
only increases the safety of your prop
city and that of you: neighbors. but also
improves the tree's health and may increase
its longevity," said Jim Skiera. ISA's
Executive Director
• Beware of potential hazards: Being
aware of problems before they present
themselves could spare you money in
repairs Survey your property for trees
that show signs of decay. ISA suggests
looking for these signs of instability:
--- Cracks in the trunks of major limbs
Hollow, aged, and decayed trees
— Conks on trunk or mushrooms at
the base of the tree
Dead branches
Ca.penter ants, honey bees, woodpeckers. and other animals which live in
decayed or hollow trees
— One-sided or significantly leaning
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-- Close
proximity of
power lines
Take preto
cautions
prevent damOnce
age:
problems
been
have
a
detected,
proactive
approach to
tackling them
is advised.
Remove dead.
diseased, or
damaged
limbs
— Consider removing
with
trees
large cavities
of decay
— Leaning
may
trees
indicate a root
problem: have
them inspected
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FOREVELGREEN
Murray's Full Service Lawn
& Landscaping Company
We Have Wonderful Ways To
Enhance Your Yard!
Landscape Design & Installation
Maintenance
Irrigation
Fertilization & Weed Control Programs
Low Voltage Lighting

753-3362
Doug & Vicky Crofton - Owners

Branches too
close to your
a
house,
building. or
street
the
be
should
pruned to pro-

vide clearance
--- Branches that are too close or
touching utility lines need to be pruned
or removed If this work is needed, report
it to your local utility company NOT prune the tree yourself
• Know your tree species- Some
species are more inclined to storm damage A Certified Arbonst will have the
knowledge necessary to detemune which
trees have the hardiness needed to withstand harsh weather conditions.
• Do not top your trees- Untrained
individuals may urge you to cut back
all of the branches, on the mistaken
assumption that it will help avoid breakage in future storms However. Certified
Arhonsts and ISA both warn against the
dangers of "topping", the cutting hack
of main branches to predetermined point
without regard to the tree's natural stroc
trees
The stubs that remain arc not strong
•Take action to remedy potential tar- ture
to grow back as a single, domgets: Inspect your trees for branches that enough
branch Instead, a flush of re-growth
could cause damage to your property before inant
surrounds the stub Trees that have been
storm hits
— Branches that hang over the house.
Soo Pogo 20
near the root
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nnn't It termites take a bite out of you!
As the weather warms, termites are "chomping at
the bit" to get at your tasty home.
That's why homeowners need to be attentive to the
increased potential of termite infestations during the
wanner months of the year and to learn the signs that
termites may be on the march to nibble at their homes.
This problem not only can affect the structural
dependability of your home, but also can create significant losses since termites can chew through flooring, carpeting and wallpaper as well as wood. In fact,
termite infestations cause homeowners $5 billion in
property damage every year.
'Although social insects, termites are excellent at
concealing their presence,' says Cindy Mantles, vice
president of public affairs for the National Pest Management Association. "This ability to remain undetected is why these pests pose such a risk to homeowners. Sc, often, termites are only discovered once severe
property damage is visible. Spring is a perfect time to
both inspect your property for these hard to detect
pests and take proactive steps to try to prevent infestations."
The experts at the National Pest Management Association offer some useful tips to help homeowners prevent termite infestations.
• Termites love moisture. Avoid any nioisture at
the foundation of your home.
el Given water away frown your property thmligh
properly functioning downspouts, gutters and splash
blocks.
•Remove old form boards and grade stakes. which

Noma photos
Termites (left photo)can cause a great deal of damage to the wood in your house, like the damage termites did to this railroad timber (right photo).
"Termites are not discriminating; they will infest
may have been left behind after a home was conany home that offers them a proper food source,"
structed.
•Termites may create mud tubes to enter a home. advises Mannes. "Even the most well-kept homes are
Routinely inspect the foundation of your home for at risk. If you suspect termites in your home, contact
a licensed pest professional whose expertise and techsigns of mod tuber
• Keep firewood away from direct contact with nology can best rid your home of these unwanted pests
and prevent future infestations."
your home.
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Style's at heart of basement remodeling
(HIT) - The basement is no longer a
dark, underutilized space used primarily
for storage. In fact, homeowners attitudes toward basements have changed so
much in recent years that builders and
real estate agents now commonly call
them lower levels."
Basement remodels are a smart investment because today's homeowner needs
every room in the home to be
functional-and they're using all available space. While the housing market
has dipped in recent years. home remodeling remains strong as homeowners are
choosing to renovate rather titan buying
new.
The basement is now considered a
retreat, especially during cold-weather
months. But more importantly, the basement can be tailored to the individual
needs of any homeowner. They can be
media rooms, bedrooms, laundry rooms,
wet bars, home offices, exercise rooms
or children's play rooms.
'An unfinished basement has almost
unlimited potential.' notes Katie Hamilton, DIY expert and co-author of Home
Improvement For Dummies. "It's a blank
slate of usable living space-the design
and function is all really up to home-

owners' tastes and needs."
Homeowners considering a makeover
can take comfort in the fact that basement remodels are also economical.
According to Remodeling magazine's 2007
Cost vs. Value report, basement remodels recoup 75 percent of costs, on average. in the first year. That's among the
highest of home remodeling options.
So, what are the options for homeowners looking to remodel their basement?
"Start with needs." says Hamilton.
"Figure out what would be the most
beneficial addition to the home, and then
consider design."
"Today's homeowner wants comfort and
style, no matter the type of remodel,"
says Ann Miller, product design manager at Armstrong. "Natural and traditional looks are en vogue, and consumers
are progressively choosing the ceiling as
the design focus."
With the popularity of recessed lighting in basements, naturally the ceiling
offers an easy place to start. Armstrong
Internet photo
is one company that offers a diverse line
Say "so long" to your basement and "hello" to your new "lower level."
of decorative and traditional suspended
ceiling products that emphasize natural to the home's HVAC, plumbing and elec- basement ceiling joists,
styles while allowing for necessary access trical systems that often run in between
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Inspirational Idea: Light Up Your Lite
When building or remodeling your home, one thing you are likely to consider is your lighting options. Whether you are looking for an energy-saving
light source, something a bit more natural than fluorescence or a room with a
better view, skylights may be the solution. Available in a wide variety of shapes
and sizes, skylights can meet a number of demands from consumers.
You may be asking, "Why should I
put a hole in my roof" Well, there
are several benefits. For one, natural
sunlight has been proven to provide
Vitamin D and help fight depression.
On top of that, well-placed skylights
can help cut down on your heating
and cooling costs throughout the year.
Skylights can also cut down on your
electrical bills by providing you with
light courtesy of Mother Nature. Finally, skylights can provide a more natural feel within your home by providing another view of the outside.
Now that we've established a few
good reasons to put a hole in your
roof, what are the risks? Well, for one,
you've got a big hole in your roof. If
your skylight is poorly installed or
poorly manufactured, you could have
leaks. If your skylight is not durable,
you could have to replace it after a
few years for something sturdier. Also,
depending on your placement of the
skylight, you may not maximize your
light and could actually lose money on
Internet photo your heating and cooling costs rather
Skylights can otter natural light and than save it. It is important to con sult a professional when thinking about
can offer a unique look to a room,
placement of your new skylights.
Once you have discussed optimal placements of your skylights, you will
probably have learned a few things. For one, bigger is not necessarily better. It
is often more advantageous both for lighting and for climate control to have
several smaller skylights than one huge one. This allows for regular lighting
throughout the home and provides less potential for problems on your rooftop.
One solution that has been catching on lately is tubular skylights. These skylights are usually less than two feet in diameter and utilize a system of reflection within a tube to maximize light input. They usually diffuse the light when
it comes into your home to help spread it around. While these ale smaller, easier to install mid less risky in terms of energy, they do not provide the tradi
tional view of a skylight that you may desire.
You must think cntically about what you want out of your natural lighting.
It you want energy efficiency, smaller holes in your roof and natural lighting,
tubular skylights may be the option for you. If you want to be more "open"
with your skylight options and aim for something with a view, you may opt
for traditional skylights.
Either way, if you install skylights properly, you will get the benefit on both
your electric bill and your bill of health.
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•Protecting trees ...
unn Page 17
topped are also prone to internal decay. While healthy trees are able to seal wounds
that careful pruning leaves, topping leaves a tree with many severe wounds that
it is unable to properly compartmentalize, resulting in detenoration.
•Protect your assets- Properly maintained trees may increase property value by
up to 20 percent. Find out if your homeowner's insurance will cover any damage
your landscape may sustain due to unnatural causes, and include the total value
of your trees when listing your assets for coverage. A Certified Arborist who has
expenence appraising trees can provide an estimated value by inspecting your trees.
Be sure to document the value of potential loss with photos of the trees and the
evaluation by the arborist.
For more infomiation on tree care, and how to find an ISA Certified Arborist
in your area, visit wervareesittCgooitorg.
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